BUILD YOUR OWN LASER
A portable helium-neon laser!

TV DESCRAMBLING
Here's how it works.

BUILD A
HI-PERFORMANCE
STEREO AMPLIFIER
100 watts per channel of FET power.

BUILD A
VARIABLE-VOLTAGE
POWER SUPPLY
It features current limiting, too!

NEW LIFE FOR OLD LP's
Build R-E's scratch eliminator.

VOLTAGE COMPARATORS
Put them to work for you.

PLUS:
★ Ask R-E ★ Robotics ★ New Ideas
★ PC Service ★ Designer's Notebook
★ Antique Radios ★ COMPUTER DIGEST
Now! Tek quality and expert advice are just a free phone call away!

Our direct order line gets you the industry's leading price performance portables... and fast answers from experts! The 60 MHz single time base delay 2213A, the 60 MHz dual time base 2215A and the 100 MHz dual time base 2235 offer unprecedented reliability and affordability, plus the industry's first 3-year warranty* on labor and parts. CRT included.

The cost: just $1275 for the 2213A, $1525 for the 2215A, $1750 for the 2235. Even at these low prices, there's no scrimping on performance. You have the bandwidth for digital and analog circuits. The sensitivity for low signal measurements. The sweep speeds for fast logic families. And delayed sweep for fast, accurate timing measurements. All scopes are UL Listed and CSA approved.

You can order, or obtain literature, through the Tek National Marketing Center. Technical personnel, expert in scope applications, will answer your questions and expedite delivery. Direct orders include comprehensive 3-year warranty*, operator's manual, two 10X probes, 15-day return policy and worldwide service backup.

Order toll free: 1-800-426-2200, Ask for Rick. In Oregon, call collect (503) 627-9000. Or write Tektronix, Inc. P.O. Box 1700 Beaverton, OR 97075

Copyright 1985, Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. #11A 430-3 1 Prices FOB Beaverton, OR. 3-year warranty includes CRT.
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ANNUAL INDEX

JANUARY—DECEMBER 1985

A 4-page brochure containing the 1985 Annual Index is available for those who need one. To get your free copy, send a stamped self-addressed envelope, (legal size) to:

Radio-Electronics
Annual Index
500-B Bi-County Boulevard
Farmingdale, NY 11735

Any requests postmarked on or before July 31 are free. After that date there is a 50¢ fee. Questions and comments about anything other than the Index that are included with your request cannot be handled. Send them separately to our Editorial Offices.
Lasers have gone from science fiction to reality in only 25 years. They are used in industry, medicine, science, communications, entertainment, and more. In our special section, we'll take a look at what lasers are and how they're used. Then we'll show you how you can build a complete, portable helium-neon laser to experiment with.

The portable laser has a 1-milliwatt output and it's battery powered. It's easy to build, and a complete kit as well as separate hard-to-get parts are available. The special section starts on page 39.

**Cover 1**

**Next Month**

THE JULY ISSUE IS ON SALE JUNE 3

**BUILD A LOW-COST 1.2 GHZ FREQUENCY COUNTER**
The best way to add a new instrument to your test bench.

**A ROUNDPUP OF SMALL-SCREEN TV's**
What's available, for how much, and what performance you can expect.

**BUILD AN FET STEREO AMPLIFIER**
Part 2. Upgrade your stereo system with 100 watts per channel of FET power.

**BUILD A GELL-CELL CHARGER**
Recharge your gell-cell batteries the right way!
NEW! Lower Price Scanners

Communications Electronics, the world's largest distributor of radio scanners, introduces new lower prices to celebrate our 15th anniversary.

Regency® MX7000-EA
List price $399.95/CE price $359.95/SPECIAL
- Band, 20 Channel, Crystalless + AC/DC
Frequency range 26.000 MHz to 30.000 MHz
The Regency MX7000 scanner lets you monitor military, P.R.L., Satellite, police, FBI and Department of Defense "no crystal" channels, all with AC/DC operation. Order today.

Regency® Z60-EA
List price $145.95/CE price $125.95/SPECIAL
- Band, 30 Channel, Crystalless + AC/DC
Frequency range 30.000 MHz to 30.500 MHz
The Regency Z60 covers all the public service bands plus aircraft and FM music for a total of eight bands. The ZD also features an alarm clock and priority control as well as AC/DC operation. Order today.

Regency® RX250-EB
List price $299.95/CE price $259.95/SPECIAL
- Band, 25 Channel, No-Crystal scanner + AC/DC
Frequency range 30.000 MHz to 30.500 MHz
The Regency RX250 is a full-featured scanner with AC/DC operation. Order today.

NEW! Bearcat® 800XL-1 EA
List price $349.95/CE price $315.95
- Band, 40 Channel, Crystalless + AC/DC
Frequency range 30.000 MHz to 30.500 MHz
The Bearcat 800XL is a full-featured scanner with AC/DC operation. Order today.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNICATIONS MANUFACTURERS

NEW! Test any scanner from Communications Electronics, Inc. This 2-day Scan test is designed to ensure that you are not satisfied, return it in original condition with all parts in place for a prompt refund. No handling charges or return shipping charges are included.
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COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS INC.
Co-Owner Products Division
720 S.E. Jackson Blvd., Detroit, MI 48207

For credit card orders call 1-800-USA-SCAN

www.americanradiohistory.com
Magnetic resonance analyzes body chemicals without penetrating skin

Using magnetic fields 30,000 times as strong as the Earth's plus high-frequency radio signals, General Electric scientists have been able to perform a chemical analysis on the human heart by totally non-invasive means. That was made possible by a technique known as magnetic resonance.

Magnetic-resonance technology is based on the fact that under the influence of high-power magnetic fields and high-frequency radio signals, the atomic nuclei of certain chemicals in the body tissues resonate and produce characteristic patterns of radio spectra. Those spectra can be used to identify the presence of those chemicals. That is useful in medical diagnosis because the spectra from diseased human tissues may differ markedly from those produced by normal tissue.

Magnetic-resonance spectroscopy is a further development of magnetic resonance imaging, developed in 1984, which is used to produce images of internal body-structures. The techniques that made the present breakthrough possible include stronger magnetic fields—up to 1.5 tesla—and depth-resolved surface coil spectroscopy. The latter is a specialized localization method that makes it possible to select resonance signals from the heart or other organ and isolate them from signals from surrounding tissues. That was done with the help of a specially developed surface coil placed directly over the heart. It both emits the signals that excite the heart's chemicals and picks up the faint resonance signals that result.

In a magnetic-resonance examination, the patient is positioned within the circular bore of a powerful magnet and probed with high-frequency radio signals. Under the influence of the magnetic field, the waves cause the nuclei of selected atoms to resonate and produce faint radio signals. These are picked up by the coil and transmitted to a sophisticated image-processing computer for interpretation. The computer then generates a spectrum showing the relative amounts of the various chemicals in the organ being studied.

Motorola joins campaign against drunk driving

Drawing on earlier experience with citizen-driver radio organizations, Motorola has announced a program to help fight drunk driving. The program was announced at a statewide conference of concerned citizens and organizations, including the Illinois State Police, the Illinois Department of Transportation, and the National Committee Against Drunk Driving. The conference was organized by AAIM, the Alliance Against Intoxicated Motorists.

Called DADD (Drivers Against Drunk Drivers), the Motorola program will help to educate and encourage drivers whose vehicles are equipped with cellular telephones to identify signs of drunk driving and to instruct them in reporting the incidents to appropriate law enforcement agencies.

The program will begin, says Motorola spokesman David Weischz, by packing information with each cellular telephone sold by the company. In addition, tips such as using the memory features on a cellular telephone to store key emergency numbers would be provided to get the cellular users started.

Radio stations receive digital-stereo broadcast

The nation's first direct-to-local station live digital-stereo broadcast was launched by Radio WGBH, Boston, early last November. The program, an all-Ravel concert by Switzerland's Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, originated at the Kresge Auditorium of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and was beamed live to public radio stations across the country.

The concert's analog right and left audio-outputs went into two dbx Model 700 digital audio-processors. The video-format digital-audio signals were then fed to a videocassette recorder and to a modulator on the M.I.T. cable-television system. It then went by microwave link to the Harvard Information Transmission System at Harvard University, which relayed it to WGBH.

The digital-audio signals were then fed to two dbx 700's in WGBH-FM's control room. Their video output went, via WGBH master control and a 7-GHz microwave link, to WGBH's satellite-uplink facilities in Needham, MA. The program was retransmitted on PBS's Westar IV satellite transponder 10-D.
3.5 Digit DMM free With Scope Purchase

FEATURES:
• AC DC voltage
• AC DC current
• Resistance
• Diode test
• Audible Continuity check
• Temperature

BASIC

AC DC VOLTAGE ACCURACY

MODEL QTY 1 QTY 3+

3550 ±.5% ±2 digits $49.00 $42.00
3525 ±.25% ±2 digits $64.00 $54.00
3510 ±.1% ±2 digits $79.00 $67.00

One With Any Scope Purchased From RAG

2 year warranty plus carrying case included!

Special!

MODEL V-222
DC to 20 MHz, 1 mV/div, Dual Trace, D.C. offset for DMM Output. Vertical Mode Trigger, 6" CRT (w/two X1/X10 probes).

$536.00

MODEL V-422
DC to 40 MHz, other features same as V-222 (w/two X1/X10 probe).

$694.00

MODEL V-1050F
DC to 100 MHz, 5 mV/div, Quad Trace, Delayed Sweep, Full T.V. Triggering, alternate time base (w/two X1/X10 probes).

$1,276.00

MODEL V-650
DC to 60 MHz, 1 mV/div, Triple Trace, Delayed Sweep, Full T.V. Triggering, variable trigger hold-off (w/two X1/X10 probes).

$956.00

NEW! 3 year warranty parts and labor on above scopes!

RAG Electronics is a factory authorized Hitachi repair center.
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CALL US TOLL FREE
1-800-732-3457
IN CALIFORNIA TOLL FREE 1-800-272-4225

Prices subject to change without notice.

RAG ELECTRONICS, INC. / 21418 Parthenia Street / Canoga Park, CA 91304 / 1-818-998-6500
VIDEO NEWS

DAVID LACHENBRUCH
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

• Philips' Flat Tube. Another flat video-display device has been announced. Developed by Philips, in that company's British laboratories, the new device is a cathode ray tube three inches thick with a picture display measuring 12 inches diagonally.

The tube itself is in a metal can to which a glass faceplate is sealed. The electron beam travels from a single gun at the top rear of the tube and down the back of the tube to a reversing lens, which turns it 180 degrees, deflecting it to the front of the tube. Frame deflection plates create a field that turns the beam forward to an electron multiplier that amplifies the current several hundred times, accelerating the beam to the phosphor screen. Philips says resolution and gray scale are “appropriate for television applications,” but adds that the first uses are likely to be in professional applications such as data display. The system has inherently high picture brightness and requires only low deflection voltages. Philips believes that the ultimate design will use a single gun and a sequential color display.

• 1,000,000 projection TVs. This is a landmark year for the slow but steadily growing projection television market—this year the 1,000,000th set will be sold. That's the forecast of U.S. Precision Lens, Inc., the main manufacturer of projection TV optics. Sales have been increasing gradually each year as quality improves, sets get more compact, and prices come down. UBPL says 90 percent of all projection TVs sold last year were of the rear-projection variety (in which the picture is thrown from within the set onto a translucent screen at the front of the cabinet). Of those, 62 percent were in the "smaller"-screen category (36 to 41 inches diagonally), while 38 percent had pictures measuring 45 to 50 inches.

• Digital VTR's on sale. The first digital videotape recorders are now being offered for sale to television broadcasters. Sony started taking orders in April at the National Association of Broadcasters convention for the new world standard D-1 VTR. That system has been approved by world broadcasting bodies as the standard for broadcast recorders and is switchable between 525- and 625-line standards. It uses tape that is 19-mm wide (about ¾ inch). Deliveries of the recorders will start early next year. The price wasn't available at press time.

Also at the broadcaster's convention, Ampex offered a digital cartridge-type VTR, designed especially for automated playing of short segments, such as commercials. Although a digital recorder, Ampex's cart machine doesn't use the standardized world system. The introduction of digital video recorders is regarded as a quantum leap forward in recording quality, and a new bridge between different countries' TV standards, since it is the first time that a single machine can be used to record both 525- and 625-line systems.

• Cable-ready OK. The federal district court in Pittsburgh has upheld the legality of cable-ready tuning devices by turning back a challenge by two Pennsylvania cable systems. Shenango Cable TV and an affiliate, Variety Cable TV, both of Sharon, PA, sued Tandy Corporation, parent of Radio Shack, charging that their Archer block converter illegally intercepts and pirates cable channels in violation of federal law.

Block converters, like cable-ready TV sets, change cable channels to UHF frequencies for reception without the use of cable converter boxes. The two Sharon PA cable systems didn't encode or trap their premium programs but merely put them on special cable channels and supplied converter boxes to subscribers ordering them. In throwing out the challenge, Judge Paul Simmons ruled that the block converter wasn't intended as a piracy device, that it wasn't used to tap illegally into the cable systems, and noted that if the systems had trapped or scrambled their signals, those devices wouldn't have been able to violate their security. The case was the first known challenge of its kind, and the decision is regarded as a legal precedent.
How to beat the high cost of cheap meters.

You get what you pay for.

So get the Fluke 70 Series.

You'll get more meter for your money, whether you choose the affordable 73, the feature-packed 75 or the deluxe 77.

All of them will give you years of performance, long after cheaper meters have pegged their fishhook needles for the last time.

That's because they're built to last, inside and out. So they're tough to break. They don't blow fuses all the time. You don't even have to replace batteries as often.

And they're backed by a 3-year warranty. Not the usual 1-year.

Of course, you may only care that the world-champion 70 Series combines digital and analog displays with more automatic features, greater accuracy and easier operation than any other meters in their class.

You may not care that they have a lower overall cost of ownership than all the other "bargain" meters out there.

But just in case, now you know.

For a free brochure or your nearest distributor, call toll-free 1-800-227-3800, ext. 229.

FROM THE WORLD LEADER IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS.
WORLD TIME CONVERSION

Some foreign shortwave broadcasters announce time in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT); WWV announces time in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC); and I’ve heard some hams use Zulu Time. What is the relationship between these systems, and how can I convert each to local time?—W. W., White Plains, NY

The three systems are based on a 24-hour clock and they’re virtually identical. Greenwich Mean Time is a global standard based on local (standard, not daylight) time in Greenwich, England; GMT is the basis for the other time-keeping systems. In the GMT system, midnight is both 2400 and 0000 hours. The former is associated with the day just ending, and the latter is associated with the day just beginning.

GMT divides the earth into twenty-four time zones. Each zone covers 15 degrees of longitude. Each zone is assigned a number equivalent to the number of hours later (+) or earlier (−) than GMT.

So, moving west from the Greenwich meridian, local time lags one hour behind GMT for each 15 degrees of longitudinal change, until at 180 degrees—the international Date Line—time is 12 hours behind GMT west of the Date Line, and 12 hours ahead of GMT east of the Date Line. Five zones west of Greenwich brings us to 75 degrees longitude, or the center of the Eastern Standard Time zone. The Central Standard, Mountain and Pacific Time zones are centered on 90 degrees, 105 degrees, and 120 degrees, respectively. Those time zones are 5, 6, 7, and 8 hours, respectively, behind GMT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME ZONE CONVERSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDT/ CDT/ MDT/ PDT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTC/ AST/ EST/ CST/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMT/ PST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000 2000 1900 1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100 2100 2000 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0200 2200 2100 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0300 2300 2200 2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0400 0000 2300 2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0500 0100 0000 2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600 0200 0100 0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0700 0300 0200 0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0800 0400 0300 0200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0900 0500 0400 0300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 0600 0500 0400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100 0700 0600 0500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200 0800 0700 0600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300 0900 0800 0700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400 1000 0900 0800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500 1100 1000 0900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600 1200 1100 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700 1300 1200 1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800 1400 1300 1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900 1500 1400 1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 1600 1500 1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2100 1700 1600 1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2200 1800 1700 1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2300 1900 1800 1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400 2000 1900 1800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*0000 and 2400 are interchangeable. (2400 is associated with the date of the day ending, 0000 with the day just starting.)

So, to convert GMT to local North American time, subtract a number of hours from your local time equal to your zone number. For example, midnight (2400 hours) in Greenwich is, on the east coast, 24 − 5 = 19, or 1900 hours. Or you can use the time-conversion chart in Table 1 to convert local (U. S. J) time to and from GMT. Readers in Europe or Asia who live east of the Greenwich meridian should add their zone number to GMT to get local time.

If you’re an SWL (Shortwave Listener), you have to be careful when you make your reception reports. For example, assume you heard a BBC broadcast on Friday evening between 8:00 and 9:00 pm EST. EST is 5 hours behind GMT, so the program was actually broadcast between 0100 and 0200 GMT on Saturday—the next day. Hence your reception report should list Saturday, not Friday, as the day you heard the broadcast.

As to the relationship between GMT, UTC and “Zulu” time: UTC is a 24-hour time system that is based on the GMT. It is coordinated by the International Time Bureau (BIH) through international agreements so that the standard time signals broadcast by WWV (in the U. S.), CHU (Ottawa, Canada), LOL (Buenos Aires, Argentina), and JIY (Tokyo, Japan) will closely agree.

For convenience in specifying time at various places around the globe, the military assigned an identifying letter to each of the twenty-four time zones. The letter “Z” (phonetically, Zebra or Zulu) was assigned to the time zone around the prime meridian. So, in some circles, GMT came to be called Zebra or Zulu time.

ZERO CROSSING

What is meant by “zero-crossing” as applied to relays and opto-couplers?—S. S. K., Brooklyn, NY

Zero-crossing (also called zero-voltage switching) refers to the practice of applying AC power to a load at the instant that the voltage crosses the “zero” point in the AC cycle. Doing that allows the operating current to rise gradually with the applied voltage. When power is applied to the device at any voltage other than zero, the load current abruptly surges from zero to a high value limited only by the impedance of the load. That current continued on page 79
PERFORMANCE
THAT IS OUT OF THIS WORLD...

$389.00
MODEL 2000 20MHz
DUAL TRACE

$549.00
MODEL 3500 35MHz
DUAL TRACE DELAYED SWEEP

...AT A DOWN TO EARTH PRICE

At last! Truly affordable test equipment with no compromise in design, and features you would expect to find only on oscilloscopes costing hundreds of dollars more! JDR Instruments presents two, new, high-performance models backed by a two year warranty and technical support which is only a phone call away. Perfect for the technician or advanced hobbyist, both models feature Dual Trace capability and a variety of operating and triggering modes, including CH-B Subtract and X-Y operation.

MODEL 2000 has a 20 MHz bandwidth and 20 calibrated sweeps ranging from .2s to .2μs. A convenient built-in component tester provides additional diagnostic power.

MODEL 3500 features a 35 MHz bandwidth and exceptional 1mV/DIV sensitivity. Delayed sweep and variable holdoff allow stable viewing of complex waveforms.

ORDER TOLL FREE
800-538-5000
800-662-6279 (CA)

JDR INSTRUMENTS
1224 South Bascom Avenue
San Jose, California 95128 (408) 995-5430

COPYRIGHT 1985 JDR INSTRUMENTS. EARTH PHOTO COURTESY OF NASA.
THE JDR INSTRUMENTS LOGO IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF JDR MICRODEVICES. JDR INSTRUMENTS IS A TRADEMARK OF JDR MICRODEVICES.
DON'T ENLARGE COMPUTER DIGEST

In the March 1986 "Computer Digest" part of Radio-Electronics a reader asks for more pages in that section. I have a strong response to that request.

Computer magazines come and go; few are cherished or missed. Radio-Electronics is the last of the oldtimers for the hardware hacker. One or two new ones exist, but Radio-Electronics is the granddaddy of them all.

If you want to read about computers, get the computer magazines (as I do). If you want the best in general electronics, then get Radio-Electronics and don't push it into extinction.

And you other Radio-Electronics fans: I urge you to speak up, because I have a feeling that Radio-Electronics is on the endangered-species list. I've been an unfailing subscriber for too many years to let it go without a fight!

RICK MCGUIRE
Trenton, NJ

Don't worry, Rick. Radio-Electronics is not on any endangered-species list. We'll be here covering circuits, technology, video, and even computers for years to come.—Editor

OOOOPS!

It seems that we played an April Fool's joke on ourselves in the article "Build This Telephone Line Tester," which appeared in the April 1986 issue. First of all, the schematic that accompanied that article was incorrect; the correct schematic appears here as Fig. 1.

Secondly, there are two resistors identified as R6. The resistor located at the anode of D5 is actually

Put Your Electronic Skills to Work UNDERWATER!

BECOME A ROBOT VEHICLE PILOT/TECHNICIAN

HIGH PAY—WORLDWIDE TRAVEL
Call or Write Today for FREE BROCHURE
CALL (212) 885-0600
UNDERWATER VEHICLE TRAINING CENTER
10046 CHICKASAW, HOUSTON, TX 77041
IN TEXAS CALL: 713-69O-0405, TELEX 4620684
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NEW!

From Weller®

WTCPR $77.50

Safe for IC soldering. Closed loop, low-voltage circuit automatically controls output. 700 F 1/16" screwdriver tip provided. 600 F and 800 F tips available. Power unit has non-heat sinking iron holder, storage tray for extra tips and tip cleaning sponge with receptacle. Send for free W.S. Jenkins & Son electronics tool catalog for complete accessories.

SEND NOW!

FREE CATALOG!

Over 1000 pages; wide selection of tool sets, test equipment, soldering and desoldering equipment, telecommunications and specialized electronics assembly tools.
Fordham will beat any advertised

B&K

LEADER

HITACHI

AW SPERRY

NON-LINEAR

BBC

OSCILLOSCOPE PRICE

by $25.00

No ifs, ands or buts.

Copyright © Fordham 1985 Must be a currently advertised price. This offer may be withdrawn at any time without prior notice.

ASK FOR FREE CATALOG.
Money orders, checks accepted. C.O.D.'s require 25% deposit.

Fordham
260 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, NY 11788

Toll Free
800-645-9518
In NY State 800-832-1446

Service & Shipping Charge Schedule
Continental U.S.A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOR ORDS</th>
<th>ADD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>525-1000</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5101-2500</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5251-500</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5501-750</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>751-1000</td>
<td>$7.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001-1500</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1501-2000</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001 and Up</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
R7; it is a 10K unit as originally shown.

Finally, in the parts-placement diagram, diodes D1, D3 and LED1 were shown installed backward.— Editor.

**TELETEXT REMOTE SCHEMATIC**

It seems that April's gremlins also drew the remote-control circuit (Fig. 8) in the story "Build This Teletext Decoder." The front end of the receiver circuit, which is shown inside the dashed box in the figure, has a few mis-labeled components. For example, R70 should be 680 ohms. The 0.047 µF capacitor between ground and chassis should have been labeled C48, and the capacitor directly above it should...
Electricity and water don't mix. At least not in our Heavy Duty Digital Multimeters. Because these Ovals Proof* instruments are protected by a system of seals to ensure contamination-free dependability in even the grumdiest conditions.

Other abuse-proof features include the best mechanical protection ever built into a precision Digital Multimeter. In fact, every one of our Ovals Proof multimeters will survive a drop from ten feet onto a concrete surface!

All the Heavy Duty series meters measure up to 1000 volts AC and 1500 volts DC, with full overload protection to those maximum voltages even on the lowest range settings. Overload circuitry also provides transient protection to 6kV on all voltage ranges and up to 600 volts on all resistance ranges.

We also invented a unique, long-life rotary switch for our Digital Multimeters. You can actually feel the difference just by rotating the function selector knob.

You'll find these features in a full line of Heavy Duty DMMs that offer a 4½-digit readout, 0.05% VDC accuracy, a 10-amp current range, a 2000-hour battery life, diode test, true RMS, and temperature measurement. All this and a no-questions, one-year warranty.

You'll want to try one out, of course, so drop into your nearest electronics distributor and drop one.

Our lips are sealed.
Learn micro-processing with the new MICRO-PROFESSOR IP

Students, engineers or technicians—upgrade your micro-processing skills with the new Micro-Professor IP.

The MPF-IP features:
- extensive software support
- more built-in memory
- improved keyboard
- larger display

Three tutorial guides help cover all capabilities. The ideal training tool! MPF-IP will deliver you into the growing world of micro-processing. In stock now!

Plus—FREE GIFT Only $199.95

See check this box for FREE 2.80 Microprocessor Programming and Interfacing booklet when you order within 7 days.

For immediate action call TOLL FREE:
1-800-426-1044

Full money back guarantee.
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CHANGES IN THE SAM MODEL 3001

The review in December 1985's "Computer Digest" of HiTech's SAM 3001 was very well done. We at HiTech would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your comments.

The system reviewed was actually delivered this past August (1985) when it was still relatively new. Since then, there have been a few changes. Our motherboards feature a clock speed of 8MHz. Instead of 640K we now offer 1MB RAM; and a 30MB voice-coil hard-disk drive has replaced the 20MB hard disk. Despite all of these enhancements, the $439.00 list price remains the same.

The power-on-reset problem was attributed to lack of proper documentation. That was overlooked in our attempt to meet the initial market demand for our AT compatibles. Since its revision, the manual that accompanies the unit now fully illustrates the change in the reset circuits.

As for the floppy-disk drive, we have indeed switched over to Mitsubishi Electronics as our supplier of drives. As of now, all SAM 3001's come equipped with the Mitsubishi M148 1.2MB floppy.

Again we thank Radio-Electronics' staff for the review of our product.

KENNETH KIM,
President, HiTech International, Inc.

SCHEMATIC NEEDED

I recently acquired a Motorola TV, no VT71M-A that was manufactured in 1949. I would like to rebuild the chassis, but cannot find a schematic. I've tried Sams and Motorola. Can you or your readers help me?

JOHN PANISTER
2 Signal Hill Rd.,
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
CALL TOLL FREE

CALIFORNIA 800-772-1519
OTHER STATES 800-854-1519

IN SAN DIEGO CALL 619-560-9676

FREE CATALOG!

MODULAR SCOPE PROBES $36 & UP

BNC ADAPTER KIT $59
10 PIECE KIT

SWITCHABLE 1X/10X $49

OPTIONAL READOUT ACTUATOR

DESIGNER TEST LEAD KIT $15
(LEADS ONLY $6.90)

TERMINATIONS & ATTENUATORS $19 & UP

SWITCHABLE 1X/10X $38

STANDARD SCOPE PROBES $25 & UP

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
CALL FOR NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR
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Today's world is the world of electronics. To be part of it, you need the right kind of training, the kind you get from Cleveland Institute of Electronics, the kind that can take you to a fast growing career in business, aerospace, medicine, science, government, communications, and more.

**Specialized training.**
You learn best from a specialist, and that's CIE. We're the leader in teaching electronics through independent study, we teach only electronics and we've been doing it for over 50 years. You can put that experience to work for you just like more than 25,000 CIE students are currently doing all around the world.

**Practical training.**
You learn best with practical training, so CIE's Auto-Programmed® lessons are designed to take you step-by-step, principle-by-principle. You also get valuable hands-on experience at every stage with sophisticated electronics tools CIE-designed for teaching. Our 4K RAM Microprocessor Training Laboratory, for example, trains you to work with a broad range of computers in a way that working with a single, stock computer simply can't.

**Personalized training.**
You learn best with flexible training, so we let you choose from a broad range of courses. You start with what you know, a little or a lot, and you go wherever you want, as far as you want. With CIE, you can even earn your Associate in Applied Science Degree in Electronics Engineering Technology. Of course, you set your own pace, and, if you ever have questions or problems, our instructors are only a toll-free phone call away.

**The first step is yours.**
To find out more, mail in the coupon below. Or, if you prefer, call toll-free 1-800-321-2155 (in Ohio, 1-800-523-9109). We'll send a copy of CIE's school catalog and a complete package of enrollment information. For your convenience, we'll try to have a representative contact you to answer your questions.

**CIE**
Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th St. • Cleveland, Ohio 44114

YES! I want to get started. Send me my CIE school catalog, including details about the Associate Degree Program. I am most interested in:

- computer repair
- telecommunications
- robotics/automation
- broadcast engineering

Print Name ______________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________
City _______ State _______ Zip _______

Age: _______ Area Code: _______ Phone No: _______

Check box for G.I. Bulletin on Educational Benefits

- Veteran
- Active Duty

MAIL TODAY!

OR CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-321-2155

(1-800-523-9109)
THE ON-GOING REVOLUTION IN DIGITAL ELECTRONICS benefits not only consumer products like stereos, VCR's, and personal computers, but also the test instruments we use to keep those devices in top-notch condition. The VIZ WD-757 is one beneficiary of the LSI revolution; it is a capable, 1-GHz frequency counter available from VIZ Test Equipment, 335 East Price Street, Philadelphia, PA 19144. It is based on Intersil's ICM7226 LSI Frequency Counter IC.

**External View**

The WD-757 comes in a metal case that measures about 3⅛ × 8⅛ × 11 (all dimensions in inches), and weighs about 3⅜ pounds. All circuitry is enclosed in an EMI-resistant metal cabinet. The instrument's front panel has three BNC input jacks, three input-select slide switches, two function-select rotary switches, a push-on/push-off power switch, and a momentary contact reset switch. Its display consists of eight seven-segment LED's, and four discrete LED's. A rotatable metal handle allows you to prop the WD-757 at a comfortable viewing angle. The rear panel has a BNC connector for an external clock input, a

- **Delayed Sweep**
- **20MHZ, Dual Trace**
- **Component Tester**
- **Much More**

$495
Your guide to everything that's new in electronics, computers and technical education. Over 400 items. Discover fascinating kits to build, enjoy and learn with, as well as assembled high tech products for home, business and hobby.

Get our famous High Tech Catalog FREE

Heath Company
Dept. O20-424
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

MAIL COUPON TODAY and receive the latest issue of the Heathkit Catalog free of charge

Name ________________________________
Address ____________________________________________
City __________________ State _______

CL-783DR3 Zip _______

www.americanradiohistory.com
Power to the Product!
Low cost B&K-PRECISION DC power supplies with high cost features

Now you can have the power you need, wherever you need it, at a surprisingly low cost.

These new B&K-PRECISION power sources each give you control up to 30 volts DC with fully adjustable current limiting. Other features include:
- Excellent regulation and low-ripple characteristics
- Dual meters monitor voltage and current simultaneously
- Two current ranges
- Fine and coarse voltage controls
- Isolated output
- Protected against reverse polarity
- Two identical supplies can be connected in series or parallel
- Can be used as a constant voltage or constant current source

Compare prices, features and performance, and you'll agree that the 1610 and 1630 power supplies are revolutionary. Available for immediate delivery at your local B&K-PRECISION distributor. For additional information or the name of your local distributor contact B&K-PRECISION.

Switch to control the clock signal, and a fuse holder; the line cord also exits the rear panel.

Two of the front-panel BNC connectors provide the A and B inputs that are common on frequency counters built around Intersil's ICM7226 IC. The C input is for VHF/UHF inputs; it feeds the prescaler circuitry. A has an input impedance of 1 megohm and a sensitivity of 25 mv. The figures for B are 100K ohms and 20 mv; and, for C, 50 ohms and 50 mv.

Two of the slide switches allow you to choose the frequency range: under 10 MHz, under 100 MHz, or under 1 GHz. The third slide switch controls a 10:1 attenuator. The attenuator may only be used on the under-100 MHz ranges.

The rotary function switch allows you to measure frequency and period, to count events, to measure the A:B frequency ratio, and to make time-interval measurements. To measure time interval, a start pulse is applied to the A input, and a stop pulse is applied to the B input. The display will then indicate the elapsed time.

The rotary range switch allows you to control the resolution and accuracy of your frequency and period measurements. When measuring frequency, you can select a gate time of 10 seconds, or 1, 0.1, or 0.01 second. In the ten-second "range," for example, the WD-757 counts pulses for ten seconds and then divides by the appropriate factor for display. When measuring period, the WD-757 will make 1, 10, 100, or 1000 measurements and then calculate their average for display.

The discrete LED's light up to indicate: MHz or kHz when measuring frequency; μs when measuring period; gating. The gate LED blinks each time a counting period has elapsed—every 10 seconds, or every 1/10, or 1/100 second.

What's inside

The heart of the WD-757 is Intersil's ICM7226 Universal Frequency Counter, so, if you're familiar with that IC, the WD-757's variety of functions should also look familiar. Frequencies under 10 MHz are handled by the ICM7226 through a FET-input differential amplifier that is built from discrete components; frequencies from 10-100 MHz are first fed through a Schottky TTL decade divider; frequencies above 100 MHz are fed to a prescaler built around the MCS121, CA3199E, and MC12009L ICs.

Documentation

A 13-page manual is included with the WD-757; it includes basic instructions on how to operate the instrument, as well as complete technical information on the WD-757. Schematic diagrams, parts lists, PC-board patterns, and a section on theory of operation are all included. In addition, instructions on how to calibrate the WD-757 are included, should calibration become necessary. The manual is written in a somewhat stiff manner, and it contains a few typos, but all in all we'd like to see more manuals provide as much information as that one.

Impressions

In a sense, there's not much to say about the WD-757 other than that it does everything VIZ claims it can do. The switches and connectors all have a good solid feel, and we had no difficulty integrating the WD-757 with our odd assemblage of test instruments.

Our only complaint with the WD-757 is that, for $525, a few things might have been included that would have made the WD-757 much more versatile and accurate. For example, a variable trigger-level control and an LED to indicate when triggering has occurred would be useful. In addition, the crystal timebase is not a proportional-oven type. Finally, no probes are included, and a good pair good low-capacitance probes could easily cost an additional $100.
NOW...NAME BRAND QUALITY AT SUPER CE PRICES

Now, you can buy Super Disk brand diskettes directly from Communications Electronics at prices less than "unbranded" generic diskettes. Your purchase is valid, so why take the chance using a diskette that may be so unreliable that the manufacturer refuses to put their name on it. To save you even more, we also offer Super Disk bulk product where 100 diskettes are packed in the same box without envelopes or labels. Since we save packaging costs, these savings are passed on to you. 5% diskette envelopes are also available from us. These Super strong and tear-resistant envelopes are only $10.00 per 100. Use order # CV-5 for a 100 Pack of 5% diskette envelopes.

39¢ per disk

Quantity One

Our diskettes are packed 10 diskettes to a carton and 10 cartons to a case. The economy bulk pack is packaged 100 diskettes to a case without envelopes or labels. For best value, you should order increments of 100 diskettes. Almost all diskettes are immediately available from Super Disk. With our efficient warehouse facilities, your order is normally shipped in less than 48 hours.

SAVE ON SUPER DISK DISKETTES

Product Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Super Disk Price per disk ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5W&quot; SSSD Soft Sktor w/Hub Ring</td>
<td>6431-FA 0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5W&quot; Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope</td>
<td>6437-FA 0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5W&quot; SSSD Soft Sktor w/Hub Ring</td>
<td>6491-FA 0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6W&quot; Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope</td>
<td>6491-FA 0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6W&quot; SSSD Soft Sktor w/Hub Ring</td>
<td>6497-FA 0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6W&quot; SSSD Soft Sktor (36 TPI)</td>
<td>6501-FA 1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7W&quot; Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope</td>
<td>6507-FA 0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7W&quot; SDDH for IBM PC/AT - bulk pack</td>
<td>6507-FA 1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3W&quot; SDD (135 TPI) - bulk pack</td>
<td>6517-FA 1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3W&quot; SODS (135 TPI) - bulk pack</td>
<td>6527-FA 1.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SSSD = Single Sided Single Density; SSSD = Single Sided Double Density; DDS = Double Sided Double Density; DSOD = Double Sided Quad Density. All super high density have 23 Tracks per inch.

BUY YOUR DISKETTES FROM CE WITH CONFIDENCE

To get the fastest delivery of your diskettes, phone your order direct to our order desk and charge it to your credit card. Written purchase orders are accepted from approved government agencies and most well rated firms at 10% surcharge for net 10 day billing. For minimum savings, your order should be prepaid. All sales are subject to availability, acceptance and verification. All sales are final. All prices are in U.S. dollars. Prices, terms and specifications are subject to change without notice. Our stock items may be placed on backorder or substituted for equivalent product unless we are instructed differently. A $5.00 additional handling fee will be charged for all orders under $50.00. All shipments are F.O.B. CE warehouse in Ann Arbor, Michigan. No COD's. Non-certiﬁed checks require bank clearance. Michigan residents add 4% sales tax or supply your tax I.D. number and reason for exemption.

For shipping charges add $6.00 per 100 diskettes and/or any fraction of 100 $.80 per inch and/or any fraction of 100 $.80 per inch diskettes for U.S. ground shipping and handling in the continental U.S. For tile customers, you should order increments of 100 diskettes. For orders shipped to Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, or APO/FPO delivery, please add $5.00 per 100 diskettes. Please add $2.00 per 100 diskettes for shipping to Canada, Mexico, or Europe. For shipping to these locations, please add $5.00 per 100 diskettes.

Mail orders to: Communications Electronics Inc., Box 1045, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105-1045 U.S.A. If you have a Visa or Master Card, you may call and place a credit card order. Order toll-free in the U.S. Dial 800-USA-DISK. In Canada, order toll-free by calling 800-CA-DISK. If you are outside the U.S. or in Michigan dial 313-973-8888. Telex anytime 810-232-2422. Order your Super Disk diskettes now.

Copyright © 1985 Communications Electronics Inc.

Ad no041086-FA

NOW...39¢ a disk

Order toll free 800-USA-DISK
Mirage-KLM JV-2X VHF Antenna

A low-cost, high-performance VHF antenna

HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU LISTENED to a scanner or other radio, only to hear an interesting radio transmission fade out just when it was getting meaty? If you're like us, it's probably happened to you more than once.

The answer to that problem might be as simple as putting up an outdoor antenna, such as one we recently tried, the JV-2X from Mirage-KLM (16890 Church St., Morgan Hill, CA 95037).

If you're relying on an indoor antenna now, just about any outdoor antenna will improve your reception. But if you have an outdoor antenna now and still are not getting the performance you need from your VHF rig, then it's important to remember that in the world of antennas everything isn't created equal.

For instance, a \( \frac{1}{2} \)-wave antenna will show about 3 dB of gain over a \( \frac{1}{4} \)-wave antenna, and a longer antenna can show an even greater gain improvement. The JV-2X is an extended 1-pole antenna that is roughly two wavelengths long (about 12 feet) at 144 MHz. That is extremely long compared to the majority of VHF antennas that we have seen, but the size is the key to

Our 2 MHz Function Generator has an unlimited range.

Model 20 not only covers the 802 Hz to 2.1 MHz frequency range, it covers the world. With internal NiCad batteries, you can take Model 20 anywhere and get triggered, gated or continuous waveforms—sines, squares, and triangles up to 20 volts peak to peak. It recharges from wall transformer (included) or external source from 12 to 25 VDC or 10 to 18 VAC. Model 20 also has many of the features you would expect from the industry leader in function generators, including VCC input connector for external sweep or FM, step attenuator to -50 dB, and a TTL pulse output. The price is just $395.

For a data sheet or to order, call or write Wavetek, San Diego, P.O. Box 83265, 9045 Baboa Ave., San Diego, CA 92138, Phone (619) 279-2200; TWX (910) 395-2007.

* Batteries not included.
20 MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE
$329 MO-1251

Top quality scopes at a very reasonable price. Contains all the desirable features. Elenco's 2 year guarantee assures you of continuous service. Two 1x, 10x probes, diagrams and manual included. Write for specifications.

MULTI METER with CAPACITANCE and transistor tester
$65 Model CM-1500
Reads Volts, Ohms, Current, Capacitors, Transistors & Diodes

TRUE RMS 4 1/2 DIGIT MULTIMETER
$135 Model M-7000
.05% DC Accuracy
.1% Resistance
with Freq. Counter & Deluxe Case

3 1/2 DIGIT MULTIMETER
$25 Model M-1600
1% DC Accuracy
1% Resistance
Reads 10A DC

GF-8016 Function Generator with Freq. Counter
$219
- Sine, Square, Triangle,
- Pulse, Ramp, .2 to 2 MHz
- Frequency .1 thru 10 MHz

GF 8015 without Freq. Meter $169

Triple Power Supply XP-660
$149.50
0-20V @ 1A
0-20V @ 1A
5V @ 1A

Fully Regulated, Short Circuit Protected with 2
Limit Cont. 3 Separate Supplies.

3 Amp Power Supply XP-650
$119.50
0-40V @ 1.5A
0-20V @ 3A

Fully regulated, short circuit protected current
limit control

GF-8015 without Freq. Meter $169

Trip Power Supply XP-660
$149.50
0-20V @ 1A
0-20V @ 1A
5V @ 1A

Fully Regulated, Short Circuit Protected with 2
Limit Cont. 3 Separate Supplies.

3 Amp Power Supply XP-650
$119.50
0-40V @ 1.5A
0-20V @ 3A

Fully regulated, short circuit protected current
limit control

POWER BLOX
The Power Supply For Breadboarding

NEW

DIGITAL LCR METER
Model LC-1800
Measures: Inductors, Capacitors, Resistors
Inductors .1µH to 200 H
Capacitor 1pF to 200µF
Resistor .01Ω to 20MΩ
Ranges 6 Ind, 7 cap, 7 res

C&S SALES, 8744 W. North Ter. Niles, IL 60648
800-252-7711 (312) 459-9040

15 DAY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE
ASK FOR CATALOG
2 Year Limited Guarantee! Add 5% for Postage ($10 max.), IL Res., 7% Tax
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the unit’s superior performance. In our tests we found about a 6-dB increase in received signal strength over a ¼-wave antenna. That’s about all the gain you’d need for a scanning radio. For transmitting applications, similar gain figures are obtainable.

Set-up and use

Our first impression after pulling the unit out of the box was that assembly would be a formidable task. That was due to the large number of pieces involved, and a set of instructions that were vaguely written and confusing. (According to the company, the instructions have since been revised.) What saved the day was the fact that those instructions were accompanied by some very clear illustrations. Following those, assembly was not difficult at all. The entire operation went smoothly and took less than an hour. Using the antenna lengths suggested in the instructions, the unit tuned up easily.

Once the antenna is set up there’s little else to do except connect the coaxial cable and use it.

Overall, the JV-2X is a worthy successor to the JV-2, which is a shorter version of the same antenna. With a suggested list price of $39.95, it’s a bargain, too!
NEW PUBLICATION, "5 Great Ways to Use the SSAVI": a complete guide for all uses, including conversion to a stereo TV decoder $6.50 ppd. ZENITH SSAVI Descramblers only $169. Gated pulse $199. Reconditioned original equipment for UHF chs. 27, 48, 41 & 60 only. Including conversion to a stereo TV decoder. LITE, P.O. Box 1226-A, Dublin, PA, 18917.

R&D SHEET METAL WORKER—New multi-purpose Shear, Brake and Roll now with 4" male dies, removable and removable female dies. A complete in-house shop at 1/3rd the cost. Over 20 years development/sales worldwide in industry, government and education. Free literature or $2.00 for "Guide to Sheet Metal Working." PACIFIC ONE CORPORATION, 513 Superior Ave., Suite 54, Newport Beach, CA 92663 (714) 645-5962 Telex 4996168. CIRCLE 118 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

SAY GOOD-BYE TO BORING ONE-DIMENSIONAL TV SOUND. Say hello to dynamic MTS (Multichannel Television Sound) MTS is the only FCC approved method of broadcasting all the new stereo TV programs into your home with cinema-like quality. Recoton V622 $129.95 & 6.50 S & H. Visa/MasterCard. 60 day trial. (800) 522-2636 Order only, (617) 871-5601 for information. CAMEO ENTERPRISES INC., 45 Accord Pk., Norwell, MA 02061. CIRCLE 119 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CALL NOW AND RESERVE YOUR SPACE

- 6 x rare $745.00 each insertion.
- Reaches 229,044 readers.
- Fast reader service cycle.
- Short lead time for the placement of ads
- We typeset and layout the ad at no additional charge.

Call 516-293-3000 to reserve space. Ask for Arline Fishman. Limited number of pages available. Mail materials to: mini-ADS, RADIO-ELECTRONICS, 500-B Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735.

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS $69.95 + shipping. Lifetime warranty. We repair all types of downconverters. Satellite Dishes and parts complete 9' dish with block system, 60° LNA by archfinder $995.00. Coax cable T.V. parts, accessories connectors, T.V. amplifiers. Write for free catalog or call for prices. BLUE STAR IND., Dept. RE6-86, 4712 Ave. N, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11234 (718) 338-8318 Ext. 105. CIRCLE 85 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

THE MOST EXCITING KIT YOU WILL EVER BUILD The model WAT-50 miniature FM transistor uses a 4-stage circuit NOT to be confused with a simple wireless microphone. Up to 1 mile range. So sensitive it will pick-up a whisper 50 feet away. Use with any FM radio. Complete kit only $29.95 tax inc. VISA and MasterCard accepted, FREE SHIPPING. DECO INDUSTRIES, Box 607, Bedford Hills, N.Y. 10507. (914) 241-2827. CIRCLE 127 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

SINGLE AND DUAL TRACE Scopes, Analog and Digital Multimeters, Power Supplies, High Voltage and Low Cap Probes RF and Sine-Square Wave Generators, Digital Capacity Meters. Available at your local distributor EMCO ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 327, Plainview, NY 11803. Send for your free catalog. CIRCLE 180 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

TV STEREO-SAP-ADAPTER, only $75.00 to modify your existing TV set as a Stereo-Second Audio Program-Function TV. It requires single line from TV and stereo amplifier. Detail instruction manual for modification is included. Allow 4-6 weeks delivery. INTER ELECTRONICS, P.O. BOX 76417, Los Angeles, CA 90036. (213) 735-1064. CIRCLE 179 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

LOW COST PROBES. Replacements for all makes of probes. • Fit all makes of oscilloscopes • Save up to 1/2 off on cost • Performance guaranteed. • Send for free catalog. For immediate service call: 800-365-5179 outside Calif. 800-642-8382 in Calif. TEST PROBES, INC. P.O. Box 2113, La Jolla, California 92038. CIRCLE 123 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
NEW PRODUCTS

LAMP TIMERS, models ST1B and ST2B, feature random-setting control to vary the time that the lamps turn on and off. (If lights turn on and off at the same time each day, burglars might not be fooled.) The timers' built-in photocell automatically detects when it is time to turn a lamp on for up to 10 hours. To vary the time lights turn on and off, the user merely activates the "random setting" control. No seasonal adjustments are necessary to ensure that the light turns on at the right time, and the timer doesn't have to be reset after a power failure.

The tabletop model ST2B is used when wall outlets are exposed to natural daylight. It plugs directly into any standard 125-volt outlet, and is designed for incandescent light-bulbs up to 500 watts. It has a suggested retail price of $21.95.

The model ST1B is used when wall outlets are exposed to natural daylight. It plugs directly into any standard 125-volt outlet, and is designed for incandescent light-bulbs up to 300 watts. The suggested retail price is $17.95. Both timers are UL-listed.

STEREO PREAMPLIFIER, model DX300, in addition to two tape monitors and tape-dubbing capability, features signal-processing capability for insertion of any signal processor into the signal path.

CIRCLE 21 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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LOW COST, RELIABLE, HIGH PERFORMANCE DIGITAL MULTIMETERS

MIC-6E 3½ Digit DMM $34.95
0.1% accuracy, DCV, DCA, ACV, ACA, beeper, diode test and temperature

MIC-5LR Meter $99.95
3½ digit, 1% accuracy, capacitance, conductance, resistance

MIC-7000FA 4½ Digit DMM $199.95
0.05% accuracy, freq, counter, DCV, DCA, ACA, beeper, over load protection, "Lo battery"

MIC-7000FT 4½ Digit DMM $139.95
Same as 7000 FA plus TRUE RMS Measurement

We accept check & money order for FREE shipping. 1 year warranty. CA residents add 6% tax. Quantity discount.

STEREO PREAMPLIFIER, model DX300, in addition to two tape monitors and tape-dubbing capability, features signal-processing capability for insertion of any signal processor into the signal path.
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Video/audio inputs enable simple hook-up of a VCR's or video disc player's audio tracks to take full advantage of enhancements available when tapes are played.
Two of the best HAMEG-Performers
high quality at low cost

HM 205 an outstanding new Oscilloscope
with Digital Storage

Realtime:
- 2 channels DC - 20 MHz
- max. sensitivity 2 mV/div.
- Timebase 0.2 s - 20 ns/div.
- Trigger: DC - 35 MHz (0.5 div.)
- Built-in Component Tester
  1 kHz / 1 MHz calibrator (3 ns)
- TV sync. separator

Digital Storage:
- max. sampling rate 100 kHz
- Refresh-, Single-Mode
- Storage: 8 bit x 2048 points
- Timebase: 5 s - 0.1 ms/div.

CRT 8 x 10 cm, int. graticule, 2 kV

$740.00 incl. 2 probes

HM 208 the high tech Digital Storage Scope
with 20 MHz sampling rate

Realtime:
- 2 channels DC - 20 MHz
- max. sensitivity 1 mV/div.
- Timebase 0.1 s - 20 ns/div.
- Trigger: DC - 40 MHz (0.5 div.)

Digital Storage:
- max. sampling rate 20 MHz
- Roll-, Refresh-, Single-, XY-Mode
- Storage: 8 bit x 4096 points
- Timebase: 50 s - 1 μs/div.
- Pretrigger: 0 - 25 - 50 - 75 - 100%

CRT 8 x 10 cm, int. graticule, 14 kV
IEEE-488 Interface Option

$2390.00 incl. 2 probes

Write or call
HAMEG Inc.
88-90 Harbor Road · Port Washington, N.Y. 11050 · (516) 883.3837 · TWX (510) 223.0889

14 day full money back guarantee

www.americanradiohistory.com
through a component stereo system. Compact disc inputs are designed to match the high dynamic-range capabilities of CD's.

With bass and treble controls, as well as a signal-processing loop, this new control center is adaptable to all existing stereo-component systems, as well as to new stereo VCR's and video systems. The model DX3000 is priced at $299.00.—Soundcraftsmen, 2200 South Ritchey, Santa Ana, CA 92705

Build Circuits Faster and Easier With Our $20 Solderless Breadboard

...and do even more with our $40 breadboard

Introducing the plug-in world of AP Products' versatile, low cost breadboards.

Now you can design, build and test prototype circuits just like the professionals... and make changes in seconds. No messy soldering or desoldering. No more twisted leads or damaged devices.

With our ACE 109 and 18 blue breadboards, you simply plug in components and interconnect them with ordinary hook-up wire. All sizes of DIP's and other discrete components up to 22 gauge lead diameters snap right into the 0.1" x 0.1" matrix of the solderless tie points... anywhere on the layout. You don't need expensive sockets or special tools. Buses of spring clip terminals form a distribution network for power, ground and clock lines.

AP Products' 100 series breadboards give you all the functions and flexibility of more expensive circuit evaluators. The spring terminals have mechanically independent contact fingers to accomodate most DIP's and discrete components (see diagram).

The ACE 109 has two terminals for separate voltages plus a ground connection. The larger ACE 18 offers the same three terminals, plus an additional terminal which can be used for blocking or another voltage. The backplates are heavy steel to keep the boards stationary.

Don't wait. These low prices won't last forever. See your local AP Products dealer today, or send for a list of dealers in your area. Free information on request.

SOUND-EXPERIMENTER KIT, the model JE755, generates white noise, tones, and low-frequency sounds independently or in combination. It uses the Texas Instruments complex sound-generator IC, the 76477, to provide unlimited sound-generation capabilities.

The model JE755 may be expanded with external parts; for example, an external amplifier or stereo system may be added to provide richer sound. The kit comes complete with compo-
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nants and instructions for assembly. The overall size of the model JE755 is 5 1/2" x 3 3/4" x 1 1/4". Suggested retail price is $34.95.—Tamco Electronics, 1355 Shoreway Road, Belmont, CA 94002.

INTERFERENCE FILTER, model 5777, tunes the entire 910-1440 MHz band to handle two common downconverter bands to suppress microwave telephone carriers. Channel interference is suppressed by tuning the single-turn dial to "notch out" the interfering carrier. The single-turn knob tunes a narrow 15-dB notch through the entire standard block-downconverter band. The 2" x 2" x 7/8" case has type F connectors, adhesive mounting feet, and operating instructions on an etched label.

Suggested retail price of the model 5777 is $295.00.—Microwave Filter Company, Inc., 6743 Kinne St., East Syracuse, NY 13057.

ANTI-CLARE SPRAY, Telitex, an aerosol spray that creates a non-reflective surface by coating the...
glass with a crystalline film. It is particularly effective in brightly lit rooms where the picture can be washed out by reflected light.

Color and black-and-white sets of any size and shape can be sprayed. The Telefix film has a smooth spectral transmission curve that does not change the color that the viewer sees. One can cover up to eight TV screens. The price is $20.00 per can.—Telefix, U. S. A., 140 Bradley Drive, Santa Cruz, CA 95060.

TVRO NOISE FILTER, the model 3278(2), is one of a series of band-pass filters that reduce background noise and are available for TVRO receivers with final IF frequencies in the UHF range of 385-700 MHz.

The typical 3-dB bandwidth is 14 MHz to produce clearer pictures in low-signal situations (due to small-dish use, partial dish blockage, or weak transponders, etc.). The filter will also suppress "sparkles" due to wind downconverted terrestrial interference.

Connectors are F-type. Center frequency is factory-tuned at prescribed IF but is field-tunable to compensate for receiver local-oscillator error, if any.

The model 3278(2) is priced at $132.00.—Microwave Filter Company, Inc., 6743 Kinne Street, East Syracuse, NY 13057.

VARIABLE SPEED CD PLAYER, the model CD9000 is designed for the serious musician who wants the fidelity of a compact-disc player and the flexibility of variable pitch and speed control, for altering the
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Tonality and tempo of musical selections.
In addition to variable speeds and pitch of ±10%, the model CD9000 features slide-in CD carriers to facilitate disc handling. There is a special program indicator, memory, playback, forward and reverse search modes, and a start/stop control. A remote control with all those functions is included.

The model CD9000 is housed in an EIA standard rack-mount chassis and it has a suggested list price of $1669.00.—Numark Electronics Corp., 503 Raritan Center, P.O. Box 493, Edison, NJ 08818.

Troubleshooting and Repair Guides for Today's Electronics Hobbyist.

Microcomputer Troubleshooting and Repair Guides
These easy-to-understand repair and maintenance guides provide the instructions you need to solve problems unique to your computer. The books contain schematic diagrams, block diagrams, photographs and troubleshooting checklists to trace the probable cause of failure. A final chapter on advanced troubleshooting shows you how to perform more complex repairs.

Apple II+ & Mac, 1983, 339.95
Apple II+ & Mac, 1983, 339.95

John D. Lenk, Troubleshooting and Repair of Microprocessor-Based Equipment
Here are general procedures, techniques, and tips for trouble-shooting equipment containing microprocessors. Faults of the following types are included: electronics and troubleshooting.

This general reference title, Lenk offers a basic approach to troubleshooting that is simple to follow with concrete examples tailored to specific equipment, including VCRs and compact disc players. It highlights test equipment and parallel special sections on common problems encountered when troubleshooting microprocessor-based equipment. No. 22476, $51.95

Microwave Oven Troubleshooting and Repair Guide
Jay B. Laws
This complete but elementary guide leads you through the electronics and basic steps in troubleshooting for this popular consumer product. It contains a detailed description of the major components of a microwave, how the components operate, and the common problems that can occur. It includes a useful section on preventive maintenance and cleaning. The more experienced technician will appreciate the section on advanced repairs and adjustments. For each reference, a special appendix listing manufacturers and parts is included. No. 22487, $39.95

The Home Satellite TV Installation and Troubleshooting Manual
Jay B. Laws
For the hobbyist or electronics buff, this title provides a comprehensive introduction to satellite communication theories, component operation, and the installation and troubleshooting of satellite systems. It is a chapter sure to be timely appreciated by anyone interested in this hot communication medium, the authors detail the why's and where's of selecting satellite equipment. If you are among the 180,000 people per month who are thinking of a satellite, you'll want to use this book in your reference library. No. 22488, $52.95

Troubleshooting with the Oscilloscope and Digital Computer (5th Edition)
Robert G. Millenson
Troubleshooting with an oscilloscope is widely accepted as the most reliable method for analyzing malfunction in electronic circuits. In this new edition, general troubleshooting techniques are presented, including the troubleshooting of digital-based equipment. Another key feature of the problem is the emphasis on the what, why, and how-tos of the time-domain analyzer, the data-domain analyzer, and the logic-state analyzer.

Send $11.00 per book for handling (include $2.60 U.S., $4.60 elsewhere) with order, for each title ordering electronic computer, engineering, industry, and communications.

To order call
800-428-SAMS
In Indiana call 317-298-5566
Ask For Operator 817

SAMS
A Division of Macmillan Inc.
NEW IDEAS

Telephone-answering system

IN ORDER TO AVOID MISSING IMPORTANT phone calls, many have gone out and gladly borne the expense of purchasing telephone-answering machines. Such units can range in cost from under a hundred dollars to more than a couple of hundred dollars. But, there is a way to avoid missing calls (without that expense), and have fun building the system yourself. The only real requirement is that you have two tape-recording machines.

How it works

The basis of the scheme shown in Fig. 1 is the Fone Flasher (available from Radio Shack, catalog number 43-177), which is normally used to flash a light when the phone rings. That unit has an internal relay that, upon receiving a ring signal, closes, outputting a signal to a timing circuit.

The signal output by the Fone Flasher causes C1 to begin charging. When C1 is charged, a voltage is applied to the gate of transistor Q1, turning it on. That provides a ground path for RY1, energizing it. Relay RY1, in turn, activates RY2, which is used to handle the power requirements of the two recorders and SOL1.

The core of solenoid SOL1 rests against the on-hook button in the base of the telephone. When the solenoid is energized, its core is retracted releasing the on-hook button. At that point, one recorder plays its prerecorded message into the mouthpiece of the handset.

At the end of that message, the caller is allowed ample time to leave his message, which is picked up by the second recorder through a small microphone attached to the handset earpiece. After a period, determined by the time constant of R1 and C1, relay RY1 is turned off. Relay RY2 then opens, removing power from the entire system. Relay RY1 can be any 9-volt unit with 117-volt, 1-amp contacts. Relay RY2 has a 117-volt coil and its contacts are rated 117 volts AC at 10 amps.

With power cut off, the core of SOL1 is once again extended, pressing down on the on-hook button in the telephone base. The two tape recorders are plugged into sockets SO1 and SO2, so that when RY2 is energized, they are fed 117 volts AC. When using that scheme, the recorder with the prerecorded message should be left in the play position, while the other is left in the record mode.

—Donald J. Youkers
FLUKE SERIES MULTIMETERS
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• 0.3% Accuracy
• Manual or Autorange
• 10A + mA Range
• Beeper
• "Touch-Hold" Function

BECKMAN’S CIRCUITMATE
ALL UNDER $100

AVAILABLE NOW . . . .

$64.95
Circuitmate DM-20 — 3½-digit, pocket-size multimeter, 0.8% Vdc accuracy, diode test, auto-zero, auto-decimal

$69.95
Circuitmate DM-40 — 3½-digit multimeter, 0.5% Vdc accuracy, diode test, auto-polarity, auto-zero, auto-decimal

$79.95
Circuitmate DM-25 — 3½-digit, pocket-size multimeter, 0.5% Vdc accuracy, diode test, capacitance, continuity beeper, conductance, 10 amps AC and DC ranges, auto-polarity, auto-zero, auto-decimal

$89.95
Circuitmate DM-45 — 3½-digit multimeter, 0.5% Vdc accuracy, diode test, continuity beeper, 10 amps AC and DC ranges, auto-zero, auto-polarity, auto-decimal

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF FLUKE MULTIMETERS, IN STOCK NOW

SALE ENDS JUNE 30

100 MHz Dual Time Base SCOPE
MODEL 520B
MODEL 1600

$995
Now with Hi/Lo Drive
Works in-circuit when others won’t
Identifies all three transistor leads
Random lead connection
Audibly and visually indicates GOOD transistor

$219.95
$13,950

Quantities are limited

TOLL FREE HOT LINE
800-223-0474
212-730-7030

Advance Electronics
26 West 46th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
Only NRI Gives You System for Total

You get it all . . . training for America's fastest growing career opportunity . . . training to service all computers . . . training on a total computer system. And only NRI training gives you all the skills and confidence to become a complete computer service technician.

Today, you can't successfully repair a computer with confidence unless you know that the peripheral equipment is operating properly. Only NRI can give you the well-rounded training you need because only NRI gives you a complete computer system . . . computer, monitor, disk drive, printer, software, even test instruments like a digital multimeter and logic probe. It all adds up to training that builds the knowledge, competence and ability you need to succeed as a computer service specialist.

Get inside the IBM PC compatible Sanyo

As an NRI student, you'll get total hands-on training as you actually build your own Sanyo 550 Series computer from the keyboard up. As you assemble it, you'll perform demonstrations and experiments that will give you a total mastery of computer operations and servicing techniques. You'll do programming in BASIC language—even run and interpret essential diagnostic software. You'll prepare interfaces for peripherals such as printers and joysticks. Using utility programs, you'll check out the operation of the 8088 microprocessor. Step-by-step, NRI will guide you right into a high paying career in one of America's fastest growing fields.

New! Course now includes high performance printer

Only NRI includes an advanced dot matrix printer as part of your hands-on training. Working with it, you'll get practical experience in adding peripherals, perform experiments bringing to life operating principles, and then go on to learn critical maintenance and servicing techniques, including changing the print head.
A Total Computer Systems Training

Understanding you can get only through experience
You need no previous knowledge to succeed with NRI. You start with the basics, rapidly building on the fundamentals of electronics with bite-size lessons to master advanced concepts like digital logic, microprocessors, and computer memories.

You'll reinforce this new understanding with hands-on practical demonstrations and experiments that give you real world experience. You'll use the exclusive NRI Discovery Lab to see what makes transistors tick...build and test working electronic circuits that duplicate key computer circuitry...and construct digital logic circuits that demonstrate computer performance.

Do it at home in your spare time
NRI trains you in your own home at your convenience. You learn at your own pace, backed at all times by your own NRI instructor and the entire NRI staff of educators and engineers. They're always ready to answer questions, give you guidance, follow your progress, and help you over the rough spots to keep you moving toward your goal.

100 page free catalog tells more...send today
Send the postage-paid reply card today for NRI's 100 page catalog that gives all the facts about computer training plus career training in robotics, data communications, TV/audio/video servicing, and many other fields. You'll see how NRI can give you the skills and confidence you need for advancement, a new career—even a service business of your own in the existing world of electronics. If the card is missing, write to NRI at the address below.

NRI SCHOOLS
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, DC 20016
We'll give you tomorrow

www.americanradiohistory.com
Which Way To YOUR Future?

Are you at a crossroads in your career? Have you really thought about it? Are you planning for your future, or perhaps refusing to face the subject? Which way will you go — down the same old road? Or are you ready for something else?

In electronics you can’t stand still. If you are not moving ahead, then you’re falling behind. At the crossroads of your career, various choices are available — and, yes, decisions have to be made.

Which road will you take — one that doesn’t go where you want to be, or one that leads to hard work but also to the better life? Ah, decisions, decisions!

Career decisions are so important that you need all the input you can get before locking-in on one of them. Grantham College of Engineering offers you one source of input which may help you in making that decision. It’s our free catalog.

Ask for our free catalog and you may be surprised to learn how it is easily possible to earn a B.S. degree in electronics without attending traditional classes. Since you are already in electronics (you are, aren’t you?), you can complete your B.S. degree work with Grantham while studying at home or at any convenient place.

But don’t expect to earn that degree without hard work. Any degree that’s worth your effort can’t be had without giving effort to the task. And of course it is what you learn in the process, as much as the degree itself, that makes you stand out above the crowd — that places you in an enviable position, prestige-wise and financially.

Grantham College of Engineering
10570 Humbolt Street
Los Alamitos, California, 90720

Put Professional KNOWLEDGE and a COLLEGE DEGREE in your Electronics Career through HOME STUDY

Grantham offers this program, complete but without laboratory, to electronics technicians whose objectives are to upgrade their level of technical employment.

Recognition and Quality Assurance

Grantham College of Engineering is accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council, as a degree-granting institution.

All lessons and other study materials, as well as communications between the college and students, are in the English language. However, we have students in many foreign countries; about 80% of our students live in the United States of America.
Lasers, like transistors and digital computers, exemplify the way in which what was not too long ago a laboratory curiosity can become an inescapable part of daily life. While you may not own a laser-bearing device, you almost certainly use one every day.

Lasers carry communications on fiber-optic cables, play music from CD’s, and read prices at supermarket checkout-counters. They perform surgery, help survey our highways, test the components of the airplanes we fly in.

Looking at LASERS

Although they have been practical for only 25 years, lasers today and all they make possible are an integral part of our daily lives.

Josef Bernard
and entertain us at rock concerts. They also make formidable weapons.

**What Is a Laser?**

A laser (which stands for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation) is a source of intense light that has several unusual and useful properties. The light is monochromatic, which means that it is a single, very pure, color whose frequency can be measured and used as a precision standard in and out of the laboratory. Laser light is coherent — all the waves of a beam are in phase. Unlike natural and most artificial light sources, whose emissions are incoherent, or phased randomly, a laser produces packets of photons all "marching in step", and possessing a great deal of energy. Finally, because of the way they are generated, the rays of light produced by a laser are all parallel to one another, or very nearly so.

A pencil-thin beam of laser light aimed at the moon will spread out to a diameter of only 1/4 miles. That may not sound impressive — until you consider that the light would travel a distance of about 250,000 miles before diverging that far.

**How Lasers Work**

The principle behind the laser is called stimulated emission. That term refers to the fact that an atom, when in an excited state, can be made to emit a photon when bombarded by other photons or by another high-energy source such as a source of electrons.

That needs a little explaining. Figure 1a shows a simple hydrogen atom — just a proton and an electron. The "height" of the orbit of the electron depends on the amount of energy that the electron is carrying and is very strictly defined by nature. Further, for an electron to be forced to jump from one orbit to another requires a precise amount of energy, or quantum, to be added to it.

In its lowest orbit, no energy has been added and the electron is in its normal, or ground, state. When just the right amount of energy is applied, the electron will jump to a higher orbit, and it is said to be excited (Fig. 1-b). That excited state, though, is unstable, so the electron quickly returns to its ground state. When it does that it gives up the energy that was applied to it, in the form of a photon, or particle of light. (Light is electromagnetic radiation but it frequently behaves like a particle. For that reason, a photon is sometimes called a "waveicle.") That spontaneous emission of photons is where laser light begins.

If you get enough excited atoms together, spontaneously emitting photons as they undergo the transition from the excited to the ground state, an interesting thing happens. When one of those photons strikes an already excited atom, it changes state and emits its own photon (Fig. 1-c).

FIG. 1 — A SIMPLE HYDROGEN ATOM is shown in a. If a precise amount of energy, or quantum, is added to the atom (b), the electron makes a transition from its normal ground state to a less stable excited state and jumps to the next higher orbit. If a photon strikes the electron while it is in that excited state, the electron will return to the ground state and emit a photon of its own (c).

Thus, there are then two photons where previously there was one. Those two photons can go on to strike other excited atoms and generate still more photons — a process very much like what happens in a nuclear-fission reaction. That process of photons generating other photons from excited atoms is known as stimulated emission. A photon of a particular wavelength gives rise only to photons of the same wavelength. Thus, laser light is monochromatic; it contains only a single color.

The trick, of course, is to get together in one place a large number of excited atoms of the same kind, so that the stimulated emission of photons can take place. That is done by pumping the atoms in a material up to an excited state by bombarding them with intense light or with some other source of energy such as a beam of electrons. With a ruby laser — the type used by Theodore Maiman on July 7, 1960 when he demonstrated the first laser — as an example, let's examine the lasing process.

A simple diagram of a ruby laser appears in Fig. 2. The heart of that device is a rod of synthetic ruby whose ends are finely ground and polished so they are optically flat and are exactly parallel to one another. Both ends of the rod are silvered to reflect light back into it, but the reflecting surface at one end is not a perfect reflector — it allows perhaps ten percent of the light generated within the rod to escape. That light is the laser beam.

The rod is surrounded by a spirally-wrapped xenon flash tube similar to those used in electronic flash-units. The light produced by that tube will excite the atoms in the ruby rod. Because of that, that type of laser is known as an optically-pumped laser. (As we shall see, there are other types of excitation commonly used.) The cooling equipment is present to remove the heat generated by the lasing device. Lasers are extremely inefficient — only one or two percent of the power they consume is transformed into usable laser light; the rest is given off as ordinary light and lots of heat. That isn't really too bad though — an ordinary incandescent bulb is only about two percent efficient, and the light it produces can't begin to compare with that from a laser.

When the flash tube discharges, the photons it emits enter the ruby rod through its sides and excite the material's chromium atoms, which absorb green and blue light. Those atoms are what give the ruby its reddish color; you may remember from physics that whatever light a material doesn't reflect or transmit, it absorbs.) When those excited atoms decay from their excited state they give off photons, which trigger other excited atoms to release photons, and so on. The whole process in a ruby laser takes place in about 300 microseconds, and an intense burst of ruby-red light is produced.

We now have lots of light, but we still don't have a laser. That's where the reflective end surfaces of the rod come in. Most of the red light generated within the rod escapes through the sides, but some of it is reflected back into the rod, and that gives rise to the stimulated emission of more red light (hence the "amplification" in the word "laser").

A portion of the light is not reflected, however, but escapes from the rod through the end that is only partially silvered. That
is the laser beam. It is monochromatic because the photons that trigger stimulated emission give rise only to photons like themselves. It is also coherent—all the light waves are in phase. That, too, is a result of the process of stimulated emission; the phase of the photons generated is identical to that of the stimulating photon. The rest of the light reflected by the rod's mirrored ends bounces back to interact with more chromium atoms and produce more photons.

Figures 3-a and 3-b, respectively, represent coherent and incoherent (random phase) light. As is the case with any wave phenomenon—we're now considering photons as waves rather than as particles—out-of-phase waves tend to cancel each other. Because all the waves of a laser beam are in phase, it is much more intense and powerful than a beam of ordinary incoherent light.

Finally, all of the photons in a laser beam travel parallel to one another. That is the result of the orientation of the reflecting surfaces at the ends of the lasing element. The beam of an inexpensive laser has a divergence of only about one-tenth of a degree, which means that the energy it carries is not diffused appreciably over distance.

There are many, many types of lasers, and their characteristics and modes of operation tend to overlap. The following examples are just a small cross section of what has been developed in the past 25 years.

Crystal lasers

This is the category to which the original ruby laser belongs. Those lasers are optically pumped and have a relatively low-power output, in the milliwatt range. The most common type is the neodymium-YAG (for Yttrium-Aluminum-Garnet) laser, which emits light in the near-infrared. YAG lasers can be operated continuously because the material from which they're made conducts heat, which would otherwise destroy the laser rod, relatively well.

Another member of the crystal-laser family is the neodymium-glass laser. It is less expensive to produce than the YAG type (glass is cheaper than garnet, even the synthetic kind), but it must be pulsed, or operated on a one-shot basis. It cannot sustain continuous operation because of glass's poor heat conductivity.

Gas lasers

There are more gas lasers than there are any other type. Over 5000 types of laser activity in gases are known. Gas lasers are not usually optically pumped, but are energized by passing an electric current at a potential of several thousand volts through the gas, which is contained in a tube with polished and silvered faces similar to the ends of the ruby rod described earlier. As the current flows through the gas, the electrons transfer some of their energy to it, bringing it to a state where the stimulated emission of photons can occur. Because of the way they're constructed, gas lasers can be cooled more efficiently than crystal types, and lend themselves better to continuous operation.

The most widely used gas laser is the helium-argon laser, which can be built for a modest sum by almost any experimenter. It is able to produce no more than 50 milliwatts, but its light beam of red light, about a millimeter across, makes it ideal for laboratory and experimental use.

Argon and krypton lasers can produce a wide range of colors, but are still relatively low in power. It is not feasible, for example, to construct an argon laser more powerful than 100 watts. Argon lasers with their green light are frequently used in medical applications.

The infrared carbon-dioxide laser is more of a heavyweight. It can have an output as high as several hundred kilowatts. Moderate-sized lasers of that sort are widely used in industry.

Liquid lasers

Organic dyes dissolved in organic compounds such as alcohol can be made to lase, too. Organic lasers are unusual in that one laser can produce a wide range of colors. That spectrum can be optically tuned, and a very precise selection of light of a single color can be made. That capability makes the dye laser a valuable laboratory tool.

Semiconductor lasers

Semiconductor lasers (Fig. 4) are members of the LED family. They differ from ordinary LED's in that they consume considerably more current and the edges of the semiconductor die are polished to form interior reflecting surfaces. Because of their extremely small size—about as big as a grain of salt—and the difficulty of removing the heat they generate, those lasers do not have a very high output. Still, there are many applications to which they are well suited, among them fiber-optic communications and compact-disc players.

Laser applications

In the 25 years since they came into existence, lasers have proven themselves invaluable in a diverse range of fields. Here are a few of them:

Industry: The high temperatures produced by focused laser beams make them excellent tools for welding, cutting, and drilling. A pinpoint of coherent light can cut or bore much more cleanly than its mechanical equivalent, with much less waste. (An informal, and entirely unofficial, system for rating the strength of lasers measures their power in terms of “Gillettees”—the number of razor blades that a beam of laser light can successfully punch through.)

Photographs taken by laser light can be used to determine stress regions and faults in materials, simplifying and improving quality control procedures in critical applications. Lasers are also used in industry for non-contact monitoring of a wide variety of systems. See Fig. 5.

Medicine: Lasers find applications in numerous areas of medicine, among them dermatology, gynecology, and many areas of surgery. The finely focused beam of a laser can operate in areas (such as the inside of the eye) inaccessible to the traditional scalpel.

Science: Lasers have helped scientists both to refine existing knowledge and to learn more about our universe. Using lasers, it has been possible to determine
the speed of light (186,282,398 miles/second; 299,792,458 kilometers/second) with an accuracy hitherto unknown, and other units of measures have also benefited. A laser beam follows what must be the world's straightest line, a boon for surveyors and the like. Lasers in the laboratory have also allowed the development of new techniques to perform tasks that were previously impossible. Nuclear fusion reactions making possible the generation of enormous quantities of inexpensive electricity from plain seawater will probably be initiated and sustained by lasers.

Communications: Right now fiber-optic communications links using semiconductor lasers are in limited use, but their potential for carrying vast quantities of information makes it certain that as new installations are made, they will become much more common. In space, where laser light cannot be attenuated by air, it may carry communications and data from satellite to satellite, or even to earth. Lasers also are the heart, of course, of the laser printers: those devices, with their high-quality outputs, are now becoming popular in computer circles.

Entertainment: Laser-light shows are popular at rock concerts, and lasers are also used to record and read the information contained on CD's and most videodiscs. Holography, practical only with laser light, makes possible 3-D photography without a camera or special viewing device, and has given birth to a new art form. One day we may enjoy holographic movies, although holographic television at this point seems rather far-fetched because of the limited resolution of even the most sophisticated video systems. The applications of holography, of course, are not limited to the world of entertainment. Holographic techniques are also used in devices like scanners for UPC (Universal Product Code) readers in stores, and in the restoration of artwork.

War: Like dynamite, lasers can be put to both peaceful and destructive uses. Currently in the headlines is the "Star-Wars" technology that will take the science of war into the peace of space. Lasers are also used in the navigation systems of missiles and in targeting devices.

New uses for the unique qualities of laser light are constantly being conceived. Among some of the more unusual and esoteric areas being explored are dental holography, gene manipulation, acupuncture, laser-based optical computers, and the use of lasers to transmit power from solar-energy-gathering satellites. Future applications of the laser may only be limited by the scope of human imagination.

It doesn't take much to see that the invention of the laser is one of the most significant things to come out of the laboratory in this century.

ROBERT GROSSBLATT and ROBERT IANNINI

BACK IN THE HEYDAY OF SCIENCE FICTION'S ERA OF PURPLE PROSE, TALES OF BUG-EYED MONSTERS, DEATH RAYS, AND THE LIKE FILLED MANY A PULP MAGAZINE. OF COURSE, WE KNEW THEN THAT IT WAS ALL JUST FANTASY; YOU COULD NO MORE HAVE A "DEATH RAY" THAN YOU COULD TRAVEL FASTER THAN SOUND OR PUT A MAN ON THE MOON.

WHILE THOSE BUG-EYED MONSTERS (OR BEMS, FOR SHORT) HAVE YET TO PAY US A VISIT (TO THE BEST OF OUR KNOWLEDGE), MUCH OF YESTERDAY'S SCIENCE FICTION IS TODAY'S SCIENCE Fact. WE EVEN HAVE A DEATH RAY, OF SORTS. OF COURSE, WE ARE REFERRING TO THE LASER, WHICH CAN BE A POWERFUL WEAPON IN THE HANDS OF THOSE WHO WISH TO USE IT AS SUCH.

BUT THE LASER IS ALSO A GREAT TOOL FOR SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY. IN JUST 25 YEARS THE LASER HAS GONE FROM FAR-FETCHED NOTION TO SCIENTIFIC REALITY, TO COMMON NOUN. HARDLY A DAY GOES BY WHERE SOME PART OF OUR LIVES IS NOT AFFECTED BY LASERS TODAY, THE LASER HAS JOINED THE TRANSISTOR AS A HALLMARK OF MODERN ELECTRONICS.

WHAT'S A LASER?

The word laser is an acronym for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. But for most of us, that provides a poor explanation of what a laser is and how it works. To find a better explanation, we have to leave electronics for a while, drop into the world of physics, and talk a little bit about the nature of light. You can't understand laser light until you have some familiarity with the properties of light in general.

There are three ways in which laser light differs from ordinary light, and each of those differences contributes to the special characteristics of a laser. Let's begin by looking at some of the characteristics of ordinary light.

Ordinary light has a relatively wide bandwidth. That means that a spectrographic analysis would reveal that regular light is made up of many different wavelengths. Just about everybody has seen, or done, the experiment in which a beam of white light is directed through a prism and split into different colors. The ordinary light we see as white, therefore, is actually made up of different color elements—it's polychromatic. Figure 1 shows the composition of visible light, and the relative sensitivity of the human eye to various wavelengths.

Ordinary light is also temporarily incoherent. By that we mean that the various components of the light do not share any time relationship; they are all randomly out-of-phase with respect to each other. Thus, if you were able to look at the waveform of a beam of ordinary light, you would see something that looks like Fig. 2. The irregularity and random appearance of that waveform is caused by the presence of waveforms of differing frequencies in the light, and the ways in
which those waveforms interact with each other. Because of that interaction, at some points the waveforms all add (constructive interference); at some points they all subtract from one another (destructive interference), and at most points a combination of the two effects occurs. The result is an irregular, random-appearing waveform as shown.

Finally, ordinary light is also spatially incoherent. If you were to analyze the waveform of Fig. 2 over a period of time you would see that it is constantly changing. That's because the component waveforms are constantly changing their positions with respect to each other, causing the interference effects to vary.

The best way to put the differences between ordinary and laser light in perspective is to compare light to sound. Ordinary light, because of all the things we just talked about, can best be compared to noise. The waveforms at any moment in time are not only randomly spaced, but there's an unpredictable mix of frequencies as well.

Now, if regular light is like noise, then laser light can only be thought of as the purest sound imaginable. For openers, laser light is highly monochromatic—a spectrographic analysis would show that it is composed of light of only one wavelength. And where regular light is temporally incoherent, a laser is temporally coherent—all of the light waveforms are in phase with each other. That is one of the reasons why a laser puts out light of such pure color. Being monochromatic helps, of course, but being temporally coherent as well means that there's almost a complete absence of what would be called distortion in a sound wave.

As you might have already guessed, laser light is also spatially coherent. If you looked at the waveforms over a period of time, there would be absolutely no shifting or movement. Considering the absence of interference effects, that is exactly what you would expect to happen.

Taken together, all of those factors are what make laser light so intense, and so directional.

Since laser light is just about interference free, there's almost no scattering of the light. The beam divergence is very small—in the milliradian range. A laser beam is really a beam of light! Being coherent also means that there's a much smaller loss in energy over distance than there is with regular light. Obviously, since laser light is so different from regular light, it can't be produced the same way. And in order for us to understand how it's produced, let's see how regular light is produced.

Electromagnetic waves in general, and light in particular, is produced when an atom gives off energy. Now, an atom either takes on energy (absorption), or gives off energy (emission), by having its electrons move from one energy level to another. Once energy has been supplied to the system, and absorbed by the atom, emission can occur in one of two ways—it can happen spontaneously, or it can be stimulated.

Spontaneous emission is the result of natural atomic decay. The electrons randomly drop in energy level and produce the kind of waveforms shown in Fig. 2. When you power up a light bulb for example, the electrons in the filament absorb energy and release it as a combination of heat and ordinary, incoherent light.

Stimulated emission is a completely different process. The idea is to keep the electrons in the filament absorbing energy and release it as a combination of heat and ordinary, incoherent light.

As you might have already guessed, laser light is also spatially coherent. If you looked at the waveforms over a period of time, there would be absolutely no shifting or movement. Considering the absence of interference effects, that is exactly what you would expect to happen.

Making a laser

Now, understanding the basic theory and putting it into practice are, as we all know, two completely different things. Creating the population inversion you need to produce a laser beam is really an iffy, ticklish business. Everything has to be just so or nothing will happen. The mirrors have to be of a certain type to produce the in-phase coherent energy needed for a laser. And enough energy of the right type has to be forced into the system to make the whole thing work.

The kind of energy you have to pump into the system depends on the type of material you're trying to make lase. Semiconductor and gas lasers are pumped up with electrical energy while crystaline lasers, such as those made from ruby rods, or YAG (Yttrium-Aluminum-Garnet) are usually pumped up optically with xenon flash tubes or arc lamps.

The laser we're building here is a gas
light emitted by our helium-neon laser is 6328 Angstroms.

\[ \text{FIG. 1- THE VISIBLE SPECTRUM, and how the human eye responds to it. The wavelength of the one frequency. It is the purest type of light possible.} \]

The mechanical setup of the laser tube has to be just about perfect. It has to be properly sealed and contain the correct gas mixture. Also, the mirrors have to be perfectly aligned dielectric ones so enough reflection takes place at the proper frequency to cause the device to lase. Those mirrors must be highly reflective, within a couple of decimal places of 100%; by contrast, the silver mirrors we use every day have a reflectance factor of only 95%.

Making a helium-neon laser tube is a project that is beyond the means of most of us as it requires a fair amount of skill and equipment. Among other things, you need to have the skills and equipment required to create a precise mixture of gases, and you need to be adept at glass blowing. All of that is not impossible, of course, but in most cases it's a task that is best left to someone else; we recommend that you purchase rather than build a tube. (One source for laser tubes is mentioned in the Parts List.)

Once you have a working laser tube, actually making it produce a beam is surprisingly simple. The only electronic assembly needed is a power supply that will deliver the right voltage to make the tube fire. Figure 4 is the schematic of a power supply that can be used to trigger the laser. If it looks familiar, that's because its front end is essentially the same one used in the construction of the infrared viewer that appeared in the August 1965 issue of Radio-Electronics.

The power supply is a switcher with Q1, Q2, and their related components forming an oscillator that switches a squarewave through the primary windings of T1.

a high voltage step-up transformer. That part of the circuit takes the battery voltage and produces about 400 volts AC at the secondary of T1. Diodes D3–D6 and capacitors C2–C5 form a voltage multiplier that takes the 400 volts from T1 and boosts it to the 1600-volts DC needed to ignite the laser tube.

The high-voltage pulse needed to ignite the tube comes from an 800-volt tap on the voltage multiplier. Resistors R3 and R4 divide that voltage to provide the 480 volts needed to charge up C9, the dump capacitor. When the SCR fires, the charge on C9 is dumped into the primary of the trigger coil, T2. Capacitor C11 charges up and, since it's in parallel with the laser tube, when the voltage builds enough to excite the gas, ignition takes place and current flows through the tube. That causes a voltage drop across R10, which turns on Q4 and turns off Q3.

As soon as the laser tube ignites, therefore, the ignition circuitry is turned off. That saves battery power because the laser tube can sustain firing at a lower voltage. The relaxation oscillator made up of Q3 and Q4, and their related components is only needed to control the firing of the SCR. Once the tube starts to lase, the voltage drop across R10 keeps the ignition circuitry turned off. If the tube stops lasting, the R9–R10 junction will drop to ground again and Q4 will turn off and unclamp Q3. The SCR will start firing again and, we hope, re-ignite the tube.

Construction

Before we actually start building the circuit, there's one very important thing you must keep in mind: CAUTION! The power supply can produce as much as 10,000 volts at about 5 milliamps. That is enough juice to do a lot of damage. If you're not careful you can give yourself a severe shock. Remember that the capacitors take a while to discharge completely. You can get a real jolt even if the circuit has been turned off for five or ten minutes. Treat the circuit with respect and make sure to discharge the capacitors if you want to do some work on the circuit.

Now that that's out of the way, you can build the power supply on perfboard or use the PC board that's provided in our PC Service section, elsewhere in this magazine. If you use perfboard, remember to keep the leads as short as possible because there's a lot of high-frequency AC running around part of the circuit. Whichever method you use, make sure to keep any metal objects and your fingers away from the output section located around T2 and R11. Those are the points of the circuit where the highest voltages can be found. One short second of carelessness on your part and you're going to get zapped. If you're lucky, all it will do is hurt a lot.

The only other components in the cir-
FIG. 4—THIS POWER SUPPLY is all you need to drive a laser tube like the one available from the supplier mentioned in the Parts List.

FIG. 5—IF YOU CHOOSE to use the PC board provided in our PC Service section, use this parts-placement diagram.

cuit that require special attention are the switching transistors, Q1 and Q2. The maximum current draw from the batteries is about 750 mA, so those transistors will be handling a lot of juice and getting hot. The PC-board layout shown in Fig. 5 is designed so that the transistors can be placed in such a way that their tabs can be stuck against the laminations of T1. If you are using perforated construction board, be sure that your layout allows for that.

Use some heat-sink compound to get good thermal contact, and using small heat sinks wouldn't be a bad idea.

After you've identified the components and found their position on the board, solder them in using a minimum of solder. Once you've done that, use some high-voltage putty, paraffin, or varnish to cover the traces (or wires if you're using perf-board) that connect to all the components on the secondary side of T2 and the laser tube. That part of the circuit has the highest voltages and it's likely that arcing will take place if all the bare metal isn't covered. You may find it necessary to use the same material on the component side of the board as well.

When you finish the board, check for bridges, opens, bad solder joints, and so on. If everything seems OK, you're ready to test the power supply. Take the two leads that normally would go to the laser tube and tape them down so that they're ¼ inch apart. Connect 10 volts to the power supply. You should see arcing across the laser-tube leads at a rate of about once a second or so; the circuit should be drawing approximately 250 mA. If the spark becomes continuous, the current draw should jump to about 750 mA—the full operating current of the laser tube. If you measure the voltage across the output of the supply, you should see an open circuit voltage of about 2500. Once the laser tube is connected, the voltage will be in the neighborhood of 1500.

If you've gotten this far without any brain damage, you're ready to connect the tube to the supply.

CAUTION: The laser tube is an expensive, delicate piece of equipment. In order to connect it to the circuit you'll be soldering leads to the metal collars at either end of the tube. Use a minimum of solder and apply heat for a minimum amount of time. Don't ever forget that the tube has a high vacuum inside and you can damage more than the tube if you destroy the integrity of
FIG. 6—A HELIUM-NEON laser tube. The cathode can be identified by the small tube used to fill the laser tube with gas.

The biggest problem with using an IC voltage-regulator is the voltage loss that’s inherent in those devices. In order to supply 12 volts, a regulator needs an input voltage of about 14.5 volts. Now that’s just about the maximum you can get from the batteries. And if your particular tube wants a little bit more than 12 volts, or some of the power-supply components are a little bit lossy, you’re in a lot of trouble.

So, you ask, what’s the bottom line. Well, after all’s said and done, unless you want to do an awful lot of circuit design, the best thing to do is let the power supply look directly at the batteries. It’s not the best solution in the world, but it’s probably the best thing in this situation.

The case for the laser can be as simple or as fancy as you like. Perhaps the simplest and most functional approach would be to use some lengths of standard PVC tubing. But if you do that, or completely enclose the circuit in any way, you could run into an overheating problem because of the amount of heat produced by the power supply. Because of that, it’s a good idea to limit the on-time to less than a minute; keep it under 30 seconds is even better. Further, giving the supply a 5-second or so rest between uses will increase its lifetime tremendously. Also, the better you heatsink Q1 and Q2, the better off you’ll be.

Having fun

The output of the laser tube is about 0.1 milliwatt (for 0.4 milliwatt if the lower-powered tube offered by the supplier mentioned in the Parts List is used) and, at that power, it can’t do any damage. If you had thoughts of burning your way through steel, forget it. Lasers that can do that are worlds away from the one we’re building. However, that doesn’t mean you can treat the light from this laser with no respect whatsoever.

CAUTION! Even a 0.1-milliwatt laser can be hazardous if you look directly at the beam. While we assume that anyone considering building a laser would know enough about those devices to never even consider doing something so foolhardy, the very nature of laser might make it very easy for accidents to happen. The beam is highly directional and very intense; to compound matters, the reflected beam is just as dangerous as the emitted beam. It’s a simple matter to have the beam bounce off some shiny object and reflect back to you. You can wear safety glasses, but even if you do, be careful where and how you use the laser.

While you can use this laser, which throws an intense red beam, for such things as target spotting, perhaps its greatest use is as an introduction to the world of lasers in general. Watching the tube fire is truly fascinating and the more you experiment with it, the more you’ll learn.
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PARTS LIST

All resistors 1/4 watt, 10% unless noted
R1—2200 ohms
R2—220 ohms, 1 watt
R3, R4—1 megohm
R5, R7—100 ohms
R8—not used
R9—100,000 ohms
R10—220 ohms
R11, R12—47,000 ohms, 1 watt
R13—470 ohms

Capacitors
C1—10 µF, 25 volts, electrolytic
C2—0.01 µF, 16 kV, ceramic disc
C9—0.1 µF, 400 volts, paper di-electric
C10—1 µF, 50 volts, electrolytic
C11—0.001 µF, 10 kV, ceramic

Semiconductors
D1, D2—IN4001
D3, D4—IN4007
D9—HX2002, 20 kV diode
LED1—Red LED
Q1, Q2—D406S, NPN power transistor
Q3—2N2454—LIT transistor
Q4—RN2222 NPN transistor
SCR1—2N4443 SCR

Other components
T1—12 to 400 volts, 10 kHz switching transformer
T2—10-kV trigger transformer, 400-volt primary
B1—1.44 volts, 12 nickel-cadmium cells, or equivalent
S1—SPST switch, momentary pushbutton, normally open

Miscellaneous: PC board, helium-neon laser tube, PVC tubing for case, battery holders, wire, screws, etc.

Note: The following are available from Information Unlimited, PO Box 718, Amherst, NH 03031: PC board, $4.50; switching transformer (T1), $14.50; trigger transformer (T2), $11.50; 1-milliwatt laser tube, $149.50; 0.4-milliwatt laser tube, $99.50; high-voltage diode (D9), $3.50; high-voltage capacitor (C11), $3.00.
THANKS, IN PART, TO THE EXPLOSIVE growth of the video marketplace, it is rare these days to find a home that does not have access to some form of "pay-TV." By pay-TV we are, of course, referring to some type of premium programming that is provided to the viewer at a cost. Pay-TV can take many forms. It can be delivered via cable, satellite, multi-point distribution system (terrestrial microwave), or over-the-air subscription TV, and pay-TV can be charged for on a fixed-fee or per-program basis.

Obviously, for such a system to succeed, there needs to be some means to collect the charges for the premium channels or individual programs, and to prevent unauthorized reception by non-paying viewers. The most popular way of doing that is scrambling—encoding the signal so that it is unwatchable and/or inaudible to nonsubscribers. If a signal is properly scrambled, there is no way to adjust the television receiver so that a usable signal can be seen or heard.

In order to receive the signal, a device called a decoder or a descrambler must be used: that device is generally located between the antenna (or cable output) and the television receiver.

There are many different scrambling and descrambling techniques. Some scrambling schemes are basically very simple and provide only minimal security. Others are very sophisticated, and expensive. Thus, while they provide a high level of security, they are not currently practical for home-TV use. However, that may not always be the case. The recent development of low-cost, mass-produced digital-TV IC's may make highly sophisticated, secure scrambling economically feasible for home use in the not-too-distant future.

In this series of articles we are going to discuss several scrambling-descrambling systems. All of these systems are either currently in use or possible in theory. Both system operation and circuitry will be described. Also, we will describe several experimental decoders, for those who wish to gain hands-on knowledge of the technologies involved (see text box), and we'll describe a device to scramble an existing video program. You may find the scrambling circuit useful for such things as protecting private information on your own videotapes from either unauthorized viewing or copying.

Incidentally, these articles are not intended to aid anyone with the theft of signal. In most instances, the theft of signal from a cable company, over-the-air pay-TV company, etc., is a crime, punishable by fines, and in some cases jail. Even if it were not, in many cases it would be more economical simply to subscribe and pay the fee. Decoders are expensive to buy and time consuming to build. And if, after you've spent the time and/or money for an illegal decoder, you find you don't like the programming, you are stuck with the equipment.

**The video signal**

In order to understand how scrambling works, you need some knowledge of the structure of a normal (not scrambled) video signal. Figure 1-a shows a simplified NTSC signal: in the U.S. and Canada, that is the composite-video signal that is transmitted by your local TV station. In that signal, the video information appears between high-amplitude pulses. The effects of those pulses are not readily apparent on the screen, but they play an important role in the creation of the TV image.

The pulses are actually made up of several components. The widest part is called the horizontal blanking pulse. The purpose of the blanking pulse is to eliminate the visible effect of the bright vertical-retrace lines. It does that by "turning off" the CRT during retrace. Piggy-backed on the blanking pulse is the horizontal-sync pulse; its purpose is to synchronize the TV's horizontal sweep circuitry to the video signal.

Right after the horizontal-sync pulse's trailing edge, but before the blanking-pulse's trailing edge (that region is called the "back porch") is a signal consisting of
eight cycles of a 3.58 MHz sinewave. That signal is the color-sync (burst) signal; it is absent if the transmitted program is black and white. It is used to synchronize the color circuitry in the TV receiver and to turn off the color circuitry for black-and-white programs. In its absence (BW program), the color circuitry in the TV receiver shuts down; that prevents colored noise and streaks from interfering with a black-and-white program.

There are 15,734 horizontal-sync pulses transmitted per second corresponding to each of the 525 lines of 59.94 fields transmitted per second. Each field consists of 262.3 lines (interlaced scanning), and two fields make a frame. Alternate lines are scanned on each field. For simplicity, we will round off those numbers to 15,750-horizontal and 30-vertical frames per second. Note that the vertical pulses occur at a 60-Hz rate, but the alternate pulses are slightly different due to the interlacing.

For our purposes, the main point to remember is that those horizontal and vertical pulses, and the color-burst signal, are used for timing and synchronization necessary to reconstruct the TV picture. If any of those pulses are absent, distorted, or altered, it becomes difficult or impossible to synchronize the TV picture. It will roll, tear, and the colors will be incorrect, rendering the picture unwatchable. Naturally, the video level must not be so great as to exceed the horizontal-sync pulse level, otherwise the level-sensitive sync circuits will be "confused" and the TV picture will not synchronize properly.

Audio information is frequency modulated on a 4.5-MHz signal that is added to the composite-video signal: the audio may also be modulated on a subcarrier, as is often done in scrambling systems (more on that in a moment). The audio signal is like a standard FM-broadcast signal, except the deviation is limited to ±25 kHz instead of ±75 kHz used in FM broadcasting. The audio circuitry in a TV receiver is much like the corresponding circuitry in an FM broadcast receiver.

The color signal is a bit more complex to understand, but basically it is a 3.58-MHz (actually 3.579545-MHz) signal that is both amplitude and phase modulated. The amplitude of that signal determines the saturation of a color, (whether it is, for example, white, light pink, rose, or red) and the phase determines the hue (whether it is red, orange, yellow, etc.). Note that the amplitude of the composite color signal is used to determine the difference from white, not the intensity, of a particular color. In that way, a color signal with zero level would produce a white raster making for compatibility between color and black-and-white reception on the same TV receiver.

Of course, we have only touched upon the basics of the video signal. Since a comprehensive treatment of the subject would take much more room than we have available, we suggest you consult a good reference on the topic.

**Scrambling the picture**

As you may have guessed from the foregoing, by altering any of the key components that we've discussed, a picture can be rendered unwatchable. If the alteration is done in such a way that a circuit at the receiving end can counteract such alteration, you have the basis for a scrambling system.

Further, there are still more ways in which a signal can be scrambled. For instance, the video information between the sync pulses may be modified, the scanning sequence can be altered, or various scrambling techniques can be integrated in a time varying way to provide different scrambling by minute, second, or even frame.

Several simple scrambling schemes are generally in wide use today on cable and pay TV systems. One of the simplest in use is video inversion. In that method, the video information is sent with reversed polarity. The TV may or may not sync on it (depending whether the sync pulses are inverted also). If the set can synchronize the signal, it appears as a negative picture—dark areas are light, and highlights are dark. Colors are reversed, and appear as complementary to those in the original scene. If you do not mind watching blue faces, brown skies, and red grass, then the picture might be watchable.

Usually nothing is done to the sound, although it may be modulated onto a subcarrier, and the main sound carrier may have what is called "barker audio" on it (more on that in a moment).

---

**FIG. 1—A NORMAL NTSC VIDEO SIGNAL SHOWN IN A. IN ONE OF THE SIMPLER SCRAMBLING METHODS, THE POLARITY OF THE VIDEO INFORMATION, WHICH IS LOCATED BETWEEN THE HORIZONTAL BLANKING PULSES, IS INVERTED, AS SHOWN IN B. INVERTED VIDEO IS EASILY UNSCRAMbled BY MERELY RE-INVERTING THE VIDEO POLARITY IN A VIDEO AMPLIFIER. THAT CAN EASILY BE DONE IN THE TV SET. THE ONLY PRECAUTION IS THAT IT MUST BE DONE AT A SUITABLE POINT IN THE VIDEO SYSTEM. FOR EXAMPLE, IF THE SYNC PULSES ARE NOT INVERTED, IT MUST BE DONE AFTER SYNC TAKEOFF. SOME SETS USE SEPARATE DETECTORS FOR SOUND/SYNC TAKEOFF.**

---

**FIG. 2—IN SOME SCRAMBLING SYSTEMS THE POLARITY OF THE VIDEO ALTERNATES EVERY FRAME OR EVERY FEW FRAMES.**

---

Scrambling the sync

There are many ways to alter the sync pulses. One method that is currently popular is called phase modulation. In that method a 15.75-kHz sinewave is added to the video signal. If the positive peak of the sine wave corresponds to the positive peak of the sync pulse (see Fig. 4), that suppresses the sync signal below the peak video level. That "confuses" the sync separator circuits in the TV set and they cease to function properly.

The resulting picture tears and rolls, and has a vertical dark band. Colors are lost or out of sync, since the TV set cannot tell where the sync pulse is. Some video signals that have mostly very light areas (highlights) may synchronize properly for a moment, but most will roll, tear, or distort. The picture is generally unstable and cannot be watched.

Unscrambling is done by taking the scrambled signal and mixing it with a sine wave of proper phase and amplitude to cancel the added sine wave. The sine wave...
is usually obtained from a PLL that is locked to a 15.75 kHz signal encoded on the audio signal. That operates very much like a PLL used for stereo FM pilot-carrier regeneration. In fact, the circuitry is very similar and FM stereo IC's can be used to good advantage in a descrambler circuit. A block diagram of an appropriate descrambler circuit is shown in Fig. 5. Figure 6 shows another method of suppressing the sync. Called gated-sync scrambling, that method is similar to sine-wave scrambling in that it operates by altering the relationship of the amplitudes of the sync pulses and the video signal. That is done by summing a negative pulse train with the composite video signal. The result is a composite video signal in which the sync pulses appear to be missing. As a result, the sync circuitry, which generally picks out the most positive signal levels and assumes they are sync pulses, is rendered inoperative and the picture tares and rolls.

To descramble a gated-sync signal, a pulse train of proper amplitude and phase is summed with the altered composite video signal. A block diagram of a descrambler that does that is shown in Fig. 7. The pulse train is generated in the descrambler and is usually locked to the signal from the the decoder PLL circuit via the same technique that's used in a sine-wave decoder. In fact, the gated-sync method of scrambling is very similar in theory to the sine wave method, and it is possible to design one descrambler that could be made to decode both of those types of scrambling.

**Audio scrambling**

A word about audio scrambling: The audio carrier is located 4.5 MHz from the picture carrier. It is a distinct frequency component of the TV signal and can be received on a FM receiver tuned to the appropriate frequency. The signal is identical to standard (broadcast) FM, except that the deviation is limited to ±25 kHz.

The TV audio signal can be modulated with subcarriers. Normally a TV receiver has a quadrature or discriminator type detector, with an RC filter on the audio output. As to the IF bandwidth, a rule of thumb in FM receivers is that it is twice the deviation plus the highest modulation frequency. Since TV audio normally goes up to about 10-15 kHz, the bandwidth of the audio IF would be about 2 x 25 kHz, plus 10 to 15 kHz, or about 60-65 kHz. In most TV receivers, the audio-IF bandwidth is about 100 kHz.

If the 4.5-MHz carrier deviation is reduced somewhat, subcarriers can be put into the audio channel up to about 100 kHz or so. They can serve as subcarriers for decoding signals, or even other audio channels. An example of that is the (L-R) audio channel in an FM stereo system, whereby the differences between the left and right channels are encoded on a 38-kHz subcarrier.

In many scrambling schemes, the program audio is stripped away and placed on an audio subcarrier that is some multiple of the horizontal scan frequency. The most common and practical audio subcarrier frequency is 31.5 kHz; the 15.75-kHz horizontal-scan signal is used as the pilot carrier. Those frequencies are close enough to the 19-kHz pilot frequency and 38-kHz subcarrier frequency used in FM stereo to allow the use of mass-produced FM-stereo IC's in TV audio decoders.

If the audio is stripped away in that manner, a viewer without a decoder will receive no sound and a scrambled picture. In many scrambling systems, rather than being empty, the main audio channel can be used as a "barker channel" for advertising for the pay-TV service, music, or anything at all. A block diagram of a circuit that can be used to encode an audio signal in the above manner is shown in Fig. 8.

Note that stripping away the program audio and placing it on a subcarrier is not really scrambling. It is merely relocating
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FIG. 7—A GATED-SYNC DESCRAMBLER is very similar to one used to descramble sinewave-encoded video. In fact, it is possible to design a single decoder to descramble both systems.

FIG. 8—IN MANY SCRAMBLING SYSTEMS, the program audio is stripped away and put on a 31.5-kHz subcarrier. Where that's done, usually the normal audio channel is used as a "barker" channel, which contains advertising, music, etc.

SCRAMBLING FROM THE SKIES. This M/A-COM Videocipher descrambler is the key to unlocking HBO's (and others) satellite programming. In a future installment we'll be looking at the Videocipher system.

the audio program in such a way that it can not be received on a standard TV set. True audio scrambling would involve altering the audio waveform. If that were done, the signal might be receivable on a standard TV set, but it would be unintelligible under any circumstances. True scrambling can be done using any one of a number of techniques, including frequency inversion and digitizing. However, care must be taken to ensure that the encryption technique does not restrict the useable audio bandwidth.

Cable-TV scrambling

The box-type descrambler commonly used in CATV systems generally contains an RF converter to convert all cable channels to one fixed channel, usually Channel 3 or 4. By doing that, the descrambler circuits can be designed to deal with but a single channel.

In the case of sinewave or gated-sync descramblers, some actually detect the video signal, extract necessary decoding signals from it, and use those signals to act upon the channel 3 or 4 IF signals. By using a variable-gain IF amplifier for channel 3 or 4, the decoding signals can modulate the IF gain, reestablishing proper sync-signal level and cancelling the sinewave modulation, or reestablishing sync-pulse level in the case of gated-sync systems. The encoding and decoding signals may also be supplied in CATV systems at frequencies outside the receiver channels. Many different encoding techniques can be used in CATV systems, but gated sync, sinewave, and the Zenith SSAV (Sync Suppression And Video Inversion) seem to be the most popular schemes currently.

Another method used on some cable systems is the deliberate insertion of key- ed carriers in the video channel used for premium TV shows. An RF carrier can cause severe crosshatching. Keying the carrier causes an annoying flicker, and the resultant picture looks like a severe case of TVI caused by a CB or amateur station. In order to provide service to a subscriber, a high-Q trap is inserted in the transmission line between the CATV signal tap-off and the TV set. That method, while inexpensive, is easy to defeat. A high-Q cavity notch filter can be made out of a coffee can and several feet of ¼-inch copper tubing. Those materials can be used to construct a helical resonator, turning the resonator is merely a matter of adjusting its cavity for a notch at the interfering frequency. Also, a high-Q stub transmission line section can be used to achieve the same purpose. We have known cases where even a few feet of aluminum foil wrapped around the outside of a length of 300-ohm twin lead (the aluminum foil position is adjusted for a null) did a fairly good job of rendering the picture watchable. However, note that that is not true scrambling; it is merely the addition of deliberate, controlled interference to the CATV signal.

Odds and ends

There are several ways we could modify the systems that we've discussed thus far to make them more difficult to decode by non-authorized viewers. For instance, in the sinewave scrambling method, rather than using a 15.75-kHz signal, the scrambling sinewave could have a frequency of 31.5. If that were done, every other cycle of the sinewave would cancel a sync pulse and the picture would be vertically streaked twice instead of once.

Similarly, the gated-sync system could be made more difficult to decode by substituting a more complex pulse waveform for the one we illustrated.

Next time

Thus far, the scrambling techniques we've discussed are relatively simple. Consider, however a system in which the method of scrambling varies with time, or one in which digital techniques are used to alter the sequence in which the video information is transmitted, or both. Thanks to today's low-cost digital IC's such sophisticated scrambling techniques are now possible and practical. We'll look at some of those techniques'next time.
Everyone who works with electronics needs a power supply, but a commercially-produced variable-voltage current-limited power supply can take quite a chunk out of your pocketbook. So we decided to find a better way. Our power supply provides any voltage between 3 and 30 volts, at any maximum current you desire less than 1000 mA. In addition, our supply provides short-circuit protection, load switching, and switchable voltage/current metering. Further, all parts are readily obtainable and inexpensive, and the supply is easy to build and calibrate.

One feature that really sets our design apart is that it's capable of providing a full amp of power over most of its range of output voltage. Many comparable power supplies can provide one amp of current, but only over a restricted range of output voltage.

Output voltage is selected by means of a range switch with two positions: 3–15 and 15–30 volts. A potentiometer varies voltage continuously throughout the selected range. Similarly, current limiting is selected by a switch providing ranges of 150–400 and 400–1000 mA, and by a potentiometer that allows current to be varied continuously over the selected range. Actually, both current and voltage ranges overlap slightly to ensure that there are no gaps in output.

The graph in Fig. 1 illustrates the high performance you can obtain from our power supply. As you can see, maximum load current (one amp) is maintained up to 27 volts, after which the load curve falls away due to transformer losses. Other specifications include load regulation that is better than 0.2% from zero to full load, and output ripple that is less than 2-mv rms.

**Design considerations**

Initially we considered using an LM317 three-terminal variable-voltage regulator as the basis for our supply, but we soon ran into difficulties. Despite various approaches, we were unable to come up with a cost-effective circuit that would deliver one amp over the entire voltage range. The problem was thermal limiting in the LM317 with a high input voltage and a low output voltage. Another drawback was that an additional op amp was required to provide current sensing for the current-limiting circuitry, and that would have increased both cost and complexity of the circuit.

So we rejected the LM317 and adopted the LM723. It requires a current-boosting transistor, but it has built-in current limiting. The guts of the 723 are shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a series-pass transistor, an error amplifier and a voltage reference. The error amplifier compares a portion of the output voltage with the internal reference voltage and continually regulates the base current that is applied to the series-pass transistor. That's what provides regulated output.

The 723's built-in series-pass transistor can deliver a maximum of 150 mA of current, so, in order to obtain more current, an external power transistor is required.

One particularly useful characteristic of the 723 is its built-in current-limiting circuitry. When output current reaches a preset value, the current-limit transistor turns on and that reduces the base drive to the series-pass transistor. The output voltage is thereby reduced.
Circuit details

The schematic of the complete power supply is shown in Fig. 3. A tapped transformer drives a diode bridge (D1-D4) and two 2500-μF filter capacitors (C1 and C2). That provides a no-load voltage of 37 or 47 volts, depending upon the position of switch S2-a. The unregulated DC is then fed to a pre-regulator stage composed of Q1 and D5. Those components protect ICI (the 723) from an over-voltage condition; the 723 can't handle more than 40 volts.

The LED (LED1) and its 2.2K current-limiting resistor (R1) provide on/off indication. The current through the LED varies slightly according to the transformer tap selected, but that's of no real consequence.

The series-pass transistor in ICI drives voltage-follower Q2, which provides current amplification. That transistor can handle lots of power. It has a maximum collector current of 15 amps and a maximum V Ce of 70V, both of which are more than adequate for our supply.

Heat dissipation could have been a problem when drawing high current at low voltage. We solved that problem by switching the secondary winding of the transformer. For outputs greater than 15 volts, S2-a selects the 30-volt tap on the transformer, and for outputs less than 15 volts, S2-a selects the 24-volt tap.

Voltage regulation

Now let's examine in detail how the voltage-regulator section works. The error amplifier in the 723 is connected as a non-inverting amplifier with variable gain. The input to that amplifier is fixed at about 2.8 volts by R3 and R4, which are fed by the 723's internal reference voltage. Capacitor C3 is included to reduce output noise.

On the 0-15V range, switch S2-b is closed, so feedback resistance—the resistance between the output of the supply and the inverting input of the error amplifier—can be varied between 100 and 5000 ohms. That corresponds to an amplifier gain ranging from 1.1 to 6.1, and that corresponds to an output voltage ranging from 3.1 to 17.1 volts. With switch S2-b open, the gain of the amplifier is adjustable from 8.8 to 10.8, and that corresponds to an output voltage ranging from 16.2 to 30.2 volts.

The current-limiting circuit depends on the position of S3. That switch causes load current from the emitter of Q2 to flow through either R14 or R15. The resulting voltage is applied to a voltage divider network composed of R12 and R13. The voltage developed at the junction of those two resistors depends on the setting of front-panel control R13, CURRENT LIMIT. That voltage is then applied to the current-limiting transistor in the 723.

In the interests of economy, we elected to use a single meter and to switch between measuring voltage and current. It would be nice to have a separate meter for each, but cost is prohibitive. Meters are expensive, and a larger case, which is also more expensive, would be necessary to provide the necessary front-panel area.

Our metering circuit is straightforward. When measuring voltage, the parallel combination of R16 and R17 provides an effective resistance of 30K. That resistance is in series with the one-mA moving-coil meter, so it can measure a maximum of 30 volts full scale. When measuring current, the meter is shunted by the 0.5 ohm resistance provided by the parallel combination of R5 and R6. Trimmer potentiometer R7 is used to adjust the meter for accurate readings.

There's not much else to the circuit. Capacitor C6 prevents switching transients from being delivered to the output, and D6 protects the power supply from an accidentally-applied reverse voltage—from a charged capacitor, for example. Capacitor C5 ensures stability of the supply under all conditions.

Construction

Except for the front-panel switches, potentiometers, etc., and the power transformer, all components are mounted on a PC board that measures about 4¼ x 4¼ (inches). A foil pattern for the board is shown in "PC Service."

No special procedure need be followed when assembling the PC board, although the job will be much easier if the lower-profile components are installed first. Refer to the parts-layout in Fig. 4 to install all components; be careful to install ICI, the diodes, the transistors, and the elec-
trolytic capacitors in the correct orientation. Also, mount transistors Q1 and Q2 without trimming their legs; the full length will be necessary if you use the heatsink arrangement shown in Fig. 5.

The power supply is housed in an attractive plastic instrument case that measures about \(7\frac{1}{8} \times 6\frac{3}{4} \times 2\frac{1}{4}\) inches. If you purchase the kit from the source mentioned in the parts list, you'll receive special front and rear panels.

The layout of the front panel is shown in

![Diagram](image)

**PARTS LIST**

All resistors: 1/4 watt, 5\% unless otherwise noted.

- R1—2200 ohms, 1/4 watt
- R2—4700 ohms, 1/4 watt
- R3—1800 ohms
- R4—1200 ohms
- R5, R6—1 ohms, 1 watt
- R7—1000 ohms, trimmer potentiometer
- R8—1000 ohms
- R9—5000 ohms, panel-mount potentiometer
- R10—4700 ohms
- R11—100 ohms
- R12—270 ohms
- R13—500 ohms, panel-mount potentiometer
- R14—1.5 ohms, 5 watts
- R15—3.9 ohms, 1 watt
- R16—330,000 ohms
- R17—33,000 ohms

**Capacitors**

- C1, C2—2500 µF, 50 volts, electrolytic
- C3—4.7 µF, 15 volts, electrolytic
- C4—820 pf, ceramic disk
- C5—100 µF, 50 volts, electrolytic
- C6—0.1 µF, ceramic disk

**Semiconductors**

- I1—LM723, voltage regulator
- D1, D4—N14002, rectifier
- D5—IN5257B, 33 volts, 1 watt, Zener diode
- Q1—BD139 or EC373
- Q2—TIP3055

**Other components**

- F1—1/4 amp, 250-volt fuse
- M1—0-1 mA panel meter
- S1—SPST power switch
- S2, S4—DPDT switch
- S3—SPDT
- S5—DPDT
- T1—117 VAC primary, 0-24-30 volt secondary, 1 amp (Altronic A8672)

**Miscellaneous**

- Line cord, heatsink, mica insulators, silicone grease, PC board, case, binding posts, knobs, solder, wire, etc.

**Note:** A complete kit of parts, including case, is available for $49.95 from Electronics Industries, Ltd., 11830 31st Court, St. Petersburg, FL 33702. Florida residents must add appropriate sales tax.

Fig. 6. Note that, if you use a different meter than the one specified in the Parts List, you'll have to alter the drilling dimensions accordingly. The kit includes Scotch-Cut artwork that you can affix to the front panel and then spray with a hard-setting clear lacquer to protect the artwork, which can then be used as a template.

You'll also have to drill holes in the rear panel for the fuse holder, the power cord, and the heatsink. But, don't drill the heatsink holes yet.

Secure the PC board to four internal mounting posts using self-tapping screws, and bolt the power transformer to the case using machine screws and nuts. Include a solder lug under the nut nearest the rear panel.

Use medium-duty hookup wire (16 gauge) for all wiring that carries the full supply current, and light-duty hookup wire for the potentiometer, the meter, and the LED.

Install the rear panel and then mark the positions of the holes for the power transistors. Drill those holes, and then you can use the rear panel as a template for drilling the heatsink mounting holes. The heatsink may have to be trimmed to fit the rear panel. Both transistors must be insulated from the rear panel using mica washers and insulating bushings. Smear heatsink grease on all mating surfaces, including the rear of the heatsink, and then bolt the assembly together using machine screws and nuts as shown in Fig. 7. Finally, use an ohmmeter to make sure that there is no conductivity between the metal tabs of the transistors, and the rear panel, or the heatsink.

Anchor the 117 VAC power cable to the rear panel with a cable clamp. Solder the "hot" 117 VAC lead to the fuseholder, the neutral wire to the power transformer, and the ground-wire to the solder lug beneath the transformer. In addition, separate ground leads should be run to both the rear and the front panels.

We recommend that you use heatsink tubing over all 117 VAC connections to the fuseholder, the transformer, and the power switch. That will prevent you from being shocked while doing the testing and calibration discussed below. Use wire with thick insulation for the 117 VAC circuit, and do not use a miniature metallic switch for power switch S1.

Shown in Fig. 8 is a meter scale you can use to replace the scale that comes with the meter. Being careful not to bend the meter's needle, gently pry the plastic
FIG. 5—INTERNAL VIEW OF THE POWER SUPPLY reveals its neat, clean, design.

FIG. 6—DRILL THE FRONT PANEL OF THE POWER SUPPLY according to the dimensions shown here.

FIG. 7—ATTACH Q1 AND Q2 to the rear panel and the heatsink as shown here. Use heatsink grease on all mating surfaces.

Testing and calibration

Connect a voltmeter across the output binding posts, turn the supply on and close the load switch. If all is well, the power LED will light up and you will be able to vary the output voltage from three to 30 volts using the range switch and the output voltage control.

Verify that the voltage reading on the supply's meter and on your meter are identical. Note that we left room on the PC board for an additional trimmer resistor that, if used, would parallel R16 and R17. You can install an additional high-valued resistor there to increase the accuracy of the voltage displayed by the meter, if necessary. Just use Ohm's law to calculate the appropriate value.

Assuming all is well, open the load switch, select the 0-15 volt range, and turn the output-voltage potentiometer fully counter-clockwise. Now set the current-limit control to the middle of its rotational range, the current-limit switch to the one amp range, and the volts/amperes switch to amps. Now connect a one-amp ammeter directly across the output binding posts and close the load switch.

Your meter should indicate a current of about half an amp, although the supply's meter may show something different now. Adjust the current-limit control so that the multimeter reads 1A, and then adjust the trimmer resistor R7 so that the supply's meter reads the same.

Finally, vary the current-limit control and verify that the meter reading corresponds closely to that on the multimeter throughout its range.

Applications

Why is adjustable current limiting useful? First, it protects the power supply in case its output is inadvertently short-circuited by improper circuitry. Second, it helps prevent that circuitry from being damaged by excessive current due to a fault condition.

Why is a separate load switch useful? It allows you to remove load voltage without turning the supply off. The latter can cause switching transients that might damage the power supply, the circuit under test, or both.

So, when testing out an untried circuit, turn the load switch off, and the voltage and current controls all the way down. Connect the supply to your circuit, turn the load switch on, and gradually increase output voltage to the required voltage. Next set the meter to measure current and turn the current-limit control up slowly while monitoring the meter. If the needle of the meter seems to jump at all throw the load switch quickly. But if the needle moves smoothly as you rotate the control, most likely the circuit has no severe power-related problems. In other words, you're not likely to fry anything!

So now you're ready to start the real work—testing and troubleshooting your circuit. But that's another article.
BY ELIMINATING UNWANTED POPS, CLICKS AND OTHER SURFACE NOISE, THIS INEXPENSIVE SCRATCH FILTER BRINGS YOU TO NEW HEIGHTS OF AUDIO REALISM!

PART 2

This month, we'll show you how to build our click and pop filter. But before we get to that, let's finish up the discussion that we began last time about how the detector circuit works.

Resistors R27-R30 take a statistical sample of variations in level: that sample is detected by IC5-a, which stores short-term peaks on C13 and long-term peaks on C14. The latter is also part of a circuit (including C15 and C16) that prevents transients—either scratches or music—from changing the comparator's threshold too quickly.

Front-panel SENSITIVITY control R45 varies the gain of IC5-b, whose output sets the comparator's threshold higher when the signal warrants it. For example, signals with much high-frequency content—cymbal crashes, for instance—can cause false triggering. But, in general, very large transients tend to be scratches; a large transient will turn on D8 to slow down threshold changing. Diode D10 allows C16 to discharge rapidly if the transient disappears rapidly, as can happen between wide, two-edged scratches (which are quite common).

When the signal exceeds the threshold, the output of IC6-a goes low and shorts to -VCC. And that, finally, is what causes the detector to delete! The deletion is done by “flipping” the analog switches (electronically, of course) to perform the actions described above.

When the transient ends, IC6-a's output floats high, and C20 delays the return from deletion mode by charging slowly through R41. Capacitor C21 functions as a pulse-stretcher; it charges even more slowly than C20, and that allows LED1 to remain lit long enough to be visible, even if the deletion time was short.

POWER SUPPLY

The power supply, shown in Fig. 8, is important in this circuit, especially during a deletion, because the gain of the deleter is so high. Our primary design goals were low ripple and freedom from interference by magnetic fields. Low ripple is achieved by filtering the critical negative supply...
with respect to ground using capacitors C302-C304. Actually, it is the ground that is filtered, not the supply; but the result is the same, except that all low frequencies the ground impedance isn’t low.

Magnetic fields are minimized by using a wall-plug transformer and by placing the deinter at the opposite end of the board from the supply. What we get is an inexpensive supply that performs as well as the exotic center-tapped toroidal-transformer supplies often used in high-performance audio equipment. By the way, the ±Vcc supplies are provided to operate the 4016 analog switches, which can’t tolerate the ±15 volts used to power the op-amps.

**Input and output circuits**

The signal into our Scratch Filter should come after your amplifier’s phono preamp via the TAPE OUT jacks that are normally used to connect a tape recorder. Most signal processors (such as graphic equalizers) replace those TAPE OUT jacks by connecting the processor’s input jacks in parallel with a new TAPE OUT jack. In our case, we chose to locate the TAPE OUT jack, and the TAPE MONITOR switch after our processor, so that you can tape record albums with the full benefit of our Scratch Filter.

**Construction**

Due to the critical nature of the deinter’s layout-matching requirements, a PC board is necessary to get good performance from this Filter. If you want to etch your own board, a foil pattern is shown in “PC Service,” you can also purchase a board from the source mentioned in the Parts List. Refer to the component-placement diagram in Fig. 9 and the chassis photo in Fig. 10 during the following discussion.

Begin construction by inserting the resistors. You can bend the leads of most resistors as necessary, but the following resistors in the deinter circuit should be bent as shown in the photo: R114, R222, R215, R216.

Next insert the capacitors, followed by the diodes, and then the transistors. Be careful to get the polarity of those components correct.

Next you can install the IC’s. As mentioned above, you must cut off pin 5 of IC4. If you use a metal-can version of that IC, the tab is by pin 8. Be sure to install that IC—and all the others—correctly. Connect short lengths of wire for the panel-mounted components to the appropriate pads on the board. Carefully check over your work, remove flux from the board, and then install the board in your enclosure.

The chassis used for our prototype is built from a thin piece of aluminum bent in a “U” shape. We used two stained pieces of wood for endpanels. The endpanels are attractive, and they keep the aluminum from scratching the surface of whatever you set the Filter on. The printed-circuit board should be mounted close to the sheet metal so that the circuitry will be shielded from electromagnetic fields that may be radiated from nearby equipment.

**Installation**

The Scratch Filter must be connected in the tape-monitor loop of your amplifier.

---

**Fig. 9—STUFF THE PC BOARD** and wire the front-panel components as shown here. Resistors R114, R222, R215, R216 must be bent as shown in Fig. 10.
The wiring scheme routes all signals from your amp’s preamp output through the Scratch Filter, and then back to your amplifier. A tape recorder, or any other equipment that used to be connected to your amplifier’s jacks should now be connected to the corresponding jacks on the Scratch Filter.

**Operation**

You can use the INPUT switch to switch the Scratch Filter in and out of your audio loop for testing and evaluating. Once you hear the dramatic improvement the Filter provides, you’ll probably leave it “in circuit” permanently. The TAPE MONITOR switch on the Filter works just as the one on your amplifier used to.

Initially the SENSITIVITY control should be set to the middle of its range. Due to the wide dynamic range of the ALC circuit you may never need to change the setting of that control. However, for very scratchy records, you may want to turn up the sensitivity. You risk making deleterious audible, but by careful adjustment, you can achieve a good balance between scratch noise and deletion errors.

**Conclusions**

There are many ways to improve the

continued on page 90
Voltage-comparators and window-comparators are extremely versatile circuits. Here are some practical circuits that you can put to use.

RAY MARSTON

WE'RE SURE THAT YOU CAN THINK OF many applications for a voltage comparator: a circuit that abruptly changes its output state when an input voltage crosses a certain reference value. Voltage comparators have plenty of practical applications apart from the obvious ones of over- and under-voltage switches. The number of applications becomes especially apparent when you realize that the voltage can be representing resistance, temperature, light-level, and more.

Voltage comparators can readily be made to activate relays (or alarms, or other circuits) when load currents (or temperatures, light levels, etc.) go outside of—or come within—preset limits. We'll look at some practical circuits in the next few pages.

Basic voltage comparator circuits

The easiest way to make a voltage comparator is to use an op-amp such as the CA3140; two basic configurations are shown in Fig. 1. The 3140 op-amp has a typical open-loop, low-frequency voltage gain of about 100 dB, so its output can be shifted from the high to the low state (or vice versa) by shifting the input voltage a mere 100 μV (microvolts) or so above or below the reference voltage value. The CA3140 can be powered from either a single-ended or split power supply and it provides an output that typically swings to within a couple of volts of its positive rail or to within a few millivolts of its negative (or zero) supply rail. Unlike many other op-amps, the 3140 can accept input voltages all the way down to the negative rail value.

The operation of the circuit in Fig. 1-a is very simple: A fixed reference-voltage (VREF) is generated via the combination of R2 and Zener diode D1. It is applied directly to pin 3, the non-inverting input terminal of the op-amp. The input or test voltage VIN is applied to the inverting input terminal (pin 2) via current-limiting resistor R1. When VIN is below VREF the op-amp output is driven high (to positive saturation), but when VIN is above VREF the output is driven low (to negative saturation). That response is shown graphically in Fig. 2-a.

By simply interchanging the connections to pins 2 and 3, the action of the circuit can be reversed; the op-amp output is normally low, but goes high when VIN exceeds VREF. That circuit is shown in Fig. 1-b, and its response is shown graphically in Fig. 2-b.

There are a few points worth noting about the basic single-supply voltage-comparator circuits in Fig. 1. The first point is that the reference voltage can be given any value from zero up to within 2 volts of the positive supply-rail. Thus, either circuit can be made to trigger at any desired value between these limits by simply interposing a potentiometer between a fixed voltage-reference source and the "VREF" pin of the op-amp.

The second point to note is that the voltage-input pin of the op-amp must be constrained to the range from zero volts up to within 2 volts below the positive supply-rail value. Thus, if you want the

FIG. 1—BASIC VOLTAGE-COMPARATOR CIRCUITS.

FIG. 2—THE ACTION OF THE VOLTAGE comparators shown in Fig. 1 is shown graphically here.
circuit to trigger at some high value of input voltage, you will have to feed the input voltage to a simple voltage divider before the op-amp input.

The final point to note about the basic voltage-comparator circuits is that they give a non-regenerative switching action, so that the op-amp is driven into the linear (non-saturated) mode when the input voltage is within a few tens of microvolts of "$V_{REF}$". Under that circumstance, the op-amp output generates lots of spurious noise and that output will vary with slowly varying input signals. In some applications, that may be unacceptable. The problem can be overcome by using positive feedback, so that a regenerative switching action is obtained. The feedback signal introduces a degree of hysteresis in the voltage switching levels; the degree of hysteresis is directly proportional to the amount of feedback.

Special voltage-comparator circuits

Figures 3 to 7 show how the three points mentioned above can be put to practical use to make various types of "special"

---

**FIG. 3**—THIS UNDER-VOLTAGE SWITCH lets you vary the $V_{REF}$ trip point and offers regenerative feedback.

**FIG. 4**—THIS OVER-VOLTAGE SWITCH also offers regenerative feedback and adjustment of $V_{REF}$ via R3. Note that in Fig. 4, the circuit's input terminal is terminated via R6 to ensure controlled hysteresis.

Figures 5 and 6 show examples of how the circuits can be modified to give high-value, variable-voltage (0-150 volt) triggering by interposing a simple voltage divider (R2 and R3) between the input signal and the input of the op-amp. The circuit in Fig. 5 gives non-regenerative switching, while that in Fig. 6 gives regenerative switching.

Figure 7 shows how the comparator can be used as a sensitive audio converter that converts sinewaves to squarewaves. It can operate from input-signal amplitudes as low as 10 mV peak-to-peak at 1 kHz and can produce decent squarewave outputs from sinewave inputs with frequencies up to about 15 kHz. The converter's input impedance is 100K. The operation of the circuit is rather simple. The voltage divider made up of R1 and R2, and capacitor C2, apply a decoupled reference voltage to pin 2 of the op-amp and an almost identical voltage is applied to signal-input pin 3 via isolating resistor R3. When a sinewave is fed to pin 3 via C1, it swings pin 3 about the pin-2 reference level, causing the op-amp output to transition at the "zero voltage difference" cross-over points of the input waveform and produce a squarewave output. Potentiometer R5 is used to bias the op-amp so that its output is just pulled low with zero input signal applied (so that the circuit operates with maximum sensitivity and stability). Because of the gain-bandwidth product characteristics of the op-amp, circuit sensitivity decreases as input frequency increases.

**Window Comparators**

The voltage-comparator circuits that we have looked at so far give an output transition when the inputs go above or below a single reference-voltage value. It's a fairly simple matter to interconnect a pair of voltage comparators so that an output transition is obtained when the inputs fall between, or go outside of, a pair of reference-voltage levels. Figure 8-a shows the basic configuration, which is known as a window comparator.

The action of the circuit is such that the output of the upper op-amp goes high when $V_{IN}$ exceeds the 6-volt $V_{b}$ (upper limit) reference value, and the output of the lower op-amp goes high when $V_{IN}$ falls below the 4-volt $V_{L}$ (lower limit) reference value. By feeding the outputs of the two op-amps to R4 via the D1-D2 diode OR gate, we get the situation where the final output is low when $V_{IN}$ is within the limits set by $V_{b}$ and $V_{L}$, but goes high when the input is outside those limits.

By taking the output via a simple inver-
Analog-activated comparators

Figure 10 shows how a comparator circuit can be made to function as an over-current switch that gives a high output when the load current exceeds a certain value—which you can choose via potentiometer R6. The value of R6 is chosen so that it drops roughly 100 millivolts at the required trip point. Thus, a fixed reference voltage of 1/2 the supply voltage is fed to pin 3 of the op-amp via the voltage divider made up of R3 and R4. A similar but current-dependent voltage is fed to pin 2 via R5, R1, R6, and R2. In effect, these two sets of components are configured as a Wheatstone bridge—-with one side feeding pin 3 and the other side feeding pin 2—and the op-amp is used as a bridge-balance detector. Consequently, the trip points of the circuit are not significantly influenced by supply-voltage variations but are highly sensitive to load-current variations.

By simply transposing the connections to pins 2 and 3, the action of the circuit in Fig. 10 can be reversed to function as an under-current switch: The circuit can then be used as a lamp-or load-failure indicator in cars, test gear, etc.

Figure 11 shows the circuit of a sensitive AC over-voltage switch that gives a high output when the input signal exceeds a peak value (6 mV to 111 mV) that is preset via potentiometer R12. The AC input signal is applied to the non-inverting input of variable-gain amplifier IC1. Its gain can be varied from 45 to 850 via R12. Note that the input of IC1 is DC-grounded via R1-R2, so the op-amp responds only to the positive half-cycles of the input signal. Consequently, the output of IC1 is an amplified, half-wave-rectified version of the input signal. That rectified signal is peak-detected via R5, D1, C2, R6, and R7, and is fed to the input of non-inverting voltage comparator IC2. The circuit's output is positive when the voltage across C2 exceeds the value on the junction of R8-R9.

Window comparators can readily be made to activate from any parameter that can be turned into an analog voltage, in the same way as a "normal" voltage comparator can. Let's look at some examples.
A monotone alarm will sound when the light detected by R7 rises above a value determined by the setting of R8.

The circuits shown in Figs. 12–15 also show a variety of ways we can use the output of the op-amp to activate a relay or to generate an acoustic alarm signal. Thus, the over-temperature switch of Fig. 12 has a transistor-driven relay output, while the under-temperature switch in Fig. 13 has a FET-driven relay output. Similarly, the light-operated switch circuit of Fig. 14 generates a monotone alarm output signal in a small speaker, while the dark-operated switch of Fig. 15 generates a low-power pulsed-tone signal in a small acoustic transducer.

**Micro-power Operation**

All of the 3140-based comparator circuits that we have looked at so far are continuously powered; they draw continuous currents of about 4 mA per op-amp. So if you wanted to use a 9-volt battery as a power supply, you’d find it running down after a couple of days of continuous operation. As you can see, the circuits that we’ve shown you so far are not well suited to battery operation in portable applications. In practice, however, all of those circuits can easily be modified for long-life battery operation by using a micro-power “sampling” technique; the principle behind that technique can be explained very easily with a simple example, as follows.

The under-temperature switch shown in Fig. 13 monitors temperature continuously and draws about 3 mA of quiescent current (with the relay off). In reality, however, temperature is a slowly-varying parameter and thus does not need to be monitored continuously—it can be efficiently monitored by briefly inspecting or sampling it. We can sample it by connecting the supply power and looking at the op-amp output only once every second or so. If the sample periods are very brief (say 300 microseconds) relative to the sampling interval per second (1 second), the mean current consumption of the monitor can be reduced by a factor equal to the interval/period ratio (in this example, by a factor of 3300). Thus, by using the sampling technique, we can reduce the 3-mA consumption of circuit in Fig. 13 to a mean value of 1.6 µA.

Figures 12 to 15 show a variety of ways you can use comparator circuits as light- or temperature-activated switches. For light-sensitive circuits we use a cadmium-sulfide photocell; for temperature-sensitive circuits, we use an NTC (Negative-Temperature-Coefficient) thermistor as the sensing element. The sensing element is used as one arm of a Wheatstone bridge and the op-amp is used as a simple bridge-balance detector. Thus, the trip point of each circuit is independent of supply-voltage variations. In all cases, the sensing element must have a resistance in the range 5K to 10K at the required trip point. The potentiometer is chosen to have the same resistance value as the sensing element at the required trip level.
A pulsing tone will sound when the light detected by R6 falls below a value determined by the setting of R6.

This CODED-LIGHT-BEAM DETECTOR uses a modified version of the sampling technique to monitor for the presence of a coded light-signal.

In some cases, you may have to slightly modify the operating principle of the sampling circuitry to obtain the desired micro-power operation. Figure 17, for example, shows how the principle may be adapted to make a coded-light-beam detector, in which the “code” light signal is modulated at 1 kHz for a minimum duration of 100 ms. Thus, the sample-pulse generator is designed to produce a minimum pulse width of 1.2 ms so that it can capture at least one full 1-kHz code cycle. Further, the sampling interval is set at 60 ms so that part of a tone burst will always be captured. The sampling circuitry thus gives a 50:1 reduction in monitor-current consumption.

Thus, in the circuit shown in Fig. 17, the sample generator repeatedly feeds 1.2 ms “inspection” pulses to the 3140 detector circuitry via one input of the OR gate and via Q1 to see if any trace of a coded signal exists. If no trace of a coded signal is detected, the output of the op-amp remains low and another sample pulse is applied 60 ms later. If a trace of a code signal is detected, the output of the op-amp switches high and the resulting pulse is “captured” and applied to the remaining input of the OR gate. That temporarily applies full power to the 3140 circuitry so that the code signal can be completely inspected via the passive signal conditioning circuitry.
High-power FET STEREO AMP

Our amp's high-power output, low distortion, and easy construction make it a must for audiophiles who demand the very best!

LEO SIMPSON AND JOHN CLARKE*

IF YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR AN EXCUSE to junk your prehistoric stereo amplifier, your wait is over. Here's an amplifier that provides a conservatively-rated 95 watts (rms) per channel at eight ohms, with distortion that is less than 0.02%. Our amplifier can be built in a few evenings for under $300, and it will provide you with years of listening enjoyment as well as the satisfaction of knowing that the very latest in audio technology is providing that enjoyment.

The amplifier has all the latest convenience features, such as dual-recorder tape dubbing, speaker switching, muting, and a battery backup so that the amplifier will "remember" its configuration and return to that configuration the next time it is powered up.

The amplifier has four inputs: MONO, CD, TUNER, and AUXILIARY. The latter could be connected to a stereo TV tuner, a high-fidelity VCR, or another source. We also provide switching to monitor any one of the main inputs, or one of the two tape inputs. In addition, switching and the appropriate signal routing are provided so that you can dub from either tape recorder to the other. The amp also has provisions for connecting two pairs of loudspeakers: either, neither, or both pairs may be used at any time. In addition, a headphone jack is provided that is always "hot."

The amplifier is rather large. Overall it measures about 19 x 11.5 x 6 (inches). The size of the heatsinks determines the height and depth; those specially-tooled aluminium extrusions are necessary to cope with the large amount of heat dissipated when the amplifier is working near maximum output. Normally the heatsinks are just warm to the touch. The 19-inch width was chosen so that the amplifier could be rack-mounted, if the builder so desired.

Design philosophy

The amplifier represents the latest in a series of amplifiers that have been developed over the last ten years. We took the best features of the previous designs and combined them with the latest technical advancements to produce a truly superior amplifier. For the description that follows, see the block diagram of the amplifier that appears in Fig. 1. After discussing the overall operation of the circuit, we'll discuss each subsection in detail.

One paramount design goal was to eliminate the great amount of tedious hand-wiring of switches, controls, and jacks normally required by a project like this. We wanted to use a one-piece molded assembly for the input jacks so that it could be soldered to the PC board as a unit. That eliminates the need for shielded cabling, but creates a more severe problem: How could we provide appropriate switching for source selection, tape monitoring and dubbing from deck to deck?

We considered a mechanical switching solution, but there didn't seem to be any practical way of integrating mechanical switches neatly. So we considered using CMOS analog switches, since they are cheap and readily available in various configurations. However, analog switches are not without problems of their own. In an improper design, they can generate...
Our amplifier is composed of several subsections, and the interconnections between them is shown here. The details of each subsection are shown in separate schematics.
Since buffering turned membered" ory system would be required so that the distortion. In addition, some sort of memory system would be requested so that the amplifier's configuration would be "remembered" when the amplifier was turned off.

We overcame the distortion problem by buffering the outputs of the switches with low-noise FET-input op-amps (TL07I's). Since distortion is caused by the non-linear resistance of the CMOS gate, it follows that, if the current through the gate were minimized, distortion would likewise be minimized. We achieve minimum distortion by buffering the output of each CMOS gate with a high-input-impedance, unity-gain op-amp. Buffering requires a few extra op-amps and discrete components, but we believe that the results more than justify the expense.

As for the memory problem, we could have built in some RAM (Random Access Memory) and perhaps a microprocessor to control it, as some commercial Japanese designers have done, but that seemed like overkill. Instead, we chose to implement our memory with several CMOS gates and flip-flops, which are powered by a pair of Ni-Cd cells when the amplifier is off. The flip-flops, switches, and indicator lights mount on a separate PC board, the control board.

Several other analog switches are mounted on the main PC board. For example, IC1 is the electronic equivalent of a 4PDT mechanical switch; it performs the input-source selection. Depending on the state of its a and b inputs, one pair of signals presented to the x and y inputs is passed through to the appropriate outputs. For example, with both a and b low, the left- and right-channel outputs from the phono preamplifiers would appear at the XOUT and YOUT terminals, respectively. Whichever signals are chosen, they pass through the 20-12 high-pass (rumble) filters composed of IC100, IC1200, and the associated discrete components. Those filters provide 12 dB/octave roll-off below the corner frequency. (Due to filtering networks in the phono pre-amplifier, phonograph signals are rolled off a total of 18 dB/ octave.) The op-amp rumble filters also provide high-impedance buffering that reduces loading on the analog switches. That loading could cause distortion.

By the way, for the sake of clarity, all left-channel components are numbered from 100-299; right-channel components are numbered from 200-299; and components common to both channels are numbered from 1-99.

Another analog switch, IC2, routes one of the main inputs or one of the tape recorder inputs through to the Volume/Tone/Balance circuit. The network attached to the inhibit input (pin 6) of IC2 forces the IC to turn on slowly, and that helps minimize power-on squeal through the headphones.

After passing through IC2, the stereo signals are processed by the Volume/Tone/Balance circuit, which also contains the mute switch and the stereo/mono switch. The signals are next presented to the power amplifiers and then to the speaker protection circuit and relays, RV1 and RY2.

We had a problem with loudspeaker switching. We didn't want heavy wires running between the front-panel selector switch and the speaker output terminals. In addition, switches capable of handling the 10 amps or so of current the amplifier can develop at full power are expensive and not readily available. We solved the problem by letting a couple of relays do the switching. That solution allows us to use a small rotary switch to control just the coils of the relays. Further, that makes it easy to implement circuitry to provide power-on muting as well as to protect the speakers from an output-transistor failure.

The power supply is mounted beneath the main circuit board. Since the power supply is mounted so close to the main circuit board, we had to use a power transformer with a very low external hum field. Low hum is achieved by using a toroidal transformer that has the additional benefit of small size. Other special features of the power supply include 16,000 µF of capacitance on each of the 66-volt supplies, and a special, isolated +7.4-volt source for the CMOS switching components and their battery back-up.

With that background in mind, let's start over. Let's go back to the input of the circuit and examine each stage in detail.

The RIAA preamplifier

The complete schematic of the left-channel preamp is shown in Fig. 2. The right channel is identical, here and in other figures, unless a notice appears in a figure stating otherwise. We use special
### PARTS LIST

- **Capacitors**
  - C1, C14, C22, C116, C120—10 μF, 50 volts, electrolytic
  - C2, C3—0.047 μF, polyester
  - C4, C5—47 μF, 5 volts, non-polarized
  - C6—100 μF, 16 volts, electrolytic
  - C7—0.01 μF, 250 volts, polyester
  - C8—C11—1000 μF, electrolytic
  - C12, C13—1000 μF, 25 volts, electrolytic
  - C23—C26, C44, C226, 25 volts, electrolytic
  - C100—C200—0.02 μF, polyester
  - C101, C102, C142, C201, C207, C232—C242—0.1 μF, polyester
  - C102, C202—7 μF, 25 volts, electrolytic
  - C103—100 μF, ceramic
  - C104—0.0033 μF, polyester
  - C105, C205—220 μF, electrolytic
  - C110, C210—100 μF, 25 volts, electrolytic
  - C108, C208—10 μF, ceramic
  - C117, C217—0.056 μF, polyester
  - C118—2 μF, 16 volt electrolytic
  - C119, C219, C227—18 μF, ceramic
  - C121—50 μF, 16 volt, electrolytic
  - C122—0.01 μF, polyester
  - C123, C212, C222—0.0047 μF, polyester
  - C128—6.8 μF, 16 volt, non-polarized
  - C129—100 μF, electrolytic
  - C130—330 μF, ceramic
  - C131—0.01 μF, 250 volt, polyester
  - C132—2 μF, 25 volts, electrolytic
  - C133—330 μF, ceramic
  - C134—330 μF, polyesterceramic
  - C135—100 μF, 250 volt, electrolytic
  - C136, C139, C140, C235, C236, C239, C240—22 μF, polyester
  - C137—22 μF, 100 volt, electrolytic
  - C138—330 μF, ceramic
  - C139—0.0033 μF, polyester
  - C140—22 μF, 50 volts, electrolytic
  - C143—22 μF, 50 volts, dual-di-electric (Philips type PKT-P)

- **Semiconductors**
  - IC1—IC2—4052 4PT analog switch
  - IC3—IC4—4011 CMOS NAND gate
  - IC7—IC8—4013 CMOS dual D flip-flop
  - IC9—IC10—7415 voltage positive regulator
  - IC11—7915 voltage negative regulator
  - IC12—IC19, IC20—IC29—unused
  - IC100—IC102, IC200, IC202
  - IC203—TL071 low-noise op-amp
  - IC101, IC201—NE5534AN bipolar op-amp
  - IC104—204—6053 CMOS triple SPDT analog switch
  - BR1—400 volt, 10 amp bridge rectifier
  - D1, D4—D17, D23, D101—D105, D201—D205—1N914
  - D2, D3, D18—D22, D106, D109, D208, D209—1N4002
  - D24—D29, D110—D119, D210—D215—unused
  - D30—D31—1N752A, 5.6 volt, 1A watt
  - Zener diode
  - D105, D205, D208—1N4739A, 9.1 volt, 1 watt Zener diode
  - LED—LED—Standard red LED
  - C1—C4, BC547
  - C5—BC557
  - Q1—Q2—2SJ49
  - Q3, Q4—BC547
  - Q5—BC557
  - Q6—Q9, Q15—Q19, Q25—Q29—unused
  - Q100—Q103, Q200—Q203—2SC2545
  - Q104—Q204—2N5485
  - Q105—Q205, Q206—BC556
  - Q108, Q208—BF470
  - Q109, Q110, Q209, Q210—BF469
  - Q111, Q112, Q211, Q212—2SK134
  - Q113, Q114, Q213, Q214—2SJ49
  - Q115—Q215

### Ultra-Low-Noise Transistors

Transistors made by Hitachi (part number 2SC2545) to form a differential amplifier that drives an operational amplifier. Doing that allows the noise performance to be defined by the transistors rather than by the op amp and you can get better performance from discrete devices than from IC's.

The 2SC2545's are NPN types with very low intrinsic base resistance. We have found the 2SC2545 transistor superior in that respect to all others that we have...
tested. To render residual noise in the phono preamp as low as possible, we use two transistors connected in parallel in each leg of the differential stage. That halves the intrinsic base resistance and improves noise performance a great deal.

Quiescent current through the differential pair is set at about 1.7 mA to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio for typical moving-magnet phono cartridges. That current is set by FET Q5, which functions as a constant-current source and ensures good common-mode performance, good PSRR (Power Supply Rejection Ratio), as well as optimum gain. In general, the better the PSRR, the less likely an amplifier will respond to variations in the power supply, including large ripple signals (hum), or to harmonics of the input signal, which increase harmonic distortion. Resistor R120 (2700 ohms) is connected in series with the drain of Q5 to protect transistors Q100-Q103 should Q5 fail. A failure of that sort is unlikely, but a resistor is cheap insurance.

We use a Signetics NE5534A op-amp for output drive; its high-performance capabilities include: low-noise, high slew-rate, and the ability to drive a 600-ohm load. That last capability is important for the circuit since it enables us to use a relatively-low-impedance negative-feedback network. The low-impedance network keeps circuit-generated noise to a minimum.

RIAA equalization is determined by the values of the components in the negative-feedback loop of the preamplifier (R124, R125, C109, C110). To ensure that there is minimum deviation from the ideal RIAA characteristic curve, those components should have tolerances of 1% or 2%,

---

**FIG. 3—THE CONTROL BOARD CIRCUITRY is shown here. Each section of the circuit is composed of several momentary switches that drive several flip-flops.**
That keeps deviation within ±0.5 dB.

Since the NE5534A is not internally compensated, a 10 pF capacitor is connected between pins 5 and 8 to ensure stability at unity gain, which occurs at high frequencies. In addition, a 39-ohm resistor is inserted in the RIAA feedback loop to prevent gain from rolling off unnecessarily at very high frequencies. That also reduces the distortion that might otherwise occur at high frequencies due to loading of the op-amp by the network.

The hand-wound toroidal inductor (L100) in the preamp's input reduces sensitivity to stray RF signals. Capacitor C102 (47 µF) provides a low-impedance shunt path (via the coil of the cartridge) for noise produced by R115, the 68K bias and input load resistor.

The output of the preamplifier is coupled via a network consisting of a C111, a 2.2 µF non-polarized unit, and R127; those components form a low-pass filter that attenuates frequencies above 20 kHz. Next the signal is fed to IC1, the 4PDT analog switch that also handles the high-level inputs (CD, TUNER, and AUXILIARY). That switch is powered by +7.4-volt and -7.5-volt supplies. The maximum peak-to-peak signal that can be handled by the switches without distortion is defined by the values of the plus and minus supplies. In our case, the maximum is about 15 volts, but the switch should never see more than about 2.5 volts rms, or 7 volts peak-to-peak.

As we said, the input source fed through to the rumble filters depends on the state of the A and B inputs. Those inputs are controlled by the circuitry on the control board. Let's examine that circuitry next.

Control board

The control circuitry is shown in Fig. 3; let's look at the Input Select Circuit first. Switches S1–S4 drive the cross-coupled gates of IC4, which are configured as an S-R (Set-Reset) flip-flop. Suppose you press S1, PHONO. That will force one input each of IC3-b and IC3-d to go low, which will in turn force their outputs high. Those outputs are connected to the inputs of IC4-a, so its output will go low and LED1 will light up.

The outputs of IC3-a and IC3-c are low now, those outputs are connected to the A and B inputs of IC1. Since both inputs are low, the xo and yo inputs—the outputs of the phono pre-amps—to the analog switch will be fed through to the outputs.

The other switches in that section of the Control Board (S2–S4) work in a similar manner, as do the switches in the Monitor Source Select section. The latched outputs of the latter section are cabled to the A and B inputs of IC2, another 4052 4PDT analog switch; it serves to route one of the source inputs (PHONO, etc.) or one of the tape recorder inputs through to the volume control circuitry.

One of the most difficult tasks in building any construction project featured in Radio-Electronics is making the PC board using just the foil pattern provided with the article. Well, we're doing something about it.

We've moved all the foil patterns to this new section where they're printed by themselves, full sized, with nothing on the back side of the page. What that means for you is that the printed page can be used directly to produce PC boards!

Note: The patterns provided can be used directly only for direct positive phototrace methods.

In order to produce a board directly from the magazine page, remove the page and carefully inspect it under a strong light and/or on a light table. Look for breaks in the traces, bridges between traces, and in general, all the kinds of things you look for in the final etched board. You can clean up the published artwork the same way you clean up your own artwork. Drafting tape and graphic aids can fix incomplete traces and doughnuts, and you can use a hobby knife to get rid of bridges and dirt.

An optional step, once you're satisfied that the artwork is clean, is to take a little bit of mineral oil carefully wipe it across the back of the artwork. That helps make the paper translucent. Don't get any on the front side of the paper (the side with the pattern) because you'll contaminate the sensitized surface of the copper blank. After the oil has "dried," a bit—patting with a paper towel will help speed up the process—place the pattern on the front side down on the sensitized copper blank, and make the exposure. You'll probably have to use a longer exposure time than you are probably used to.

We can't tell you exactly how long an exposure time you will need, but as a starting point, figure that there's a 50 percent increase in exposure time over lithographic film. But you'll have to experiment to find the best method for you. And once you find it, stick with it. Don't forget the "three Cs" of making PC boards—care, cleanliness, and consistency.

Finally, we would like to hear how you make out using our method. Write and tell us of your successes, and failures, and what techniques work best for you. Address your letters to:

Radio-Electronics
Department PCB
500-B Bi-County Blvd.
Farmingdale, NY 11735

continued on page 90
USE THIS board to build your laser.

IF YOU WISH to etch your own board for the 30-volt power supply, use this pattern.
HERE'S THE FOIL PATTERN for our Click and Pop Filter.
Designers Notebook

Precision Rectifiers

When you talk about rectifiers, the first thing that comes to mind is power supplies, but rectifiers are also used in many other circuits. Converting AC to DC is necessary in many RF circuits, and most circuits that measure real-world quantities first have to rectify sensor voltages. But even though regular diodes and bridges are adequate for many rectifying jobs, sometimes a different approach is needed.

The rectifying circuit you build for a power supply will work perfectly well when you're eliminating batteries, but it will be completely useless for RF. The reason is simply that the input voltage is less than the voltage needed to turn a diode on. Even small-signal germanium diodes require about 0.3 volts to turn on. That may not seem like much, but, if you are working with signals in the millivolt range, you'll have to find another way to handle the problem.

Circuit designers have two standard methods of dealing with the situation. They can amplify the AC signal and then rectify it, or they can do both at once with a precision rectifier. All things considered, the latter method is a much better way to get the job done.

The one-step approach to building a precision rectifier requires some way of isolating the positive and negative halves of the incoming AC, but after that AC has been amplified to a usable level. The circuit shown in Fig. 1 is a straightforward way of combining both amplification and rectification.

I designed the circuit with a 741 op-amp since it is cheap and readily available. If the performance specs of the 741 aren't to your liking, you can just as easily substitute any other op-amp. Higher input impedance, lower offset voltage, frequency limit, and slew rate are among the factors you should consider when choosing an op-amp. Examine the requirements of your application and choose an appropriate device.

How it works

The circuit's theory of operation is similar to that of a diodes-only rectifier. During the negative half of the AC cycle the output of the 741 forward biases D2 and current flows only through that diode. During the positive half of the input swing, however, D1 is forward-biased, so current will flow through it and through R2. Therefore, DC will only show up across R2 during the positive part of the incoming AC cycle.

Because we're rectifying the voltage in the feedback loop of the op-amp and not at its input, the circuit will be able to handle very small AC signals. The inherent high gain of the op-amp allows us to rectify signals that are substantially below the voltage needed to forward-bias even small-signal germanium diodes.

The op-amp shown in Fig. 1 is set up as an inverting amplifier, so the output waveform will be 180° out of phase with the input. You could switch inputs on the op amp to turn it into a non-inverting amplifier, but the phase difference comes in handy if you want to build a precision full-wave rectifier.

A simple summing amplifier can be used to turn our circuit into a precision full-wave rectifier, but a bit of thought has to go into picking the summing resistors. As shown in Fig. 2, we're adding the original AC signal and twice the output of the halfwave rectifier discussed above.

If R1 and R3 (in Fig. 2) had the same resistance, the output of the halfwave rectifier and the negative half of the input AC would be equal in magnitude, but 180° out of phase. In other words, the net result would be a voltage of zero. We can solve that problem by mixing in twice the halfwave voltage.

If you decide to build the fullwave rectifier, it's a good idea to use a 747, which has two 741s in a single IC package.
STATE OF SOLID STATE

Single-chip sync/sweep circuit

A Complete television sync/sweep generator in a single IC package has been developed by RCA's Solid-State division. The CA3218E Vertical-Countdown Digital-Sync System is a significant advance over the sync and sweep circuits that have been recognized as industry standards for more than a decade. The IC is designed for operation in 525-line televisions, monitors, and video display equipment. The IC's unique vertical-countdown design uses a 10-stage counter and logic circuits to improve noise immunity and to permit elimination of the vertical-hold control.

The CA3218E also provides composite blanking and burst-gate output signals that can be summed in a simple external RC network to produce the "sandcastle" waveform signal needed for the operation of chroma and luminance circuits in color-TV receivers.

The device works with both standard and non-standard sync signals. An automatic mode-recognition circuit forces the IC to operate in the non-synchronous mode when the incoming composite video signal has a scanning rate other than the standard 60-Hz, 525-line format. The CA3218E might be used in a circuit like the one shown in Fig. 1.

How it works

The IC's internal master oscillator is controlled by an external RC network that is connected to pin 5. The oscillator runs at eight times the horizontal rate. The signal is divided several times and fed to other portions of the IC. For example, a divide-by-8 output goes to the horizontal amplifier output (pin 8). A phase-locking AFC circuit controls the precise frequency of the master oscillator.
The horizontal ramp signal input (pin 2) is derived from the flyback pulse that appears at pin 15. Then it's fed to a phase detector where it is compared to the horizontal sync fed in at pin 3. The phase detector generates a correction voltage that keeps the master oscillator phase-locked to the correct frequency.

Divide-by-2 and divide-by-4 outputs of the horizontal divider drive the 10-stage vertical counter. The digital countdown system and associated logic circuits provide good noise immunity and eliminate the need for a vertical-hold control.

The GAIN/WINDOW input (pin 10) is a logic input that controls the vertical-sync "window" during which the system looks for the occurrence of a vertical-sync pulse on the incoming signal.

Upon receipt of the 464th or the 512th clock pulse (according to whether pin 10 is low or high, respectively), the vertical-sync window is "opened." The end of the sync window is marked by the arrival of the 568th or the 592nd pulse, again according to whether pin 10 is high or low.

If the incoming vertical-sync pulse coincides regularly with the 525th clock pulse, vertical blanking and sweep signals are generated in the standard sync mode. If the incoming vertical sync does not coincide with the 525th clock pulse or if it is masked by noise, the 10-stage counter continues to supply an output at the 525th clock pulse. A three-bit counter counts the number of consecutive fields during which a sync pulse does not arrive simultaneously with the 525th clock pulse. If a sync pulse does not coincide with the 525th clock pulse for eight consecutive fields, the 3-bit counter activates a circuit that switches operation to non-standard sync.

When the circuit operates in the non-standard sync mode, the incoming vertical pulse initiates vertical sweep when the input pulse coincides with any clock pulse within the sync window except the 525th. If no vertical-sync pulse arrives during the window time, the system freelocks at a frequency determined by the 568th or 592nd clock pulse, depending on the state of pin 10.

The CA3218E generates a composite blanking signal and a burst-gate keying pulse at pins 12 and 16, respectively. Those signals can be summed in a simple external resistive network (R13, R14, and R15 in Fig. 1) to produce the "sandcastle" signal that is used to drive chroma/luminance ICs like RCA's CA3220E. The CA3218E also generates an inverted horizontal sync signal (at pin 13) that can be used to drive the CA3224E Automatic Picture Tube Bias IC.

The CA3218E costs $2.00 each in 100-piece lots. For further information and a copy of the data sheet (File No. 1637), write to RCA Solid State, P.O. Box 2900, Somerville, NJ 08876.

Power supply design aid

Ferranti Semiconductors has made available its Power Supply Design Pack that includes information on its Super E-Line, High-voltage Super E-Line, and MOSFET transistors. To receive the design pack, contact Ferranti Electric, Inc., 87 Modular Avenue, Commack, NY 11725.

Learn the IBM PC's secrets with the MICROPROFESSOR 1/88

- **Students, engineers, or technicians—**
  - Now you can learn micro-processing and understand the technology which made the IBM PC famous.

  **The MPF-188 features:**
  - Extensive documentation
  - 16-bit central processor
  - Full-size keyboard
  - Special options

  Three tutorial guides cover all capabilities.

  The ideal training tool! If the IBM PC or micro-processing are in your future, you owe yourself an MPF-188. Invest now!

  **Only $349.95**

  **Plus—**

  - Check this 188 for a FREE MPF-188 liberal textbook! (while you order within 7 days: $49.95 value)

  **For immediate action call TOLL FREE:**
  - **1-800-426-1044**

  **Full money back guarantee.**

  **CIRCLE 178 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD**

---

**Probe & Pulser**

The PRB-50 is a break through high frequency response and multiple logic state indications at a very low price. Hi, Lo, Pulse, Open or Bad level indication with unambiguous LED displays are guaranteed to capture 50 MHz signals. 80 MHz is typical. Pulse memory latch, TTL or CMOS threshold switch and over-under voltage indication provide application flexibility. The PLS-500 pulser complements the logic probe. PRB-50. A single or continuous pulse is switch-selectable. The SYNC OUT and EXT SYNC terminals allow triggering or triggered responses.

**PRB-50:** DC to 50 MHz (80 MHz typical) • 10 nsec pulse response. Hi, Lo, Pulse indications • Automatic pulse stretching • Pulse blanking memory • Switchable thresholds.

**PLS-500:** Switchable 0.5 Hz/500 Hz rate • 3 used pulse width (1000 W, 1 amp) output

**Automatic output voltage, Circuit powered.** Detachable power cord.

**AFFORDABLE EXCELLENCE**

**OK Industries Inc.**

8655 Conner Street, Bronx, New York, 10475, U.S.A.
415-526-4254 (7-800) 425-4349

Phone (212) 649-6310
Fax (212) 649-6311

For further information call TOLL FREE 1-800-426-1044

**Full money back guarantee.**

**CIRCLE 189 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD**
Pet robots?

WE'VE SPENT SEVERAL MONTHS DISCUSING the hardware necessary to build robots. The most common applications for the type of robot we've been talking about include automatic assembly equipment and material transport. However, an entirely different type of application is emerging.

As anyone who has ever walked by a pet store can see, the pet industry in America is thriving. And the price for a well-bred dog can be astronomical. Why do people pay those prices? Companionship.

For example, a good dog is soft and furry, and he'll come to you when he is called. Left to himself, he'll fend for himself. Commanding him to speak yields a healthy bark. You can play fetch with him, and maybe he'll even bring the morning paper to you. Strangers will be sensed, "announced," and perhaps chased away.

To obtain those benefits all you have to do is provide a comfortable environment for your dog to live in. You must regulate the temperature, provide clean, fresh drinking water, and provide food. It doesn't hurt to clean your dog occasionally; otherwise you may find yourself caring for several dozen little pet insects as well.

What's all that got to do with robots? It appears, using technology that is available today, that it is possible to build a pet robot that can do most of the things we value our pet dog for. Of course there will be limitations. The robot won't be able to jump or catch a stick in midair, but it could fetch the morning paper, provided the paper could be found in the same place every day. (And no pooper-scooper is required.—Editor)

A new company called Axlon (1287 Lawrence Station Rd., Sunnyvale, CA 94089) is first to apply robotics to the pet market. Their product is a "cat" named Petster. It is soft and furry, and it will come to you when you call. It purrs and its LED eyes blink. When you leave it alone, it finds a cozy place to relax and falls asleep. Clapping is used to communicate with the "beast."

FIG. 1

Sound too good to be true? It actually exists. I, and my family, which includes two girls, six and nine years of age, had the pleasure of testing one recently. Because the man-machine interface is not perfect, there are times when Petster does the opposite of what you command. But isn't that sometimes the case with a real pet? The limitations of the technology provide the unpredictability of a real pet.

Petster is based on a single-IC microprocessor that processes sounds picked up by its on-board microphone. Two small motors provide locomotion for the toy.

There is now a deluxe version available, shown in Fig. 1, that purrs when you pet it, and that includes an electronic leash that allows you to take Petster for a walk. It can avoid obstacles picked up by an internal sensor. That's the same type of technology we've been talking about here.

A more serious use

Where will that technology lead? Another product recently announced by Axlon attempts to solve a problem of growing national concern. Thousands of children disappear each year. Those of you who are parents undoubtedly remember the sinking feeling you have when you are separated from your child in a shopping mall. And perhaps you have wondered whether a technological solution to the problem could be found.

Axlon's S.O.S Bear is one attempted solution. Inside the bear is a radio transmitter that maintains contact with a receiver-alarm unit carried by the parent. If the child and the bear wander too far from the parent, the alarm sounds.

How far is too far? In a relatively quiet area such as a back yard or an open field, the unit allows a maximum separation of about fifty feet. But in a crowded shopping center, an internal sound-level detector automatically compensates and sounds the alarm when the distance between parent and child exceeds ten feet.

One problem with that scheme is this: What happens if the child and the bear are separated, as might happen in the case of a forced abduction? A solution might be to tether the bear to a battery pack attached to the child's clothing. Loss of the signal would then trigger the alarm.

R-E
SATELLITE TV

Black-box descrambling

SOME YEARS AGO A GROUP OF CLEVER college students dedicated themselves to learning how the long-distance telephone network works. Once they figured it out, they began building "blue boxes" with the capability of bypassing toll-call record-keeping systems. The magic boxes allowed a person to dial any number he or she wished, at any time, without incurring any long-distance charges. Naturally, many people enjoyed sticking it to Ma Bell, but Ma Bell lost a great deal of money and set out to discover what was happening.

Eventually the persons involved were caught, and, even though several publications had already printed complete descriptions of the circuitry involved, the practice all but died out. That's because the risk of discovery, and the penalties that could be incurred, were greater than the rewards that might be gained.

We now have a similar situation in TVRO. As reported last time, HBO and Cinemax began transmitting scrambled signals after the first of the year. The basic system is outlined in Fig. 1; note that, at the receiving end, the input to the descrambler can be either the 70-MHz output of a downconverter, or a baseband video signal. M/A-Com has designed different descramblers to handle both kinds of signal.

Since HBO and Cinemax began scrambling, Super Station WOR has joined the ranks of the scramblers; and more broadcasters will undoubtedly follow. As you might suspect, several firms and individuals have begun working on breaking the scrambling system. Is that legal?

Cloudy legalities

The situation is unclear at this time. New telecommunications legislation was signed into law in the fall of 1984 by President Reagan; that legislation deals with the theft of telecommunication signals. What is considered theft? If you use a transmission that is private, and not intended for you, then under the new law you are stealing that communication.

In addition, the 1984 law considers you an accessory to such theft if you help someone else receive private signals, either by teaching him how to do it, or by providing him with equipment to do it. So, for example, if you figure out how to descramble the HBO satellite feed and share hardware or even information with a second party, you may be in violation of the law. Section 705 of the 1984 Communications Act provides for significant financial penalties and possible imprisonment for violations. Further, the penalties are greater if you are involved in a theft-related business—such as building and selling descramblers.

Those potential penalties haven't deterred a few hardy souls. Advertisements are appearing that offer assembled descramblers as well as plans and kits of parts. The legality of these offerings has not been determined yet, but, as potential purchasers of descrambling products, you should be aware of the special circumstances involved here. The law was not very clear prior to the new legislation; it is more clear now than it was, but the courts have yet to test the new laws.

The technical end

To date, a number of interesting tricks have been offered to beat HBO's scrambling system. I'll describe several of the most common systems; they should serve as a warning, in case you're considering buying a black-box descrambler.

- A series of booklets are being sold, some for as much as $50, that claim to disclose circuits that can beat the M/A-Com Videocipher scrambling system. I have read all the books I could get my hands on, and in no case does the solution offered descramble the audio signal. Video descrambling on HBO is really simple, since the polarity of the video waveform has been inverted, and the sync pulses have been retarded. All you have to do is re-invert the signal and regenerate the sync. And you don't have to buy a $50 booklet to find out how to do that!
Kits, as well as wired and tested units, are being offered from a company in Canada. The company claims that you'll never have to pay a monthly fee for HBO after you purchase their descrambler. The kits are not yet available, and the wired and tested unit we saw was simply a M/A-Com Videocipher circuit mounted in a different cabinet to disguise its origins.

Cleverly, the company enrolls the subscriber in HBO's normal service for several months. When that subscription lapses the user is left with a descrambler that works like the legitimate M/A-Com descramblers: when you pay for service, you'll be able to receive descrambled signals.

- Circuit wizards are looking into modifying the specially-encoded IC's in each Videocipher so that you can bypass HBO's scrambling permanently. I don't know if such "bypassing" is indeed possible, but I'd be shocked if M/A-Com left such a gaping hole in their security system; it's an open invitation to being cracked.

It seems that vendors of presently-available non-authorized descramblers are vultures preying on people's desire to get something for nothing from HBO and from other programmers. In fact, it's such an emotional issue that people who normally exhibit good, common buying sense are throwing caution to the winds and buying anything that promises to beat the system. But, as I write this, I have yet to see any gadget or circuit that will recover both the scrambled video and the scrambled audio from either the M/A-Com Videocipher or the Oak Orion descrambling systems.

So, spend your money wisely, and if you like to play with challenging new technology, have at it. Who knows, you could be the first to break the digital audio scrambling system that is the current rage in commercial telecommunications?

**Interested in TVRO?**

For nearly two years Bob Cooper has provided a no-charge kit of printed materials that describes the challenges of and opportunities in selling TVRO systems today. With the present intense interest in scrambling systems, Cooper's CSD has made available a new no-charge service.

The SCRAMBLE FAX hotline is a 24-hour-per-day telephone service that provides accurate, detailed, and hard-to-find facts concerning the changeover to scrambling in the satellite communications industry. Information describing satellite receivers tested for scrambling compatibility, sources for authorized descramblers, wholesale rates of scrambling equipment and services—all are provided on the SCRAMBLE FAX hotline.

There is no charge for that service, other than your long-distance telephone expenses. Simply dial (305) 771-0575 for a concise and timely three-minute capsule report that covers the latest in scrambling news.
Try us once and you’ll know why we’re the best satellite TV program guide you can buy ...

Request a free sample today!

Let us be your guide to better accuracy of weekly listings for over 100 channels, better movie information, more sports coverage, financial advice, world news, arts and entertainment.

Let us be your guide to world-wide entertainment.

Fill out this coupon to receive your free copy of Satellite TV Week.

☐ Please enter my subscription order today.
☐ 2 years (104 issues) . . . $89 ☐ 1 year (52 issues) . . . $48
☐ 1 year Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Mexico, Canada . . . $100 US
☐ Payment enclosed ☐ Please advise foreign rates
☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard ☐ Exp. Date

Card No. ____________________________
Signature ___________________________

☐ Send my free sample today!

NAME ______________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
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STATE __________________ZIP ________
TELEPHONE (________) ____________

Mail this coupon to SATELLITE TV WEEK, P.O. Box 308, Fortuna, CA 95540, or for immediate service, call TOLL FREE 800:358-9997 (US)/800:556-8787 (CA)/707:725-2476 (Others).
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surge can cause an annoying 120-hertz buzz on nearby AM radios, and it may interfere with the operation of some types of electronic equipment.

For example, consider the high-current incandescent lamps that are used in traffic-control signals and movie projectors. When power is applied at any instant other than the zero-crossing, the lamp's filament is cold and its resistance is low. The resulting inrush of current is typically ten to twenty times the steady-state value.

Further, thyristors (SCR's and triacs) used in solid-state relays, electronic light dimmers, heater controls, and small-appliance speed controls vary applied power by varying the phase angle over which that power is applied. When power is applied to the device for a period less than 180 degrees, the load current rises abruptly, and that may shorten the life of the thyristor, as well as that of the controlled device. Radio-frequency interference may also occur.

Those problems are reduced or eliminated by using a zero-voltage switch. Those devices are used in a variety of products, including the BSR remote control system. Typical switches now come in IC form, like the CA3059, available from RCA and Motorola, TI's TL4400, and the OPI3030 series from TRW Optron. The latter include optoisolators in addition to the zero-voltage switch.
ANTIQUE RADIOS

Automatic tuners

Young Collectors of Antique Radios may be a little surprised at how advanced some early receivers were. Many modern "innovations" are actually just ideas that were already popular in the early days of radio. For example, the automatic tuning systems used on radios of the 1930's and afterwards provided much convenience for early listeners. By way of contrast, you old-timers might remember having to tune each of four huge dials separately, and possibly several smaller dials.

That's the way it was at first, but improvements came fast. Soon it became possible to control all those dials with a single knob. Next pushbutton-selection of stations became popular. As the 1930's progressed, at least half a dozen types of automatic tuners became available. Our antique of the month presents one novel approach to the two-hands-too-few problem; after discussing it, we'll talk about other approaches.

The Grunow Model 588

The beautiful set shown in Fig. 1 is a superhet that covers the broadcast band and one shortwave band. Band-selection is accomplished by the center knob in the group of three. Another knob is a tone control. The tuning dial is what makes this radio interesting; it's called a Teledial, and it's a manually-operated automatic tuner that made its appearance in the mid 1930's. Later on, similar arrangements were motorized.

It's called a Teledial because it works like a rotary telephone dial. You push a button on the circumference of the tuning dial and then rotate the dial until it latches. You could set as many as eight different "stops" on the model 586. The buttons are set by tuning in the desired station, moving the button to the latch gate, and then tightening the button.

Against my better judgement, I removed the entire tuning device to see how it works. Removing one hex nut on the mounting bracket loosened the entire assembly and revealed the efficient dial lamp in the center of the dial. The lamp is accessible by removing the dial pointer. It's easy to string the dial cord. The latch-gate stops are mounted on steel springs which retract as the pin passes over the wedge. Some motorized tuners use a similar arrangement.

The Grunow model 588 has five tubes, including an 80 rectifier, a 6A7 first detector and oscillator, a 6D6 IF Amplifier, a 75 second detector, AVC and audio pre-amp, and, finally, a 41 power output tube. The set has an IF of 465 kHz, a built-in power transformer, and connections for an antenna and ground, and it uses a dynamic speaker.

Similar tuners were made by Emerson, Fairbanks, Morse, Philco, Traveler, Erla, Wilcox Gay, and General Household Utilities, who made the Grunow.

Pushbutton Tuners

Of course, the Teledial is not the only type of automatic tuner; probably most popular was the mechanical pushbutton type, which can itself be broken down into several different types. Pushbutton tuners often use one switch to control power and another to select a shortwave band, which could then be tuned with the regular tuning dial. A pushbutton system like the one on some Trutone models was about the simplest and least expensive. It uses a system of levers and springs that actually turns the ganged tuning capacitor. It's easy to build and adjust, but it requires considerable pressure to operate the buttons.

Philco manufactured one radio that requires less button pressure than the Trutone. It works by disengaging the ganged tuning capacitor when the pushbuttons are in use. The switching arrangement then connects a different coil in the circuit when the button is pushed. The adjusting screws of those coils are accessible from the back of the cabinet. The only problem is that, if a set is tampered with, it could take a technician a full day to align all those coils.

The Belmont Model 5D128, which was our Antique of the Month last time, has a mechanical pushbutton arrangement called the "Belmonter." The buttons make chassis removal a little tricky.
You have to remove the tuning knob, which is always on the side of the cabinet with this type of tuner, before removing the chassis.

**Warning:** Don’t try to pry the tuning knob off in the usual manner. You’ll break it, and then you’ll have to glue it back together. There is a screw through the center of the knob that is covered by a decal or possibly by some sort of slug. That screw must be removed first. Then you can unscrew the chassis bolts, remove the volume control knob and then remove the chassis. Of course, it’s not necessary to remove the chassis just to tune up the push buttons. Just loosen the tuning knob’s lock screw and you’ll have no problem.

The tuning system works like this. There are five heart-shaped cams mounted on an extended ganged-tuning shaft. Pushing a button causes the roller part of the mechanism to rotate the cam until the roller part falls into the low spot on the cam. To set a button for a particular station, the station is tuned in with the tuning dial while holding down the button. Then the locking screw is tightened.

Belmont’s pushbuttons require less operating force than many others, due to the elimination of the lever haging devices, and to rotating the cams directly against the shaft of the tuner shaft. It’s interesting to note that pushing the buttons of many automatic tuners actually requires more physical effort than simply rotating the tuning dial.

Here’s a few hints on how to set up a pushbutton tuner in an antique radio. Select only strong stations with low noise levels. Also, select stations that don’t drift or fade. And any receiver that is prone to frequency drift should be serviced before attempting to set up the automatic tuning system. Last, set the station up for at least ten minutes before attempting to set up the automatic tuner. Otherwise the station is liable to drift, so your work will have been in vain.

**Motor drive**

For those who didn’t want to expend the energy necessary to operate a pushbutton tuner, and whose pocketbooks could afford an alternative, there were motor-driven and motor-assisted tuners. Among others, Griffin, Zenith, Stromberg-Carlson, United American Bosch, and Crosley manufactured motorized tuners.

Motorized tuners were available in several variations depending on whether the pushbuttons or the tuning dial was motorized. With some, it was necessary to fine-tune the station after letting the motor do its thing. Provisions were made for muting the audio output while the motor was operating so that no objectionable noise would bother the listener.

One thing all automatic tuners have in common is that they are designed for easy use by the consumer. Adjusting the tuning buttons was easy with the Teleodial, for example. Even systems like the Belmont that require a little effort could be used easily by the average consumer.

**Service hints**

Adjusting the automatic tuning mechanism should be done only after the set functions normally.
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WE’LL MATCH OR BEAT ANYONE’S ADVERTISED RETAIL OR WHOLESALE PRICES!

BONANZA!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>SINGLE UNIT PRICE</th>
<th>DEALER 10-UNIT PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCA 36 CHANNEL CONVERTER (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY)</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>18.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIONEER WIRELESS CONVERTER (OUR BEST BUY)</td>
<td>88.55</td>
<td>72.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCC-58 WIRELESS CONVERTER</td>
<td>92.95</td>
<td>76.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERROLD 450 WIRELESS CONVERTER (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY)</td>
<td>105.95</td>
<td>90.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB ADD-ON UNIT</td>
<td>109.95</td>
<td>58.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAND NEW — UNIT FOR SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA</td>
<td>For specifics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINICODE (N-12)</td>
<td>109.95</td>
<td>58.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINICODE (N-12) VARSINC</td>
<td>115.95</td>
<td>62.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINICODE VARSINC W/AUTO ON-OFF</td>
<td>179.95</td>
<td>115.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-35 B (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY)</td>
<td>139.95</td>
<td>70.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-35 B W/AUTO ON-OFF (CALL FOR AVAILABILITY)</td>
<td>199.95</td>
<td>125.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLD-1200-3 (ALL IF CH. 2 OUTPUT)</td>
<td>109.95</td>
<td>58.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERFERENCE FILTERS — CH. 3</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>14.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERNOLO 400 OR 450 REMOTE CONTROLLER</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>18.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

California Penal Code §593-D forbids us from shipping any cable descrambling unit to anyone residing in the state of California. Prices subject to change without notice.

PLEASE PRINT

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________________
City: ____________________________ Zip: __________
State: __________ Phone Number ( ) __________

☐ Cashier’s Check ☐ Money Order ☐ COD ☐ Visa ☐ Mastercard

Aco # Exp. Date __________
Signature: __________________________________________

FOR OUR RECORDS

DECLARATION OF AUTHORIZED USE — I, the undersigned, do hereby declare under penalty of perjury that all products purchased now and in the future, will only be used on cable TV systems with proper authorization from local officials or cable company officials in accordance with all applicable federal and state laws.

DATED: ________________
SIGNED: ________________

Pacific Cable Company, Inc.
7325½ RESEDA BLVD., DEPT. #R-6 • RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 716-5914 • No Collect Calls • (818) 716-5140

IMPORTANT: WHEN CALLING FOR INFORMATION
Please have the make and model # of the equipment used in your area. Thank You
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6032 infrared tubes (tested and guaranteed), infrared kits, complete line of engineering and surveillance viewers, IR SCIENTIFIC, INC., Box 110 Canide, MA 01741, (617) 697-7110.
1AMP 50 VOLT DIODES
$1.00 EACH

100 for $4.00
1000 for $30.00

SOLDER TAIL I.C.
SOCKET
$2.50 EACH

240V $12.00
1000 for $200.00

• SPECIAL PRICE

TRANSISTORS

4.2 for $1.00
2 N4419 $1.00
2 N5363 $1.00
2 N7000 $2.00
2 N2018 $0.50
2 N2901 $0.50
2N7016 $5.00
3055 $5.00
2N2907 $5.50
3 N3012 $1.46
TP 121 $7.50
TP 176 $7.50

TRANSFORMERS

300000 VAC @ 8000 AC
$6.00 EACH

10 for $53.00
50 for $260.00

48 KEY ASSEMBLY
FOR COMPUTER OR
HOBBYIST

ADJ. PLASTIC membrane.
SILVER on both sides. 100 for $4.00
500 for $18.00

NEW TI KEYBOARDS

48 KEYS
$3.00 EACH

10 for $23.50
50 for $110.00

WALL TRANSFORMERS

All plug directly into 120 volt outlets.

4-25 VAC 0.500 AMPS $1.00 EACH
4-25 VAC 0.250 AMPS $0.60 EACH

13.8 VDC REGULATED POWER
SUPPLY

These are solid state, fully regulated 13.8 VDC power supplies. Each supply is tested. 100% solid state components, fuse protection, and LED power supply status indicator (I.L. LED).

2 amp @ 1.40V. 4.4 end rect $18.00 EACH
2 amp @ 2.20V, 4.4 end rect $25.00 EACH

D.C. CONVERTER

2 amp @ 24VDC, 2 amp @ 15VDC $6.00 EACH

SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

Compact, well regulated switching power supply designed to supply power to electronic equipment.

14-25 VAC 0.500 AMPS $1.00 EACH
14-25 VAC 0.250 AMPS $0.60 EACH

TI SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

FUSES

3460 FUSE CONNECTOR,
PCB variations, 500 per bag.
$13.00 EACH

256 GAGE CONNECTOR
solder lug type $2.00 EACH

100 for $40.00
1000 for $350.00

• SPECIAL PRICE

EDGEST CONNECTORS

ALL ARE 1.56 X .85 C.W.G.

2504 EDGE CONNECTOR
PCB variations, 500 per bag.
$13.00 EACH

3.5 for $60.00
30 for $550.00

3872 EDGE CONNECTOR
PC/4 4 pin $2.50 EACH
6396 EDGE CONNECTOR
PC/4 4 pin (500 pack) $1.50 EACH

400 for $55.00

120 VOLT primaries

B6 1500VA $30.00
B6 3500VA $89.00
B6 8000VA $129.00
B6 10,000VA $193.00
120 VAC $299.00
120 VAC $499.00
120 VAC $939.00
120 VAC $1299.00
120 VAC $1999.00
120 VAC $2999.00

WALL MNT TRANSFORMER

All plug directly into 120 volt outlets.

6 VAC $2.00
6 VAC 800MA $2.00
6 VAC 1000MA $2.50
6 VAC 1500MA $3.00
6 VAC 2500MA $3.50
6 VAC 3500MA $4.00
6 VAC 5000MA $4.50
6 VAC 8000MA $5.00
8 VAC $4.00
8 VAC 600MA $4.00
8 VAC 800MA $4.50
8 VAC 1000MA $5.00
8 VAC 1500MA $5.50
8 VAC 2000MA $6.00
8 VAC 2500MA $6.50
8 VAC 4000MA $7.00
8 VAC 6000MA $8.00
8 VAC 8000MA $9.00
8 VAC 10000MA $10.00
8 VAC 20000MA $20.00

MINI-BOX

D.C. CONVERTER

$9.95 EACH

160 MHz to 1 GHz.

8.00 EACH

MINI-BOX

13.8 VDC REGULATED POWER
SUPPLY

D.P.T. LIGHTED
ROCKER SWITCH

115/230 Volt AC.

D.P.T. LIGHTED
ROCKER SWITCH

115/230 Volt AC.

D.P.T. LIGHTED
ROCKER SWITCH

115/230 Volt AC.

D.P.T. LIGHTED
ROCKER SWITCH

115/230 Volt AC.
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Lightning can put on a magnificent display but it has frightening overtones. Just how protective is the protective equipment you've installed? Is your system really as safe as you think it is? Our author relates a close call. See Page 10. (Photo courtesy approved lightning protection, Elmont, NY)

COMING NEXT MONTH

If you can't get your modem talking, you might just find the answer in this fact-filled article, More On Modems. And when you need an interface that will make things work together that weren't designed to, you might get some excellent use out of this Protocol Converter that we show you how to build. There's something new in Touch Screen Technology, called Surface Acoustic Wave, and we'll fill you in on that too. Of course, you'll find our usual mix of Computer Products, Software Review and Letters to the Editors. Don't miss it!

2 ComputerDigest — JUNE 1986
"If I give a man a fish...

- He can have dinner. If I teach him how to fish, he can eat for the rest of his life.

A friend opened a school to teach computing at a commercial level. He made the courses available (with suitable grants) to the underprivileged, and envisioned hundreds, even thousands of graduates going out and earning salaries well beyond their ken when they started the course. The students flocked to the school. To them, it represented an opportunity to learn a valuable skill at little or no outlay of cash.

But a strange thing happened. While many began the course, only few completed it. The first part of the course included typing, and this was followed by key punch. It was only after the student had mastered typing and key punch skills that he sat down to a computer keyboard. But very few were actually getting to the computer. They were taking the preliminary skills they had learned to market, and were getting jobs as typists or key punch operators. Certainly, the salaries they earned were not as great as a computer operator could command, but they were far in excess of what could have been earned in a factory as an unskilled laborer.

How many young men have dropped out of high school to take jobs as gas station attendants or truck drivers, because the minimal salaries offered sounded like manna to a single youth? How many have been lured into civil service positions with meagre salaries, eyeing the 20 year retirement? And how many of these could have led far more prosperous lives, making a far more meaningful contribution to society, had they but continued their educations?

A very wise employer, early in my career cautioned me that "meagre security has been the downfall of many an otherwise good man." If you're a youngster, reading these words, please think twice, even three times before you bring your education to a halt. Raise your sights. There's no telling what might lay in store for you if you do.
LETTERS

Saving Copies
I'm sure we share a common problem. I tear out and save my Computer Digest but have been wondering if you've found a better method than just stacking them? S. T., New York, NY.

Get what is called a "presentation folder" at any office-supply store. This consists of a clear plastic folder with a slide-on plastic backbone. If you cut the plastic folder right along the fold, you'll find that this setup neatly holds a full year's worth of the magazine.

College bound
I'm going to be starting college shortly, with an eye to a career in book or magazine editing. I'm sorry, but you are on my list of editors to write to for advice. What courses would you recommend that I take?—R. J., Bridgeport, CT.

R. J., you'll have to take the usual English lit and composition courses, as well as journalism courses. But do make it a point to get in some time on computer word processing! This will speed your output, make you more accurate, and it's the wave of the future.

Computer "Heroes"
I've heard people involved deeply with computers described as everything from "nerds" to "eggheads." Considering that they've managed to accomplish so very much in this scientific field, why aren't they given the recognition they deserve?—S.D., Atlanta, GA.

Next time you hear a computerist being put down, notice who's doing the putting down. It's probably some computer illiterate! Usually it's just jealousy talking.

More help
My very kind, well-meaning father bought me a Commodore Plus-4 from a TV ac. Can anybody direct me to some software—ANY software for the machine? And is there an expert on the hardware out there that I can get some answers from? Please write to Jerry Sadowsky, 4839 Manderson, Omaha, NE 68104. Hope this helps Jerry.

COMPUTER PRODUCTS

For more details use the free information card inside the back cover.

PROOFREADING PROGRAM,
Sensible Grammar is designed to check word-processing files for common writing errors. It goes beyond conventional proofreading programs. It checks the spelling of individual words, and uses its library of over 1,000 commonly misused English phrases to identify pompous, informal, cliché, vague, wordy, repetitious, and other faulty phrases. Sensible Grammar catches many punctuation, capitalization, and other typographical errors, such as repeated words. It shows errors in context, automatically suggests replacement wordings, and lets the user immediately replace problem phrases with correct wording.

Sensible Grammar is fully compatible with Apple II, II+ and features a Macintosh-style user interface with windows, pull-down menus, scroll bars, and dialog boxes. A complete set of keyboard commands is also supplied for Apple II owners without a mouse. A $2,295.00

TRANSPORTABLE PERSONAL COMPUTER, the model A-200, exists in both mini floppy disk and hard-disk versions. It weighs 19 pounds. It can be carried easily and operates on AC. (A carrying bag is optional and makes for even easier portability.)

The unit includes a built-in foldaway 80-column x 25-line text screen and graphic liquid crystal display with a resolution of 640 x 200 pixels. By using an RGB monitor interface, a color monitor may be used when color graphics are desired. With a 512 kilobyte RAM (expandable to 640 kilobyte using an optional expansion box and

memory card) and two 3½" 360-kilobyte disk drives, the user has access to a large memory capacity not usually available with portables. The model A-200 is IBM PC compatible and also has an IBM-style keyboard layout; it has the capability for many software packages now available. The suggested retail price is $2,995.00. —Canon USA,
SOFTWARE REVIEW

Is there a "universal software?" No, but this comes close...

When the going gets tough: When the communications circuit is loaded with garbage. When the data must be exchanged absolutely error-free, or when at least one station must be unattended, the software of choice for PC and MS-DOS computers is often Crosstalk XVI. In fact, Crosstalk is the "standard of reference" to which much software is compared.

With few exceptions, all personal computer communications software can do both ASCII (direct keyboard entry and ASCII files) and protocol exchanges, but unlike much of the communications software, which is primarily intended for ease of operation when exchanging ASCII text with bulletin boards and information services, Crosstalk XVI is oriented towards convenient handling of error-free protocol exchange using an automodem.

Crosstalk's protocol exchange is done in blocks of 256K (for a multiple of 256K) which are checked at the destination for accuracy of reception. If the program senses an error the system will keep retransmitting (within limits) until it's received accurately.

The main power of Crosstalk is that the originating computer automatically controls the host (receiving) computer—there is no need to have anyone in attendance at the host. The originating computer can open and close the receiving computer's buffer, write to disk, read from disk, get a directory listing, and even control certain DOS functions such as DIR, DELETE and COPY. In the protocol mode all functions and the data exchange are automatic, with the originating computer automatically controlling the write to disk at the host.

Just about every Crosstalk parameter is indicated on a status screen that can be instantly switched to a blank screen for data display of text or messages. Among the parameters shown are the telephone number of the receiving station, all the communication parameters such as baud rate, mode (originate or answer), the state of the capture buffer (on or off), the filter settings, and the automatic send control settings. The filter setting controls such things as automatic line feed after carriage return, filtering of all control characters, and automatic stripping of a received eight bit, etc.

The lower section of the status screen is either a library of lesser-used commands and functions, or a directory of "command files," which are basically saved status screens for individual computers and information services such as CompuServe, MCI, Dow Jones, etc. Status screens are automatically assigned a key number when saved to disk. Simply entering the indicated number loads the pre-set status screen conditions and automatically dials the telephone if you're using an automodem. (In the initial installation of Crosstalk a menu selects the proper modem commands for all commonly-used automodems, and some that are not so commonly used.)

Changes to the screen status can be made at any time by entering the first two letters of the function into a command line which runs across the bottom of the screen. For example, to change from full to half duplex the user need type only DU (plex) on the command line. To select a specific key to function as the transmitted BREAK the user simply enters the command BR (break) and presses the key he wants to use as the Break key. Similarly, the user can force the program into the originate or answer mode through the MO (mode) command. A rather extensive help screen can be called up for any function by entering HELP and the first two letters of the command on the command line.

Although Crosstalk XVI is intended to run on 16-bit PC/MS-DOS computers, it can also do protocol exchanges with 8-bit CP/M computers that use the CP/M version of Crosstalk. Even if one computer is 8 bits, when serving as a host (answer mode) Crosstalk provides two levels of protection against unauthorized use or meddling with the disk files. The first is a password of up to 12 characters. If the correct password isn't given on the third try Crosstalk causes the modem to disconnect from the line. (Yes, the password protection can be disabled.) The second level of protection are file attributes. Through the host's status screen the originating station can be permitted to have full access to the system (including DELETE), read only, write data into an existing file ("capture data") or append data to existing files or create new files.

Macros or commands can be programmed into the computer's function keys in three levels: Ten normal, ten shifted, and ten control function keys. Function key F4 is an answerback which sends a user prepared string when polled by a Control-E from the receiving or host computer. It's the way in which many Telex and electronic mail services automatically determine the user's account number or identification.

A particularly advantageous feature is user programming of both the printer and modem parts on the status screen (so a particular configuration is saved in a command file). Crosstalk is not limited to COM1: for communications. If the printer is already connected to the computer through the COM1: serial port, Crosstalk can use COM2: for the modem, or vice versa. You arrange the printer and modem ports the way you want them.

To make the program "universal" Crosstalk also has the XMODEM protocols. The RXMODEM command tells Crosstalk to receive an XMODEM file transfer, the XXMODEM command tells Crosstalk to send a file using XMODEM protocols.

We have touched on only the major highlights of Crosstalk. Those that insure data integrity, which is what it's really all about. Although Crosstalk can be used with a manually switched modem, and like all other communications programs can be used for conventional ASCII exchange, it is really easiest to use in the automodem and protocol modes.

Crosstalk XVI is intended for PC/MS-DOS computers. For additional information write to Microstuf, 1000 Holcomb Woods Parkway, Rosewell, GA 30076.
LAN—Local Area Networking

How to get lots of computers handshaking—and why.

Forrest Stone

Broadband! Baseband! Twisted Pair! Star! It's enough to confuse even the most dedicated computer hobbyist, but, Local Area Networking is the wave of the future for many people and these are some of the terms that a network user will be confronted with.

Local Area Networking has developed a terminology all its own. There are nodes and servers; tokens and CSMA/CD, and much more. What it really boils down to is a system of linking microcomputers into a shared network where each micro has access to the system's resources (See. Fig. 1).

If this system sounds similar to the mainframe or minicomputer worlds with their linked terminals and shared system resources, it should. A microcomputer Local Area Network is a microcosm of a typical mainframe network. But, when you move to Local Area Networking, in the microcomputer world you gain an added bonus, you retain the versatility of the microcomputer, while gaining the capability of a much larger system.

Think of your first microcomputer installation. If you've been involved with this hobby long enough then it was probably a small eight-bit system whose storage device was a cassette recorder. The next big advance in this system was the move to a floppy disk and the addition of a printer. At each point, the system gained capability. Eventually, your eight-bit system probably gave way to a 16-bit system, which may even include a 5- or 10-megabyte hard disk, as well as color-graphics capability. Compared to your first system, this is a quantum leap in its capacity and flexibility.

For most single users, this type of system is more than adequate—you can move up to a high-speed, high-powered 32-bit processor, to stay at the cutting edge of technology, but for most single users, this type of processor is overkill—it can easily handle any chore. But, a funny thing has happened in the corporate environment. Users want to have access to the corporate mainframe or minicomputer, while retaining the off-line personal computing power of a microcomputer.

They want to use the data contained in various mainframe databases; or want access to the mass storage capability of the system, or, they may simply want to communicate with someone on an electronic mail system.

Whatever the reason, it's at this point that the single-user microcomputer system begins to show its

FIG. 1—3COM'S ETHERNET is a shared system with each micro sharing system resources.

FIG. 2—THE SERIAL NETWORK looks eminently workable, but does have its problems.
inadequacy. Because of its standalone nature, the single-user system is effectively cut off from the rest of the corporate world, unless, of course, a communications modem is attached to a serial port. In that case, the micro can conceivably interact with others in the company. But this is inefficient because of the need for a telephone line on both ends. Effectively, this microcomputer can only interact with a remote, online database or with only one other corporate microcomputer.

**Search for solutions**

When this point is reached in any corporation, microcomputer users begin to look for alternatives. The simplest and most obvious solution is a serial communications network, or linking the serial communications ports of all the microcomputers involved. While it appears feasible, this type of network has inherent problems. (See Fig. 2)

First, when you daisy-chain microcomputers into a serial network, the systems on the farthest end of the loop will find performance degraded, unless line amplifiers are included in the network. Further, the speed limit on this type of network is effectively constrained to about 9600 bits per second, providing of course, that the environment is clear of interference which can glitch data as it moves through. This puts an effective limit of between 4800 and 9600 baud on the network and while this may seem fast enough, when you move massive amounts of data from one point to another, you’ll find this speed level limiting.

Second, the software needed to make this type of system work—a terminal or communications program—is still essentially for single use. Although some programs will allow you to set up microcomputers as mini-bulletin boards so that others can log on and interact with the information stored on disk, it is still essentially one user-on computer, whether it's remote or not. For example, if you turn your personal computer into a mini-bulletin board so others on the serial network can use the data you have stored on disk—provided the software will let you do this without a modem. And someone wants to log onto your computer. When he does, others are locked out until the job is finished because of the single-use nature of the software.

Finally, the very nature of a serial system imposes real threats to data integrity and transmission within the system because of a factor known as contention or the ability to remain in control of the network long enough to transmit, receive or manipulate data before you lose the system to another microcomputer's data and signal.

A serial system is truly contention-based. It's every user for himself and every data bit for itself. It's like a rush-hour intersection with a broken traffic light and no policeman to control traffic. Only those cars whose drivers push through will make it, timid drivers don’t. And, when two aggressive drivers meet, there’s the inevitable crackup. To bring this back to the computer realm, put microcomputers in place of the cars and change the intersection to the serial transmission system and you can see what's happening. Data from the strongest microcomputers, usually at the center of the system, controls the system and weaker, peripheral systems must wait and wait.

And when two strong computers try to capture the system, their data usually crashes into one another and its integrity is gone.

**Enter the LAN**

The obvious solution to this situation, then, is the Local Area Network. It allows users to share system resources and data, while, at the same time, allows users to retain the versatility and power of their personal computers.

In concept, the Local Area Network (LAN) is simple. It is a reliable version of the serial network we've already discussed. However, you'd think from all the jargon that's tossed around relating to LANs, that it was a mystic rite. It isn’t, but it does take some explanation to de-mystify the jargon.

As you wade through the LAN jungle, it's easy to become confused by the seemingly endless variety of systems on the market. A wide variety of LANs does exist, but, they can be identified by their transmission technology, cabling or configuration.

For example, there is one type of LAN which uses PBX (Private Branch Exchange) technology to link all its members. The PBX has traditionally been used to link phones throughout a building and then onto the common carrier network.

Manufacturers of PBX-based systems, traditionally such companies as AT&T, Northern Telecom and ROLM, see the existing base of telephone wiring—twisted pair—installed in major buildings and hope to take advantage of it by using that wiring to link personal computers into local area networks. It is true that this presents a cost-effective way of handling cabling, but it does impose speed penalties. Because the data

![Diagram of a building's phone wiring and PBX LAN](image)

**Fig. 3—Simplified view of a building's phone wiring and PBX LAN. System uses existing wiring and PBX loop to link CPU's and microcomputers. It has a high limit of 19,200 baud.**
transfer rate of PBX technology is only on the order of 9600- to 19,200-baud, it may not be high enough to handle massive amounts of speedily throughput. Data transfer rates on the order of 56K baud are needed to make this type of system effective and even that is a minimal figure in a fairly active network. (See Fig. 3)

When you move away from PBX-based LANs, you enter a realm which requires the installation of separate cabling systems to handle data transmission (even our mythical serial system requires a separate cable). The advantage of this type of LAN is that you can implement broadband or baseband technology.

In a broadband system, several discrete channels of information are transmitted on a single cable. It is a complex technology. A simpler solution is baseband technology. In a baseband system, there is only one channel per cable and you can effectively increase the data transmission rate beyond that of either PBX or broadband systems.

Typically, transmission rates in a broadband system—Interactive Systems/3M and Sytek offer them—are relatively slow on a per-channel basis at 19.2K- to 56K-baud, although they are much higher than on PBX-based systems. The real savings comes in cabling an installation. Several channels can be superimposed on a cable and because the several data transmissions can occur simultaneously, the amount of cable used in a system (most used coaxial cable) can be kept to a minimum.

Against this savings, there are increased costs for the installation in the form of extra equipment and costly maintenance. A broadband system requires the installation of an RF modem at each network node. These devices translate the analog signals used on the cable into digital signals so that they can be used by the microcomputers and other peripherals on the network. Further, this type of system is more costly and time-consuming to maintain.

Like broadband technology, baseband handles much higher transfer rates than PBX-based systems—some as high as 1 megabit have been implemented. It can also integrate other concurrent applications, including voice and video data transfer. The leaders in this market include 3Com and Ungermann-Bass.

LAN protocols needed

Although LAN technology looks formidable, it isn’t just a way of hooking microcomputers into a shared-resource network. Like our illusion to the intersection, each network needs a “traffic cop” to work efficiently. Otherwise, data would continuously crash into other data within the network and little would be accomplished.

The leading protocols are carrier-sense multiple-access with collision detection (CSMA/CD) and token-passing.

With CSMA/CD all microcomputers on the network have equal access to the network and its resources. The software which drives this type of system continuously monitors data on the cable and keeps things in order. For example, if microcomputer A has accessed the system and is moving data to a file server—an intelligent storage device such as a hard disk or a microcomputer equipped with a hard disk that is serving in data storage or transfer role—and microcomputer B wants to access the same server, in a CSMA/CD system, the software will determine which data has priority—actually which one accessed the system first—and will allow that data through. Data from microcomputer B will be held until the network is free for access. Typically, this is all transparent to the user.

In a token-passing scheme—advocated by Digital Equipment and Xerox in their Ethernet—the software polls each microcomputer node in turn asking if it must access the network. If the microcomputer is busy, it returns no answer and the system moves along to the next microcomputer. Polling is handled through the token, which is actually a coded sequence to which each microcomputer responds.

Like passing a baton in a foot race, each microcomputer that is accessing the system takes hold of the token when it arrives and this tells the network to accept its data. When the data is put on the system, the token is freed to pass to the next microcomputer. In this way, data retains its integrity and there is order within the system. It’s much like a major highway control system with timed traffic lights. It allows orderly entry from side streets (microcomputers), while minimally disrupting overall traffic flow. And, it prevents collisions.

Network configurations

As you deal with baseband LANs, you’ll find three predominant configurations, the star, ring, and bus.

In the star configuration, the network is laid out similarly to the spokes of a wheel. Each microcomputer is at the end of a piece of cable that is, in turn, connected through a central switch. Data is sent to the switch where it waits until the network is free to accept it. Likewise, data which is being sent to each terminal wall is at the switch until the terminal is ready to accept it. (See Fig. 4)

The ring network is a closed loop system, with each terminal along the perimeter of the system. Many of the ring systems on the market use the token protocol. (See Fig. 5)

The last configuration is the bus. In this type of installation the network is laid out as a backbone with each microcomputer at the end of a “rib.” Information travels down the “ribs” and onto the main bus where it waits until it can be moved down the network. (See Fig. 6)

In all of this, there is a common theme, communication. Like our simple serial system, the LAN is simply a communications system which links and allows all the microcomputers connected to the network to have access to system resources. The typical configuration can be as few as three machines or for as many as several hundred, depending on the needs of the organization. In a large system, a mainframe or minicomputer is usually used to drive the network. The network can be configured to use the storage capacity of the mainframe or mini,
although local storage can also be made available to various network nodes through file servers. Nodes are system devices such as microcomputers, servers, printers or modems. Any device capable of interfacing with a microcomputer can serve as a node.

File servers are microcomputers themselves. For example, a 3Com server uses an 80186 central processor with an 82589 Ethernet coprocessor. Included with this configuration is 512K of RAM. The processor coprocessor and RAM are all included on one board. The server also includes a 36-megabyte hard disk with a 30 ms average access time. In its own right, it is a powerful computer system. In other systems, hard disks can have as much as 60 megabytes of storage. Many systems have three or more servers in their configuration, each of which interfaces not only with the microcomputers on the network, but also mainframes, if they are used to drive the system. To insure data backup and reliability, most systems also include tape backup systems.

LANs are more than just linking microcomputers. A LAN allows users to share system data and storage capacity, and printers, plotters and more. In fact, it makes sense in a network where a laser printer is used because each microcomputer user has access to its capability and it also helps justify the laser printer's cost.

Software’s the key

As you would expect, installing a LAN involves more than just linking microcomputers. In a typical 3Com system, each microcomputer has a network transceiver board installed on its motherboard. This transceiver is the link to the network and allows the microcomputer to interact with it. It is the mailbox to which data is sent and received. The cable is attached to it and it is the device which the network software talks to.

When a transceiver is ready to send data to the network, a special software code is generated. It is a query code and an announcement. The query segment polls the central system node to see if the LAN will accept data from the microcomputer. This “Here I Am” code packet is held until the network is ready to accept the data. When the system is ready, it answers the query code with an acknowledgement and the data is transferred to the system.

Each transceiver has its own special address code. This code enables the system to send data to a particular device or microcomputer and, likewise, it enables one microcomputer to send data to another via the network.

Cable types

When you talk about LANs, the last thing that is usually mentioned is the type of cabling. In general, LANs use either coaxial or twisted pair technology. PBX-based systems usually use twisted pair—phone cabling—technology, while broadband or baseband systems use coaxial cable. This isn’t to say that a baseband system can’t use two-wire, twisted pair technology because it can. On the whole, coaxial, triaxial, too is used for most applications.

As you can see, the LAN will make a great contribution in areas where it makes sense to share resources. And if you’re involved in the switch to a LAN, there’s only one thing to remember: it’s basic is network communications; the jargon used is secondary to its mission.
WHEN LIGHTNING STRIKES...

Lightning strikes can be a problem for your computer.

Herb Friedman

Before the age of electronics, the fear of lightning was not so much its immense electrical energy but the fire caused by the "hit" or "strike." Lightning protection meant some means of directing lightning to where it wanted to go—to ground. This was done by installing grounded metal rods—lightning rods—on top of houses, barns, windmills, whatever. The purpose was twofold. It grounded the energy and it conducted the energy around the structure.

With the electronic age, we inherited the worry of the electronic field produced by the strike. Very high fields are built up in the ground during an electrical storm. The ground field can track under a charged cloud and travel for miles before anything occurs. When the charge between the ground and the cloud becomes sufficient the energies attract and we get the lightning strike. At the moment of strike there is an enormous discharge of ground energy, which creates a rapid expansion and collapse of a local electric field. Any collapsing or expanding field induces both current and voltage in wires. Although lightning might strike a tree in front of a house, the energy field produced during the strike can induce high frequency transient voltages in antenna lead-ins, power lines and telephone lines located 50 to 100 feet or more from the actual hit.

Lightning arrestors

While a lightning arrestor can protect antenna lead-ins wires from direct hits and devices such as Zener diodes and MOV's (Metal Oxide Varistors) can protect conventional electronic equipment against powerline surges, microprocessors and other electronic devices are often "blown" by transients induced by the lightning strike which are not of sufficient power to trigger a lightning arrestor, but which are strong enough to blow discrete components. There are many instances on record where the voltage surge induced in electric, telephone and antenna lead-ins wires by a local lightning hit has been known to zip through the wiring and blow a TV tuner or the microprocessor of a personal computer, even if the computer is turned off or disconnected from the power line.

Even if disconnected? Yes! Solid state devices—particularly microprocessors—are sensitive to external high-frequency voltage surges because the surge can enter the equipment through any external wire connection, not just the power line. While low and medium frequency AC can be stopped by an open switch, an RF choke or a small reactance, high-frequency energy, such as that produced by a lightning strike, can leap across open switches, couple from one wire to another through otherwise insignificant capacitive coupling, even pass between insulated transformer windings. While we have made great strides in squashing power line transient surges with devices such as the MOV and gas-discharge tube, technology has not caught up with the problems caused by lightning surges in personal computer equipment.

For example, electrical storms are unusual in my locality; we get one or two every five years or so. Between the previous one and this year's electrical storm, several computers and modems have taken up

![Diagram](FIG. 1—THE BASIC ELEMENTS of a direct-connect modem's interface to the telephone line. Z1 is a surge suppressor that squashes transient voltages appearing across the line to approximately 50 volts. S1, which disconnects the modem from the line, is usually SPST.)

![Diagram](FIG. 2—THE LOCAL GROUND-DISCHARGE FIELD energy is almost an instantaneous rise and decay. This produces high-frequency energy through the upper VHF frequencies. In practical terms, it is high-voltage RFI.)
residence in my home. In our most-recent electrical storm, lightning struck outside and disintegrated ten feet of curb. That was the only damage I thought, because my two computers were switched off, as were their modems. However, when I attempted to access an on-line information service, I discovered that both modems were blown, as was one computer's RS-232 driver (the one used for the modem). Coincidently, the same storm passed through the area 20 miles away where my office is located, and lightning had struck the grounded radio/TV tower on the building.

Since my regular modems were inoperable, I borrowed the office modem which had been switched off during the storm, only to find that it too, was "blown."

Interesting situation

Three modems of different design and manufacture had been blown during an electrical storm. All had some form of voltage surge protection, but they had been switched off and one didn't even have a connection to the power line because it was powered directly from the telephone line. A fourth modem, built into an IBM-PC which was connected on-line because it serves as a "host" for a voice message center, wasn't damaged at all.

What to do

As near as we can determine, the three "blown" modems were damaged because of the way they were switched to the telephone line. Figure 1 is a simplified diagram of a direct-connect modem interface. Transformer T1 is the coupling transformer (repeat coil), Z1 is the telephone line overvoltage or surge-protection device, and S1 is a SPST switch that connects the modem to the telephone line. Normally, a voltage surge on the line is squashed by transient suppressor Z1, which might be a MOV, Zener diode, or gas-discharge tube. Usually, Z1 limits the surge to about 50 volts.

As shown in Figure 2, a voltage developed in the telephone line by a lightning strike in the general area will be a steep pulse. Although the average voltage—meaning the peak voltage averaged over a period of time—might be relatively low and safe, the peak value might be several hundred volts, and it is predominantly high frequency—extending well into the upper VHF range. High frequencies don't need a direct connection to pass from one wire to another. What is otherwise a minute capacity between wires and circuits, can appear to be "dead short" to high frequencies.

Imagine that the ground discharge of a lightning strike induces the transient waveform shown in Figure 2 on the telephone line connected to the modem circuit shown in Figure 3. Although S1 is open, disconnecting the modem from the telephone line, one wire is still connected to the line itself because almost all modems switch only one side of the telephone connection. We now have a high-frequency voltage surge on the telephone line which is looking for a path to ground. As shown by the dotted line in Figure 3, it finds the path to ground through the components in what we believe to be a disconnected modem. Notice that the energy represented by the dotted line flows through the capacity between T1's windings. The capacity might be very small, but it is there. To normal speech frequencies the capacity represents essentially an infinite impedance, but to the high frequency component of a lightning-caused transient surge the small capacity represents a low impedance, or even a "dead short," so the spike produced by the voltage surge passes through T1's secondary (telephone side) to the primary (modem side) to the modem's voltage supply bus. Now we have a high-voltage transient on what is usually a five- to nine-volt power bus. The result? Zap!! A fistful of blown IC's. If the surge is sufficiently high, it can ride through a blown IC in the modem and into the RS-232 driver, ZAPping another handful of parts.

You might ask why Z1, the modem's internal transient suppressor(s) didn't stop the surge. Refer back to Figures 1 and 3. Z1 is connected across the telephone line. It is supposed to clamp surges appearing across the line, between both wires. But when switch S1 is opened to disconnect the modem from the telephone line, the transient suppressor has no effect on anything in the circuit. Z1 provides protection only when S1 is closed and the modem is connected to the line. This is probably why the direct-connect modem, connected on-line during the storm, wasn't damaged. Essentially, the risk of damage during an electric storm is increased when the modem is switched off the line.

My "cure"

Most likely, modems should be manufactured with a double pole output switch so that both sides of the telephone line can be disconnected from the modem. Until such time as the manufacturers get around to changing their designs, I have installed a DPST knife switch on each telephone line to make certain the modems are really disconnected from the line. The inconvenience of "throwing the switch" is a lot less costly than the charges to repair or replace three modems and an RS-232 port.
GPIB

The General-Purpose Interface Bus...

REAL TIME DEVICES GPIB interface is shown here. It functions with all IBM PC and compatibles to expand the value of your computer.

Marc Stern

If you look at your test bench, chances are you'll see the General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) connector. Also known as the HPB (Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus), it's been around for some years and has become the standard for data acquisition.

GPIB was developed for tying one manufacturer's equipment together. But, because of the widespread use of that equipment in the scientific, test and measurement and repair arenas, it became standard. By the mid-1970s, it was formalized into the IEEE-488 standard. And even a computer giant such as IBM must use it rather than imposing its own.

Look at any modern test or measurement equipment that has a computer interface. You'll see it adheres to the IEEE-488 standard as to the size and shape of the connector, the construction, and the pinout.

Why not give your PC more function by having it interface with and act as part of your test equipment setup? It's easy to do, and, in fact, there are add-on boards on the market which will turn your PC into a machine capable of using the GPIB interface. One of the newer boards is from Real Time Devices of State College, PA. Other boards are available from the major add-on board manufacturers.

GPIB Basics

Before we go any further, there are several basics to be established.

First, GPIB is a 24-line communications bus that is made up of three primary groupings, an eight-line data bus, a three-line data byte transfer control or handshaking bus and a five-line general interface management bus. The remaining eight lines are for signal ground and provide electronic shielding to prevent bus signals from interfering with one another.

Second, there are four types of devices which can be linked to the GPIB, a controller, "talker," "listener," and "listener/talker." As you'd expect, the controller is the device which controls the network, while a "listener" is a receive device. A "talker" is a transmit device and a "listener/talker" is a device which can go both ways. It can transmit and receive on the bus. Prime examples include the PC as controller, digital voltmeter or frequency counter as "talker," printer as "listener," and modem as "talker/listener."

Third, it's a programmable. As implemented on the GP-100, the GPIB can be programmed to more than 50 functions in not only BASIC, but also Fortran, Pascal and Forth. And, as implemented, it becomes the major input-output (I/O) device on the PC in a test and measurement setting. It can also serve as a listener/talker if the network is controlled by still another computer.

Finally, the GPIB relies on direct memory access to the PC. In this way, the board and the PC can communicate at 476 kbytes per second and the systems can exchange up to a megabyte of data with a single
function call.

GPIB is a powerful tool, especially where huge amounts of data must be moved around a system quickly.

It can also be used in a more general atmosphere and can link up to 15 printers, plotters, modems or other devices into a small network.

Though the GPIB may seem a panacea, it isn't because, like the RS-232 "standard," IEEE-488 has been used differently by different manufacturers. So, it can be confusing to see a device advertised as adhering to the 488 standard, only to find out the device's lines are used differently. True, the connector may be the same and the lines may also be called the same, but, if a manufacturer implements them in its own way, simply calling it standard won't make it so. Instead, you'll have to patiently debug the interface until it coincides with others.

Fortunately, most manufacturers adhere to IEEE-488 as does the GP-100, so you should have little trouble.

High-speed data link

One of the items which made GPIB successful from the outset was its speed. The bus can potentially handle up to 1 megabyte of data per second, although data transfer rates of 1 to 10K are more common. With this type of throughput, it's possible to have real-time data input to a micro, mini or mainframe system, which is crucial in scientific, test and measurement of manufacturing applications. With this type of speed measurements can give real-time indications of what is happening and a system can quickly adjust.

For the technician, the GPIB's speed is attractive. With the PC interfaced with test equipment, you can have indications on the screen of what's happening in a part of a circuit and, as you change inputs, you can see how the rest of the circuit is affected.

Another reason for the success of this circuit is its configurability. Since 15 devices can be quickly attached and configured to work with the GPIB, a system's configuration can be adjusted to constantly changing needs. If you need constant voltmeter and current readings from two points in a circuit and must also poll them, you can quickly add the needed devices to the circuit and you can record the results for future use. Plugging the new devices into the appropriate GPIB connectors should achieve this, provided, of course, the network adheres strictly to GPIB.

Since this bus is programmable, it is possible to transfer data directly from one device to another.

Data's everywhere

The data which moves through the bus appears at all points simultaneously and there's a need to keep things in order. Imagine devices which have no need of the data accessing and using it along with the device for which it was intended. It's a waste of system resources.

Each device has an address and only when the controller sends a message to an address does the device react. Until then, it listens for its address to be accessed. For example, if the printer is at address 8 and you send output to the printer, the controller—IBM-PC in this case—puts an address 8 on the bus and the printer comes to life. Devices that aren't at this address ignore the information, even though it appears at their connectors.

There are two types of addresses, talk and listen. A device doesn't know what it's next role will be or if it will take part in a function until it is addressed on the GPIB. The talk and listen addresses take care of that. For example, if a device sees its talk address then it knows it has to send data along the bus. A device which sees its listen address accessed knows it will have to accept data.

In action, the first piece of information a device receives is its listen address. This makes the device aware that it will be receiving information from the bus. Once it is listening, the controller can communicate with it, but, only after the computer-controller puts its talk address on the bus. In this way, the device knows which peripheral it will be communicating with.

Sometimes the device acting as the listener must indicate something to the controller such as a paper jam or dead phone line and GPIB allows it. Of the 24 lines on the bus, only 8 are used for data, while the rest are reserved for grounding or special use. One of these is the Service Request line. It can be used by any device to indicate a problem has developed or a request must be made.

All the devices attached to the GPIB use the same SRQ line and since they do the controller must have a way of finding out which devices need attention.

There are three ways of handling this, the serial poll, in which each device is polled in turn by the controller, the parallel poll, in which all devices are polled simultaneously, or the selective parallel poll, in which each data line is polled and once the line is found with the device that needs service, the controller polls all devices on that line serially.

Bus lines

The GPIB has 24 conductors, whose functions can be thought of in three groups. (See Fig. 1) The first eight lines of the interface are the data bus. These lines are used to transfer data from one point or device to another. Since there are eight lines associated with the data bus, it can transmit one digital word or byte at a time (eight bits).

The handshaking or data byte transfer control lines enable various devices to handshake with one another. Without this function, there would be no need for the data bus, since the devices couldn't "talk." A talker device must know when a listener is ready to accept the next data byte. The Not Ready For Data line supplies this information to the talker.

The Data Valid line tells the listener whether the information it is receiving is important or just noise. That line tells the receiver that the data is good.

The other part of the GPIB's handshaking is performed by the Not Data Accepted line which tells the talker whether the listener has accepted the data.

Ultimate control, though, is provided by the five general interface management lines: Interface Clear (IC)
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is a reset. Attention (ATN) is a master bus command from the controller; SRO is the special request line; Remote enable (REN) enables the controller to issue special commands to devices on the GPIB. Finally End or Identify (EOI) is used as an end of message signal.

GPIB operates with a low true logic convention. Because of the construction of this bus and the fact that everything is tied in series, everything stays low until the last device in the series has accepted data. This means handshaking continues throughout the data transfer and waits for the slowest listener on the bus.

**IBM Interface**

The GP-100 board and others use direct memory access, which speeds the data transfer process to and from the PC. For example, using input-output and handshaking routines and programming them results in a data transfer rate that will be below 100Kbytes per second. That is because the program must observe the handshaking protocol of the device with which it is communicating. Direct memory access, however, allows the GPIB board to place commands directly in the PC's memory and thus communications can be speeded to 476 Kbytes per second. To implement this, you must know where the transfer will occur, the number of bytes, and whether the data will be input or output.

Boards such as the GP-100 can also issue interrupts to your PC so events that happen along the GPIB can be trapped and monitored as they are detected. The PC services the board and bus as soon as the interrupt is implemented.

GPIB has become a standard which began out of a company's desire to tie its equipment together with some order and certainty. It allows the technician to tie his PC in with his test equipment for a computerized testing system. In the future it will become a necessity as things get more complicated. By then, only a computer will be able to keep up. So, it's wise to start early and use GPIB to its fullest.
CABLE and SUBSCRIPTION TV secret manual. Build your own descramblers, converters, instruction manuals for Snellwave, infrared and yellow-gated panel systems. Send $3.95 to CABLETATICS, Box 35029H, Bethesda, MD 20014.

REEL-TO-REEL TAPES
AMPex professional series open reel tape. 1000- or 2000-feet on 6-inch reels. Used once. Complete of 40. $45.00. 10 x 3600 feet. Can be made available. MasterCard Visa. VALTECH ELECTRONICS. Box 6-R. Richboro, PA 18954. (215) 322-4866

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
CIRCUIT BOARDS, guaranteed lowest quotes. Single and double sided boards. Prototypes through large production quantities. Mat specifications for prototypes. HOBBYISTS: Please send out own circuit boards. Kits of all sizes, low prices. Basic Kit, $4.00 materials for two 4"x4" boards (included), or $4.00 for catalog to T.O.R.C. ELECTRONICS, Box 47148, Chicago, IL 60647. (312) 342-9173.

INVENTORS

FREE catalog! 99-cent kits. Audio, video, TV, computer parts. ALLLKIT, 434 W. 4th St, Westbury, NY 11590.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
RESISTORS, any value, any quantity. Minimum 200-value. 5% watt, $0.01. $4.00, $1.25 shipping. Quantity discounts. 100+ $0.00. Send w/ ESI code, name, address and remittance. CAPACITORS, 50V Ceramic Disc, all values, $0.10 minimum order $1.00. + $1.25 shipping. ROMULUS ELECTRONICS, Box 47148, Chicago, IL 60647. (312) 342-9171.

EPROM PROGRAMMING
HOBBYISTS: Prestige EPROMs sold with your programming interface. Program listing provided. Fast Service. Write or call: ROMULUS MICROCONTROL, Box 8669, Rockville, MD 20856. (301) 540-8863.

LEARN TV/VCR REPAIR
NEWAmerica's in home spare time to a money-making career as a TV/VCR Repair Specialist. No previous experience necessary. No need to sell your life or school. Everything is explained in easily understandable language with plenty of diagrams, photos and charts. We show you how to troubleshoot and repair video-cassette recorders and TV sets, how to handle house calls and how to repair systems for almost $100 worth of television or VCR repair. You are included with your purchase so that you can get "hands-on" practice as you follow your lessons next step by step. Send for free facts about the exciting, popular careers in TV/VCR Repair and read our free book on earning more money on the get rich now plan.

FREE CATALOG
AllKit, 434 W. 4th St., Westbury, NY 11590

HIGH VOLTAGE TRIPLERS/MULTIPLIERS
EGC®/GE®/SK®  
500A/GE574 & SK3504..... 6.95  
523/GE558 & SK3806..... 6.95  
526/GE556 & SK3806..... 6.95  
528/GE559 & SK3909..... 8.50  
529/GE557 & SK3907..... 9.99  

OUTPUT TRANSISTORS
156/GE581T & GE592..... 2.25  
258/GE575T & GE591..... 2.25  
265D/GE575P..... 5.50  
25C11037..... 2.25  

AUDIOPower
100 50 100  
105/GE594 & SK3506..... 4.95  
116/GE594 & SK3507..... 5.95  
506/GE594 & SK3507..... 7.95  

RECTIFIER DIODES
100 50 100  
125/0075A..... 6.95  
145/0075A..... 7.95  
506/GE594 & SK3507..... 7.95  

$ ADDITIONAL SAVINGS $  
10% 15% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%  100%  
145A/GE555..... 55 35 25 20 15 10 10 5 4 3  1  
125A/GE573..... 55 35 25 20 15 10 10 5 4 3  1  
250A/GE573..... 55 35 25 20 15 10 10 5 4 3  1  
25C11037..... 55 35 25 20 15 10 10 5 4 3  1  

DIGITRONIC  
110 MILLISDE AVENUE, SPRINGFIELD, NEW JERSEY 07081  
Toll Free 1-800-552-4828 In N.J. 1-201-376-9018  
Prices Subject to Change Without Notice. Offer Good While Supplies Lasts. ECG is Trademark of Philips ECG, Digitron Corp. Not associated with PHIBOS, ECG.
FOR SALE

**SOLD OUT** Whipsnapped! Find out fast! Countermark equipment catalog 91, CAPRI ELECTRONICS, route 1R, Canon, GA 30520

**WANTED**: Western Electric, RCA, McIntosh, Marantz, Latham, D iamond, Altec, JBL, Tapes, speakers, amplifiers. (713) 743-1345, MAURY, 11211, Alwill, Houston, TX 77096.

**TUBES**, new, unused. SASE for list. FALA ELECTRONICS, 1382-2, Milwaukee, WI 53201

**LINEAR PARTS, TUBES TRANSISTORS —** MF 454 S1B MF 455 S12, MF 477 S11, MF 495 S16 Class A. RFPC, Box 700, San Marcos, CA 92089, (619) 744-0725.


**TEST equipment** reconditioned, in stock. SASE for catalog WALTERS. 2897 Nickel, San Pablo, CA 94806. (415) 724-6587.

**DDRAM** standard and non-standard catalog for 32 cents stamps. APEX ELECTRONICS MOD 8909 San Fernando, Sun Valley, CA 91350.

**LASERS** and repair service. SASE Please include $2.00 for catalog. M. J. NEAL COMPANY, 6672 Maitland Ct., Orlando, FL 32814

**WRITE FOR**

**AIGGEE'S**

**SPEAKER & ELECTRONICS CATALOG**

**100 BARGAINS IN SPEAKERS**

1001 MCGRATH STREET KANSAS CITY, MO. 64101

**TUBES**. $2.49. TV, Audio, Special. 2000 types. SASE postage included. ACM, 6630 7 Mill, S. Lyon, MI 48178.

Is It True... Jeeps for $44 through the government? Call for facts 1-312-742-1142 Ext. 4673.

**TUBES**. "Oldies" latest, Parts, components, schematics, SASE for list. STEIN TELLS, 1219 Maplewood Ave., East, Hammond, IN 46324.


**CABLE TV** equipment. FREE catalog.最强 selection. Lowest prices. Catalog: $1.00 by mail. Box 12278. Tamps, FL 33682-12278.

**ELECTRONICS**, exclusives, surplus and more. Send $1.00 (refundable) for our discovering catalog! Add another $1.00 and get 20 free Mothers JELKINS, 271 Shirley Street, Boston, MA 02152.

**THE BEST PLACE TO BUY**, TELL OF TRADE NEW & USED EQUIPMENT.

**NUTS & VOLTS MAGAZINE**

Box 1111 • FAL-MA, CA 91340

**JOHN THOMAS OF BRANKS ELECTRONICS**

Every Month.

** ONE-YEAR U.S. SUBSCRIPTIONS $14.00 • 3rd Class $11.00 • 1st Class

**LIFETIME WARANTY**

**PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS**

1802 1-847-7208 (310) 937-2200 All exchanges handled by mail.

**TV/SER**. Hawaiian Islands Group $750.00, P.O. BOX 1266, Lahaina, Maui Hl. 1-808-661-8120.

**SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION DESCABLERS**

Oakbuilt, surplus pull outs, are Sirenone downconverters DESCABLERS. Units are unused and without AC power cords. Send $19.95 in money order or cash checks to: PAMER ELECTRIC SURPLUS 12970, Stanford St., Suite "M", Arleta CA 91331.

**FREE** catalog. Discounted videos, telephones, telephone accessories, and computer accessories. TOOLs FOR COMPUTERS, P.O. BOX 727, New Rochelle, NY 8082.

**ELECTRONIC discount catalog. Jumbo 300 pages, major name brands send $2.00 HENRY'S, 100 North 4th Street, Newport, PA 17074-1105.

**BATTERIES** Nicad, sealed lead acid and more from national brands such as Duracell, Rayovac, Rite Aid, and others. Write or call for list. D. C. POWER INC., 212 Old Colony Rd., Wafalington, CT 06085. (203) 223-2930.

**EQUIPMENT** for manufacturing printed circuit boards includes Excellon N/C Drill, laminator, Chem-cut etch, exposure units, many more extras. Send $20 cashiers check or lactor trailer takes all Call (216) 947-2030.

**CATALOG**: cable converter and descrambler kits and assembled units. $12 minicode $99. Jerrold 400 $ 99, more. Sync restoration units assembled in one hour and complete $29, built $150. Satellite descrambler: kit $119, built $180. Suppliers components, hobby kits, send 1 Minute KIT. Box 551-1146, Bronx, NY 10461.

**CIRCUIT** beacon with your antenna single or double slide boards small or large production. Save $3 S.A.L. CORPORATION, P.O. Box 2689, Fontana, CA 92335.

**TRADE** three lots electronic test eqpt. Commercial, military, schematics for stamps, $5 RED NOR-DROMSTROETH, 15 Aravis, Duluth, MN 55811.

**TUBES**. 90% new, $2.49. Send stamped self-addressed envelope. GRAY 4415 Indianapolis, East Chicago, IN 46312

**A SINGER'S DREAM!**

**REMOVES VOWELS FROM RECORDS**

Now You can sing with the world's best band! The Thames Vocal Eliminator can remove most vocals of all a single vocal from a standard stereo record and leave the background! Write or call for a free brochure and demo record.

**LBT Sound, Dept. R, 20455 Stone Mountain, GA 30086 (404) 493-1250

**CB** tune-up manual volume II. Specific adjustments and modifications for peaking all popular CB's. Covers over 1300 radios $19.95. Visa, Mastercard to: THOMAS PUBLISHING, 127 Westwood, Paso, IL 61944.

**SCIENTIFIC** Atlanta stand alone descrambler priced under $100.00. Details $2. DIGITEK, Box 219, Levittown, PA 19056.


**CABLE-TV** converters and descramblers. Low prices. Quality merchandise. We ship C.O.D. Send $2.00 for catalog. CABLETECHNOLOGIES UNLIMITED, P. O. Box 266, South Weymouth, MA 02190. (617) 971-9000.
ANTIQUE RADIOS
continued from page 81

Always complete alignment (and any other service!) before setting up the tuning buttons. If you only need to set the buttons, often that can be done without removing the chassis. Instructions for button-setting are often—but unfortunately not always—found on the back cover or inside the cabinet.

The Gronow and the Belmont are very similar in regard to servicing. Alignment must be done with the chassis removed, but the automatic-tuning adjustments can be done in-cabinet. However, the components used in each model differ greatly. For example, the tuning-capacitor plates in each gang of the Gronow are all the same size, so there is an extra paddier in series with the oscillator coil to lower capacitance for the oscillator stage. The plates in different gang of the Belmont, on the other hand, vary according to the needs of the different stages they are connected to.

Before attempting to align an antique radio, check the plates of the tuning capacitor for shorts. A scratching noise heard while rotating the tuning shaft is a good indication of shorted plates. The plates may be bent, or dust, coins, paper clips, etc., may be causing the short. You may be able to use a putty knife to straighten out bent plates.

Dust can be removed with a brush or a vacuum cleaner. If possible, the entire capacitor should be removed and washed.

Your restoration also includes the dial pointer. You should make it line up with the correct frequency. An automatic tuner makes a poor appearance if the pointer doesn’t match up with the selected station.

Another problem with pushbutton sets is the pushbuttons themselves. The caps are often missing, and I’ve yet to find a suitable substitute. I’d like to hear your ideas.

That about wraps it up for this month; next time we’ll discuss advances in early radio circuits. R-E

NEW
50dB Signal Rejection Filter

For use in vacuum tube, transistor, or solid state circuits, this 50dB signal rejection filter is designed to eliminate feedback, and is useful in reducing distortion in amplifiers and other audio equipment. The filter has a bandwidth of 1000 Hz and a signal rejection of 50dB at 2kHz. It is available in both parallel and series configurations, and is suitable for use in a variety of audio applications.

Giant electronic parts grab bag: $5.00 postpaid. All New Parts.
 Resistors, capacitors, transistors, coils, zeners, etc. Prime quality components. Big assortment. Money back guarantee! GE Ni-Cad Sticks:

S30.00 (Refundable)

ODD BALL ELECTRONICS, PO. Box 879, Duncansville, PA 97158.

SELL blank video cassettes. Super high grade Olympia VHS T-120. Fully guaranteed. Only $3.99 your cost. And $3.00 shipping and handling for any quantity.

STROMBERG, 1001 S. Elm Street, Greensboro, NC 27406. Telephone (919) 274-3775.
Check, M.O., VISA or MasterCard account number & expiration date.

WORLDS best channel 3 notch filter $39.95. (Dealer Inquiries invited). CROSLEY (A1), Box 840, Champaign, IL 61821.


MAIL order. Money orders. 25 page book only $4.00. JAMES CARR, 2402 Siding Road, Wasilla, AK 99654.

DESCRAMBLER plans for Jerrold. Theory, schematic, parts list, waveforms. For speedy delivery send $10.00 cash or money order. BAY STATE ELECTRONICS, PO. Box 60, Accord, MA 02601.

BUY BONDS

FREE ADAPTER (Limited offer) with AS- SORTMENT #103—consisting of TDKD Coils 144LY-120K, $20 HN-300023, KXAN K555AXX (2), PCB; Transistors 2N3934 (2). BQG5 (Sub); IC’S 7812, 74123, MC1330AP, Oldies IN914, IN5218. Only $25.00. Discount for 5 or more Shipping: $3.00 order M/C/Visa/COD. Toll Free 1-800-821-5226 Ext. 426 (orders). Jim Rohn, 27406 Telephone 2402 Siding Road, Wasilla, AK 99654.

MASTERCARD and VISA are now accepted for payment of your advertising. Simply complete the form on the first page of the Market Center and we will bill.

CABLE TV
SB1 Descrambler, parts to construct project in Feb’84 Radio Electronics, $49.95 (Dealer inquiries invited). CROSLEY, Box 840, Champaign, IL 61821.

DEALERS wanted: Channel 23, and 4 notch filters. Money back guarantee. Send $5.00 for sample and quantity price list. Specify channel(s). GARY KUNTZ, Box 2910394, Dave, FL 33529.

FREE EVALUATION and ADVISORY SERVICE

Are you looking for free and expert electronic advice? Our New Advanced Electronic Program gives you the ability to learn through hands-on experience. Our expert educators will guide you through the process.

DO IT YOURSELF TV REPAIR

NEW, REPAIR ANY TV... EASY Anyone can do it. Write, RESEARCH, 413 Box 601BF, Covina, WA 98011.

THIS IS AN ALL BOLDFACE AD. Boldface words cost $50 per word additional. If you want your entire ad in boldface, add 20% to the regular cost of your ad.

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTIONS


FREE details. Command, D-176, Box 22233, San Francisco 94123.

UNSCRAMBLE satellite signals the easy way. Parts available from Radio Shack. Send $19.95 for plans & 250 sheets. Board & Parts $59.95. kits from 899-90.

VIOCI RESEARCH, P.O. Box 2, Kingsport, TN 37660

FREE ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS

Highly effective home study B. E. Degree Program for Experienced Electronic technician. Our New Advanced and Panic Program gives you the ability to learn while in your own home.

FREE DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE

Cook’s Institute of Electronics Engineering 860 Old Post Road. Jackson, MI 49201.
**RADIO ELECTRONICS Readers' Special**

Get this Premium Multimeter at an unbelievably low price!

Not just the usual voltage, current & resistance ranges - it checks capacitors, transistors & logic. Includes transistor tester, hãng (I/12) front panel & "bottom-sweep" function. This low priced unit is designed for the professional technician who needs the ultimate in performance. The TEC-1000 features a 15,000 count digital readout, high stability, offset power supplies, and more. The TEC-1000 is a must-have for any electronics professional.

**FOR PROJECTS & DESIGN**

**DSE Designer Boards**

Now realize your projects with ease. No soldering, no mess, and each board comes with a complete layout paper.

- DSE 3763 $4.95
- DSE 3764 $5.95
- DSE 3765 $6.95
- DSE 3766 $7.95

**Jumper Wire Kit**

Pre-cut, pre-insulated, & pre-formed use with DSE strips. Professional boards & more. 22 AWG color-coded, 50 each 5/8"-6/8". Bins: 1/2", 1/4" colors. Kit includes over 100 pieces.

**Photo-Etch™ PCB Kit**

Make your own PCB easily. Professional boards & more. 22 AWG color-coded, 50 each 5/8"-6/8". Bins: 1/2", 1/4" colors. Kit includes over 100 pieces.

**Circuit-Fix™ Kit**

Make your own PCB easily. Professional boards & more. 22 AWG color-coded, 50 each 5/8"-6/8". Bins: 1/2", 1/4" colors. Kit includes over 100 pieces.

**Tinnit™**

Solder with ease! Tin Tinnit™ makes soldering easier.

- Tinnit 120 $4.95
- Tinnit 240 $9.95
- Tinnit 360 $14.95

**Gel Cells**

No mess, no smelly. Now available in low & high grades.

- Gel 32/15 3/4" x 12V $4.95
- Gel 32/25 3/4" x 12V $5.95
- Gel 32/30 3/4" x 12V $6.95
- Gel 32/35 3/4" x 12V $7.95

**Nic-Cad Charger**

Suits most sizes & types of Nic-Cad battery. Tandem repair kit.

- Nic-Cad $9.95
- Kit $14.95

**NEW!**

Now OPEN IN L.A.

**MAIL ORDERS**

P.O. Box 2021 (Redwood City CA 94063)

16 OFFER! MONEY GUARANTEE SHIPMENT & HANDLING:

**LASER EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK**

Frank McKee, 210 pages

A hand-bound book to understand and build modern laser technology. All the background theory needed to build actual working lasers.

Cat B-3300 $9.95

**FIBEROPTICS & LASERS**

Edward L. Smith, 350 pages

Whether you're an engineer specializing for a thorough overview of the field, or simply curious about these space-age developments, this is the book.

Cat B-3305 $16.95

**Electronic Telephone Projects**

Anthony Galt, 160 pages

From basic principles & construction techniques to testing equipment, this soft-bound book guides you step-by-step.

Cat B-3414 $8.95

**Cheap Video Cookbook**

Don McKee, 350 pages

Get videos, recipes & ideas out of a computer & into an ordinary TV. Includes construction details & software.

Cat B-3416 $8.95

**Electronic Test Gear to Build**

Over 60 easy projects for hobbyists & enthusiasts. Includes meters, oscillators, power supplies & more.

Cat B-3420 $3.95

**DSE MAGNAE BINDER**

Stops at 12 moments per page (up to 8" x 11") sized in this string-handled binder.

Cat B-3425 $4.95

**TEST EQUIPMENT**

Deluxe 3.5 Digit LCD Multimeter

Cat O-135 $99.95

Economy Multimeter

Cat O-137 $21.95

**POWER & MUCH MORE!**

3.6-9-12V DC

- @ 1 amp $9.95
- @ 2 amp $14.95

13.8 V 5A Peak Power Supply

$19.95

**Flash Strobe**

Cat M-9447 $99.95

**NOW!**

Don't Miss Our 1986/7 CATALOG

More pages, more products! Hit the press, with everything for the electronics enthusiast. The data collection diagram is worth the price of admission. Send for your copy today.

**STOCKS AT**

- BERKELEY: 2670 Shattuck Ave. (510)548-0755
- REDWOOD CITY: 390 Convention Way (415)368-8844
- SAN JOSE: 1080 Stevens Creek Blvd (408)728-7657
- LOS ANGELES: 1320 W. La Brea Ave. (213)602-0000
- SAN DIEGO: 2500 Rosecrans St. (619)461-5400

**MAIL ORDERS**

P.O. Box 2021 Redwood City CA 94063

16 OFFER! MONEY GUARANTEE SHIPMENT & HANDLING:**
The flip-flops in the **Dubbing Select Circuit** drive the \( A \) and \( B \) inputs of ICI04 and ICI204, triple SPDT analog switches that route the tape-recorder input and output signals to the appropriate places.

We should mention that the \( Q \) output of each flip-flop in the **Dubbing Select Circuit** controls the reset input of the other flip-flop. That cross connection makes it necessary when using the dubbing circuit to turn off a circuit before turning on the opposite one. For example, if you're dubbing from Tape 2 to Tape 1 and want to reverse the operation, you'll have to press the \( 1 \rightarrow 2 \) switch before pressing the \( 2 \rightarrow 1 \) switch.

Next time, we'll finish up our discussion of the circuit's theory and then begin to build the unit.

---

**CLICK AND POP**

continued from page 57

![Waveform Diagram](image)

**FIG. 11**—THE UPPER TRACE SHOWS an input signal with a large scratch pulse; the lower trace shows how that scratch is removed, and how a smooth transition is made between the "from" and "to" portions of the waveform.

---

**Fact:**

Cardiovascular diseases will cause half of all deaths this year.

---

Your gift can make a difference.

American Heart Association

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE
**Radio Shack Parts Place**

**HOBBY ELECTRONICS VALUES AT OUR STORE NEAR YOU**

### Beautify Your Project!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>Deluxe Enclosure, Easy-to-work metal with eggshell white bottoms, black tops, hardware, rubber feet, 11&quot; x 8.5&quot; x 6.5&quot;, #270-272</td>
<td>5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>Communications Knobs, 1/4&quot; diameter, Prk. of 24, #274-422</td>
<td>4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>Contemporary Knobs, 1&quot; diameter, Metal over plastic, #274-424</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>6-15 VDC Panel Meters, #270-1754</td>
<td>7.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Battery Guidebook

**Helps You Select The Right Battery**

1. **Learn how batteries work**, how to recharge and test them, and how to choose the best values based on complete technical data on all ENERCELL batteries.

2. 160 pages. #270-1396

### Semiconductor Reference Guide

**1986 Edition**

1. Packed with detailed information on Radio Shack's ICs, SCRs, LEDs, diodes, and other devices.

2. Cross-reference and substitution section lists over 50,000 types. Illustrated. 254 pages. #270-4009

### Get "Motorvated!"

**SPECIAL PURCHASE!**

1. Two 4" x 6" 4-hole leads. #275-566
2. DC current, resistance, and voltage readings.
3. Easy to use. #275-566

### Sound the Alarm!

**SPST "Soft-Touch" Push-On/Off Switch**

1. Rated 3 amps at 120 VAC. Mounts in a 1/4" diameter hole. #275-1565
2. Momentary Version. #275-1566

### Breadboard It!

**Folding 16-Range LCD Digital Multimeter**

1. **Automatic Shut-Off When Case Is Closed**
2. **Automatic Polarity**
3. **New! 49.95**

### Semiconductor "Hotline"

**Now Radio Shack Can Replace Almost Any IC or Semiconductor**

1. **More Than 200,000 Substitutions!**
2. **No Minimum Order**
3. **No Postage Charge**

### Etch Your Own Boards

**Large Printed Circuit Board**

1. 16" x 16" x 0.125" thick FR4 material.
2. Designed for prototyping projects.
3. #270-566

### TV Sound/video Modulator

**Sale! 288**

1. Reg. 4.95
2. Prewired module converts line level video and audio signals to output 3.5V for connection to a standard TV. Can be used with computers, TV cameras, and more.
3. #270-1019

### Handy Transistor Checker

**Only 14.95**

1. Tests small-signal and power-type bipolar transistors in or out of circuit. Lamp indicates relative current gain, "opens" and "closes." Output jack lets you connect to an external meter or scope. With instructions Battery extra. #22-025

---

Over 1000 Items in stock: Binding posts, Books, Breadboards, Buzzers, Capacitors, Chokes, Clips, Connectors, Fuses, Hardware, ICs, Jacks, Knobs, Lamps, Multimeters, PC Boards, Plugs, Rectifiers, Relays, Resistors, Switches, Tools, Transformers, Transistors, Wire, Zeners and more!
## Price Breakthrough

### Custom Commodore Chips for VIC-20, C-64 and C-128 Personal Computers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>151007CU</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>151007CU 16KB RAM, VIC-II, with 16KB RAM, VIC-II.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151207FA</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td>151207FA 16KB RAM, VIC-II, with 16KB RAM, VIC-II.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Microprocessor Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microprocessor</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74A02</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>74A02 2-input AND gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74A03</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>74A03 2-input OR gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74A04</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>74A04 2-input NAND gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74A09</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>74A09 2-input NOR gate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Dynamic RAMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic RAM</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2113AB</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>2113AB 256 x 1 RAM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2122AB</td>
<td>$1.49</td>
<td>2122AB 512 x 1 RAM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2128AB</td>
<td>$2.99</td>
<td>2128AB 1024 x 1 RAM.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 74S/PROMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>74S/PROM</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74H00</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
<td>74H00 2-input NAND gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74H02</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>74H02 2-input AND gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74H03</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>74H03 2-input OR gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74H04</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>74H04 2-input NAND gate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 74LS/ALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>74LS/ALS</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74S10</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
<td>74S10 2-input NAND gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74S11</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
<td>74S11 2-input AND gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74S12</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
<td>74S12 2-input OR gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74S13</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
<td>74S13 2-input NAND gate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CD-CMOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD-CMOS</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74C00</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
<td>74C00 2-input NAND gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74C02</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>74C02 2-input AND gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74C03</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>74C03 2-input OR gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74C04</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>74C04 2-input NAND gate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 74HC/ALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>74HC/ALS</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74HC00</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
<td>74HC00 2-input NAND gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HC02</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>74HC02 2-input AND gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HC03</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>74HC03 2-input OR gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HC04</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>74HC04 2-input NAND gate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 74F

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>74F</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74F00</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
<td>74F00 2-input NAND gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74F02</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>74F02 2-input AND gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74F03</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>74F03 2-input OR gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74F04</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>74F04 2-input NAND gate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Satellite TV Decoder

- **Price:** $9.95

**Description:**
- Color burst gate & sync
- Allow stable color operation

### DIGITAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DT1050</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td>Digital TV decoder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT1052</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td>Digital TV decoder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT1053</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>Digital TV decoder.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Intersil

- **Part No.** | **Price** |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74F00</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74F02</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74F03</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74F04</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 74HC Hi-Speed CMOS

- **Price:** $4.95

**Description:**
- Fast CMOS technology
- Suitable for high-speed applications

### 74C-CMOS

- **Price:** $4.95

**Description:**
- High-speed CMOS technology
- Ideal for high-speed digital systems

## Linear

- **Price:** $6.95

**Description:**
- Linear ICs for various applications
- Suitable for audio and video systems

## Partial Listing

- **Over 4000 Components and Accessories in Stock:**
- **Call for Quantity Discounts**

**Mail-Order Electronics:**
- **415-592-8097**
- **www.americanradiohistory.com**
**COMMODORE® COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES**

- RS232 Adapter for VIC-20 and Commodore 64

The JE2520M allows connection of standard serial RS232 printers, modems, etc. to your VIC-20 or C64 (specifying the B/S4 Connector). A line switch allows the isolation of the control signals. Specify installations and connection instructions included.

- Voice Synthesizer VIC-20 & C-64

- 300 Baud Auto Modem

**APPLE® COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES**

- 16K RAM CARD (Language Card) For Apple II and II+*

- CONTROLLER CARD For Apple II, II+ and III*

- EXTENDED 60-COLUMN CARD For Apple II+

- 128K RAM CARD For Apple II, II+ and III*

- HARD DISK CONTROLLER FOR APPLE II, II+ AND III*

- UNIVERSAL DIAGONAL DISK CONTROLLER For Apple II, II+ and III*

**IBM® COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES**

- 83-KEY KEYBOARD

- IBM-3640/3641/3642/3643

- IBM-4340/4341/4342

- IBM-4700/4701

- IBM-4700/4701

- IBM-4700/4701

- IBM-4700/4701

**ADDITIONAL OPTIONS AVAILABLE**

- Additional RAM

- Additional Hard Drives

- Additional Monitor Cards

- Additional Printer Cards

**APPLIES FOR PROMODEM 1200 MODEM**

- TRS-80 MODEM 100

- PROCOMM

- SDAC-2000

- PROCOMM®

- HARD DISK CONTROLLER

- ADDITIONAL ADD-ONs AVAILABLE

- ADD-514

- ADD-514

**UPV-EPROM ERASER**

- UV-1111 Replacement Bulb

- UV-1111 Replacement Bulb

**DATA BOOKS**

- 30003 National Lender Data Book (82)

- 30009 Internal Data Book (82)

- 30115 Prog. Data Book (85)

- 30116 Prog. Data Book (85)

- 30116 Prog. Data Book (85)

**MUFFIN/SPIRATE STYLE FANS**

- MUFFIN (SPIRATE) 8-1/4" Diameter

- MUFFIN (SPIRATE) 8-1/4" Diameter

- MUFFIN (SPIRATE) 8-1/4" Diameter

**Add $5 to shipping for each person on a 300 order**

**520 Minimum Order — U.S. Funds Only**

**California Residents: Add 6% or 8% Sales Tax**

**Send stamped, self-addressed envelope to receive a Quarterly**

**Send 1st Postage for a FREE**

1985 JAMECO CATALOG
BUILD A COMPLETE 256K XT SYSTEM—$717

XT COMPATIBLE MOTHERBOARD

$159.00
- EGA MMX 586 SX CPU Optionals
- 6807 CO-PROCESSOR
- 8 Expansion Slots
- OR RAM INSTALLED, EXPANDABLE TO 64K ON BOARD MEMORY
- ALL IC SOCKETED HIGHEST QUALITY PC BOARD
- ACCEPTS 2764 OR 27128 ROMS

PRO-BIOS $29.95

20 MB HARD DISK SYSTEM
SEAGATE ST-225
$489.00

IBM COMPATIBLE INTERFACE CARDS

MULTI I/O FLOPPY CARD

$129.50
- PERFECT FOR THE 86K MOTHERBOARD
- 4 EGA, TIO FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
- 15324 SERIAL PORT, OPTIONAL 2ND SERIAL PORT
- PARALLEL PORT, GAME PORT
- CLOCKS, CALENDAR, SOFTWARE, CLOCK UTLITIES, RAMDISK, SPOOKER

MULTIFUNCTION CARD

$119.95
- ALL THE FEATURES OF AT'S 6 PACK PLUS A TAPE DRIVE
- CLOCKS, CALENDAR, SERIAL/PORT, GAME PORT
- CLOCKS, CALENDAR, SOFTWARE, CLOCK UTLITIES, RAMDISK, SPOOKER

COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR

$99.95
- FULLY COMPATIBLE IBM COLOR CARDS
- 4 VIDE INTERFACES, RGB, COMPOSITE COLOR, RGB, RGB
- MONOCHROME MONOCHROME, CROSSOVER FOR IBM MODE
- CLOCKS, CALENDAR, SOFTWARE, RAMDISK, SPOOKER

MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD

$119.95
- FULLY COMPATIBLE IBM MONOCHROME ADAPTOR & HERCULES GRAPHICS
- LOTSUS COMPATIBLE
- TEXT MODE 80 X 25
- MONOCHROME MODE 720 X 348
- PARALLEL PORT INTERFACE
- OPTIONAL SERIAL PORT $19.95

MONOCHROME ADAPTOR

$49.95
- ANDREW'S FANTASTIC VALUE FROM JDR
- IBM COMPATIBLE TIO OUTPUT
- 720 X 348 PELIC DISPLAY
- PLEASE NOTE IBM DRIVES WILL NOT RUN LOTUS GRAPHICS AND DOES NOT INCLUDE A PARALLEL PORT

FLOPPY DISK DRIVE ADAPTOR

$49.95
- INTERFACES UP TO 8 STANDARD
- EGA TO IBM PC OR COMPATIBLES
- ADDS CACHES FOR TWO INTERNAL DRIVES
- STANDARDS 5.25 FOR EXTERNAL DRIVES
- HUNG DUAL DENSITY DRIVES WHEN USED WITH IBM COMPATIBLE

EASYDATA 1200 BAUD MODEM FOR IBM

$169.95
- INCREASES PC TALK IN COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE
- HAYES COMPATIBLE
- AUTO DIAL/AUTO ANSWER
- ABBREV. DIAL/NO DIAL
- INCLUDED SERIAL PORT
- 1 YEAR WARRANTY
### Cordless Soldering Iron Rechargeable

**No. 620**

This versatile 10-piece soldering iron set features a cradle for easy storage and a 4V battery for cordless operation. Includes a 2000mAh rechargeable battery, soldering tip, and soldering stand. **$22.99**

### Talking Clock

**NEW FOR '88**

This dynamic sound generator features a variety of sounds, including animal sounds, nature sounds, and more. Ideal for children and adults alike. **$29.99**

### Powerhouse "A"

A complete line of high-quality audio equipment to promote your television image. Including RCA power amplifier kits, television remote controls, and more. All components are designed to work together to create a high-quality audio experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Kit Price</th>
<th>Assembled Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TA-400</td>
<td>100W Dynamic Class &quot;A&quot; Main Power Amplifier</td>
<td>$39.99</td>
<td>$49.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA-401</td>
<td>100W AC/DC Shoulder Amplifier</td>
<td>$49.99</td>
<td>$59.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

###槌子式多功計

**Yamato 4001**

This new compact digital multimeter features 16 types of tests, including continuity and diode detection. Ideal for hobbyists and professionals. **$39.99**

### LCD Thermometer Clock

**New for '88**

This TH4001 LCD thermometer clock features a digital temperature display and a backlight for easy reading. **$29.99**

### STEREO SIMULATOR

**Model No. 3000**

This new electronic stereo simulator is designed to enhance your listening experience. It produces a wide range of effects, including reverb and echo, to create a more realistic sound. **$99.99**

### HIGH QUALITY MULTIPURPOSE PRE-AMPLIFIER

**Model No. 2250**

This high-quality multipurpose pre-amplifier includes features such as volume control, tone control, and more. It's perfect for any home theater system. **$199.99**

### COLOR LIGHT CONTROLLER

**TY-238**

As a result of the advanced technology, this light controller offers a wide range of lighting effects, including fade, strobe, and color change. Perfect for parties and events. **$99.99**

---

**TERMS**

- **Minimum Order:** $10.00
- **Shipping & Handling:** Inside U.S.A. $5.00, Outside $10.00
- **Customer Service:** Available 24/7
- **Returns Policy:** NO C.O.D.'s. Complete, unopened returns accepted within 30 days of purchase. **$5.00** return charge. **Refund Upon Order**

**HOURS**

Monday to Saturday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM

**Mark USA**

24 E. Main St, Suite 210

**Adrian, MI 49221**

**Phone:** **(517) 222-1120**

**Fax:** **(517) 222-1120**

---

**www.americanradiohistory.com**
**TENMA**

**THE NAME YOU CAN TRUST IN ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT**

---

**TENMA**

**35MHz Dual Trace Oscilloscope**
- Two high quality 10:1 probes included
- For additional specifications see MCM Catalog #72-330

$569.00

**TENMA**

**20MHz Dual Trace Oscilloscope**
- Two high quality 10:1 probes included
- For additional specifications see MCM Catalog #72-332

$389.95

**NEW**

**TENMA**

**0-18V 3A Power Supply**
- Regulated outputs - constant wall or constant current, both are continuously variable
- Can be connected in series or parallel for more voltage or current output
- Reverse polarity and overload protected
- Isolated output

$99.50

**TENMA**

**Combination Function Generator and Frequency Counter**
- 6 digit display
- Output range: 0.1Hz-2MHz
- Seven ranges: Counter range: 1Hz-10MHz, TTL, and CMOS output
- Waveforms: sine, triangle, square, pulse, and ramp

$219.90

**TENMA**

**Frequency Counter**
- 6 digit display
- Measurement range: 0Hz-120MHz
- High input sensitivity of 20mV RMS

$189.95

**TENMA**

**Bench Top DMM**
- 3½ digit LCD display
- Eight function DCA, ACA, DCA (up to 20A), ACA (up to 20A), Resistance (up to 20Mohm), Audible continuity test, diode test, capacitance test (up to 20nF)

$149.80

**NEW**

**TENMA**

**Rotary Dial DMM**
- 3½ digit LCD display
- Rotary dial for rapid selection of functions and ranges
- 20 amp AC-DC Current, 10ohm resistance
- Carrying case included

$419.95

**NEW**

**TENMA**

**Digital LCR Meter**
- Measures inductance, capacitance and resistance
- L = 1µH-1000mH
- C = 1pF-200µF
- R = 01ohm-20Mohm
- Carrying case included

$149.95

---

**MCM ELECTRONICS**

** source no. RE-21**

**CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-543-4330**

In Ohio 1-800-726-4315 • In Alaska and Hawaii 1-800-858-1849

CIRCLE 87 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Charges</th>
<th>Volume Discount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>256K (262,144 x 1) DRAM 150NS $5.70/1: $39.95/50</td>
<td>9103508982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218-681-6674</td>
<td>Add $0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information, CIRCLE 82 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
IBM Clone Components

$345.95
IBM, PC/XT COMPATIBLE
- COMPATIBLE MOTHERBOARD with O/R Drains (Can Take 640K)
- 135 Watt Power Supply
- 5150 Style Keyboard
- XT Type Flip-Top Case

ABOVE SUPPLIED WITH ONE 1/2 HT. O.S.D.D. DISC DRIVE
$445.95

PECIAL OFFER! ORDER BOTH FOR ONLY $795.90!

RADIO-ELECTRONICS does not assume any responsibility for errors that may appear in the index below.

Free Information Number Page
81 A.L.S. Satellite 77
188 AIM Sales 81
76 AP Products 30
- Advance Electronics 33
107 All Electronics 84
72 Amazing Devices 87
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172,08 Beckman Industrial 1320
176 Beckman Industrial 28
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- CIE 16
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- Digital Research Computers 85
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113,180 JDR Instruments 184
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87 MCM Electronics 100
- Mark V Electronics 99
898 Mektron 34
819 Normal Communications 26
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114 Omicron 14
12 Pacific Cable 83
27 Pacific One 27
10 Pomona Electronics CV3
187 Print Products International 78
104 Prohmes 15
10 Prof. Diving School of N.Y. 119
122 Projector Recorder Belt 193
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CIRCLE 124 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
What Pomona knows about Dip Clips™ would fill a book.

For over 30 years Pomona Electronics has maintained its position on the leading edge of electronic test technology. Our expanding line of Dip Clip test clips is a good example.

Every year since dual-in-line packages were introduced to the electronics industry, we have kept pace with Dip Clip models to test the ever-increasing variety of DIP's available. This year is no exception.

In our 1986 General Catalog you'll find more than 30 models of Dip Clips. We've even introduced five special new SOIC models designed to test the small outline integrated circuit packages used in surface mount technology (SMT).

Here's how to get your copy of our 1986 General Catalog: Just circle the reader service number below; call us at (714) 623-3463; write us at ITT Pomona Electronics, a division of ITT Corporation, 1500 East Ninth Street, P.O. Box 2767, Pomona, California 91769.

Our products are available through your favorite electronics parts distributor.
**SCOPE 3½ DIGIT LCD MINI-METER WITH THE MAXI-SPECS**

Small enough to fit in your shirt pocket

$29.95 ONLY

Model DVM-630

Model CC-30 Deluxe
Zippered Carrying Case $4.50

**ASPECTS OF THE PRODUCT**

- **Model DCM-602**
  - **$69.95**
  - 3½ Digit Capacitance Meter
  - 8 ranges with full scale values to 2000 uF
  - Features: Broad test range - 1 pF to 2000 uF, LSH circuit provides high reliability and durability, Low power consumption, Crystal time base, Protected from charged capacitors, Frequency range - 800 Hz to 8 Hz

- **Model DVM-634**
  - **$48.75**
  - 7 functions, 32 ranges, Transistor measurement included.

- **Model DVM-638**
  - **$79.95**
  - 11 functions, 38 ranges, Includes logic level detector, Audible visual continuity, Capacitance and conductance measurement.

- **Model DVM-636**
  - **$62.75**
  - 8 functions, 37 ranges, Capacitance measurement included.

**SCOPE HAND-HELD DIGITAL CAPACITANCE AND MULTIMETERS**

- 0.5% DC accuracy
- High Quality
- Highest Performance
- Lowest Price

**Service & Shipping Charge Schedule**

- For Orders
  - $25.00 - $49.99: $4.50
  - $50.00 - $99.99: $6.00
  - $100.00 - $149.99: $8.00
  - $150.00 - $199.99: $10.00
  - $200.00 - $249.99: $12.00
  - $250.00 - $299.99: $20.00
  - $300.00 and up: $25.00

**Shipping Charge Schedule**

- Continental U.S.A.
- For Orders
  - $25.00 - $49.99: $4.50
  - $50.00 - $99.99: $6.00
  - $100.00 - $149.99: $8.00
  - $150.00 - $199.99: $10.00
  - $200.00 - $249.99: $12.00
  - $250.00 - $299.99: $20.00
  - $300.00 and up: $25.00

ASK FOR FREE CATALOG. Money orders, checks accepted. C.O.D.'s require 25% deposit. Toll Free 800-645-9518 In NY State 800-832-1446

**Fordham**

260 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, NY 11788

**Shipment Charge Schedule**

- $25.00 - $49.99: $4.50
- $50.00 - $99.99: $6.00
- $100.00 - $149.99: $8.00
- $150.00 - $199.99: $10.00
- $200.00 - $249.99: $12.00
- $250.00 - $299.99: $20.00
- $300.00 and up: $25.00

**Toll Free**

800-645-9518

Fordham

260 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, NY 11788